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PCOM PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF OSTEOPATHIC MEDICINE
Registrar
Office of Admissions
March 19, 1996
Dear
I am pleased to inform you that your application for admission to Philadelphia College of
Osteopathic Medicine for the class entering in August 1996 has been favorably acted upon
by the Faculty Committee on Admissions. Congratulations!
Admission to PCOM is conditioned on your ability to meet the College's Technical
Standards for Admissions and Matriculation. A copy of the Standards is enclosed. You
should review the Standards carefully, complete and sign the last page, and return it with a
$500 tuition prepayment. The non-refundable prepayment, which is necessary to confirm
a place in the Class of 2000, must be received by April 4, 1 996 and will be applied to
your tuition for the 1 996 Fall Term.
Your admission to PCOM is also conditional on your maintaining a high level of academic
accomplishment, and your personal and professional life must reflect the highest standards
of moral integrity and professional dedication. Should you, for whatever reason, fail to
maintain high standards in all areas, your acceptance will be withdrawn.
You are now about to prepare yourself for a career of public service and public trust as an
osteopathic physician, a career which will bring you great satisfaction. Again, our
congratulations to you. We look forward to welcoming you.
Very truly yours,
Carol A. Fox
Assistant Dean of Admissions
and Enrollment Management
CAF/cmn
Enclosure
41 /U Uty Avenue Hhiladelphia, HA iyi31-1By4 " 1^1b-B/l -B/OU « «00-9y9-6998 hAX 215-871-6719
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Mason W. Pressly, D.O. and O.J. Snyder, D.O. founded the
Philadelphia College and Infirmary of Osteopathy (PCIO).
The College opened in two rooms in the Stephen Girard
Building, a new thirteen story office tower at 21 South 12th
Street in Philadelphia.
r1900- 1903
February 1, 1900 PCIO's second downtown location, the
newly built Witherspoon Building at Juniper and Walnut
Streets.
The first move from downtown was to 33rd and Arch Streets in the
suburban Powelton Village Section of West Philadelphia.
I903- 190S
rl912-1916
190S- 191
2
PCIO migrated to yet another site in 1908 due to growing classes and the
need for larger physical plant to accomodate the new four year curriculum
The new location
was at 1715 North
Broad Street.
The city's first Osteopathic Hospital
was opened in the Society Hill
neighborhood at 410 South Ninth
Street. The College moved around
the corner to 832 Pine Street.
'1917-1929
Shortly before the United States entered World War 1, FCIO moved
into new quarters in Philadelphia's Fairmount section. A fund
raising campaign enabled the college to purchase, build and equip
the academic building as well as the hospital. January 24. 1921
PCIO officially changes its name to the Philadelphia College of
Osteopathy (PCO).
1929-1973
The College obtained a new building at 48th & Spruce which
allowed for improvements in research facilities. Space was
allocated for a pathological museum while at the same time the
student enrollment grew from 240 to 500 students.
k'^1973-19S0
On March 3, 1973 PCOM moved all but two basic science departments
to the new modem facilities to the present day City Avenue campus. At
the end of the 1980 academic year the final departments were moved
from West Philadelphia to Evans Hall located at 4170 City Avenue.
19S0-1996
With the first year class now numbering 200, PCOM
again looked to expand its facilities. The problem was
solved with the aquisition of the empty five-story building
at 4190 City Avenue, now known as Roland Hall.
1996 - CPresenl-
Growth on eveiy level has continued into the latter part of the 20th Cen-
tury. Evans Hall was enlarged to accomodate additional academic pro-
grams. A new Student Activities Center was also added in 1998.
1996
AUCUST
21"
22"
First day of Orientation. Class en-
dures five movies by Dave Targan.
What was wrong with that guy ?
Orientation Party at Arena's. These
people are going to be doctors?
Classes start! First lecture... Dr. Kvist
,tomy. Every seat is taken!!!
MSI V Term
Human Anatomy (19)
Histology (5)
Primary Care Skills (3)
OFF (3)
SEPTEMBER
P' George and Barbara Bowen's son
Edward is bom.
7"^ First date, BLT Cobblefish.
14"" It is now three days before our first
medical school exam, most of the class
is freaking out.
1 6'" Class of 2000 finally opens the
embyology scribes. Chaos follows as
we attempt to decipher the one and only
scribe from Jonathan.
1
7''' First Anatomy exam. Party followed at
the River Deck.
18'*' 8:30 a.m. Exhausted, hung over, and
nauseous we begin to dissect the face.
1 1:30 a.m. Davis shows up for lab.
25'*' Dr. Kvist announces that he is "looking
for Amanda Love" in Anatomy Lab.
27"" Members of the class of 2000 watch as
Neil Diamond rocks the Core States
Center.
OCTOBER
4"" Post-Histology party at Melissa and
Kulsum's.
7"' First day that Pat Bruscia does not wear
a suit to class.
10'^ Alzheimer's 5K at the Art Museum
1 r** AOA Convention, Las Vegas, NV.
R*^^lii^ •IP mtfM
^
Chad Frank invites Dean Veil over for
malzohs and lox..
Yankees win the World Series.
First Phi Sigma Gamma Halloween
Party. Quincy's stock as a D.J. begins
to plummet. Costume contest won by
Pam Heath with her Hoodstock motif.
NOVEMBER
Mike Zappetelli's twins are born at 26
weeks gestation
First set of final exams for the class of
2000.
Blowout post-finals party on the rugby
field. Afterwards, Dave Cavanaugh,
still fearing the threats made on his life
after the histo final, shows up at the
house party.
Second semester classes begin at 8:00
AM. Way to work the schedule, Hank!
Zachary Reuben Goldstein is bom to
Sodi and Rena Goldstein.
MSI T" Term
MCBM (1
FBM (5)
OPP (3)
PCS (1)
DECEMBER
A very frustrated PhD reprimands the
class of 2000 for their immaturity. We
love you, Freddie!
First annual PCOM New Year's Eve
party, Avalon. NJ. Hosted at the "Pink
House".
1997
lANUARY
Biochem party at Labrador's. Mass
chaos outside! Broken windows,
fights, trouble with the law! But hey,
we'll make great doctors, right?
Super Bowl XXXI. Green Bay 35.
New Eneland 2 1
.
FEBRUARY
24*
15'f
24"
2T
26"
27"
18*
23^"
Spring Break! Puerto Rico crew
unanimously outdrinks the Naples
Honda goons.
Suzan Entwistle'OO and John
Marshall '99 are married in Florida
MSI 3
Microbiology (9)
Cardiovascular (7)
Pulmonary (5)
Emergency Medicine (5)
OPP (3)
PCS (1)
MARCH
Pam Heath reverts to Islam and (coinci-
dentally) gives her last public opera
performance. This was the encore
number from her Radiology crooning
days.
Class of 2000 meets Satan! First lecture
with Dr. Bruce Kornberg.
Todd Hrabak engaged to Sabrina.
APRIL
Annual PCOM follies. Semelka and
Scripps begin their climb to the top rung
of PCOM's theatrical worid.
PCOM Prom. $25 for all you can drink.
Need I say more?
Ashley Tortu and members of the class
of 2000 paint wall with Jimmy Carter
during the Presidents' Summit in Phila-
delphia.
MAY
Pam Heath marries Roland Denson, Jr
the day before the MBM final.
End of year party at Summit Park.
JUNE
Class of 2000 enjoys its last summer of
freedom. Well, unless you drop out of
school.
26"
ir
3P'
JULY
Pam Heath again marries Roland
Denson, Jr
AU6U$T
Michael Bradley proposes to Jennifer
Lukach on the beach in Cancun.
Summer's over! Class of 2000 returns
to PCOM to start second year classes.
Princess Diana dies in high speed
M.V.A. in Paris.
MSII 1 Term
6'"
23"
22"
10"
14"
15"
17"
Renal (5)
Ob/Gyn (6)
GI(4)
Endocrinology (2)
Surgery (2)
OPP (3)
Geriatrics (1)
PCS (1)
SEPTEMBER
The world is saddened with the death of
Mother Teresa.
Chris Davis is engaged to Kellie-Ann
McNichol.
Pien-e Palandjian notices his voice
changing. Check out his parents ad in
the back of the book!
OCTOBER
Opening of the new Cambria Health
Care Center.
Davis and company are "unavoidably
detained" by authorities in San Antonio,
Texas at this year's AOA convention.
News hits school b\ 9:00 AM next day!
NOVEMBER
Fnst trimester finals. OPP 50 questions
in 59 minutes! Thanks, Dr. E(vil).
Post-exam bash @ 3962 Lankenau.
complete with Chinese food in the
ceiling fan.
Chris Schulze and Jackie Burke get
engaged.
All time high class attendance at OPP
lecture as Class of 2000 verbally as-
saults Dr. E.
Neuro (17)
Radiology (2)
Surgety (2)
ENT(2)
OFF (3)
FCS (1)
DECEMBER
MSII2 Term
18"" Comedian Chris Farley dies of dmg
overdose.
24* Alex Bianchi and Thomasine Smith are
engaged.
3P' Vicki Falcone gets married to Seth
Kanner on New Year's Eve.
1998
JANUARY
15* John and Laura Flaks celebrate the birth
of their third son. Hunter Luis Flaks.
2P' Another epic and bizarre scribe by E.S.
Bohn. This episode is dedicated the
fictional Stein girls, and Steinworld:
The Movie.
23"' Robert Fogel, D.O. receives O.J. Snyder
Memorial Medal. His acceptance
speech moves all in attendance.
25* Denver becomes the second wild card
team to win the big one as they defeat
Green Bay in Super Bowl XXXII.
FEBRUARY
5"' Joe McComb and Meg Griffin are
engaged on the Eiffel Tower in Paris.
16"' Second year second trimester finals.
Everyone gets 98% on the ENT final,
while Matt Cook (aka "Cookie") goes it
alone in Radiology!!
2 1 ^' 20 members of the class of 2000 embark
on a mission to top last year's spring
break.... Destination? Puerto
Vail ana!!
Meanwhile, Jackie Reardon and Jamie
Simon win the award for most mileage
traveled by car for this week at 3,732,
covering Philly, New Orleans, Tampa,
and Key West.
28* Becky Armbruster manies Sam.
MSII3 Term
Oncology (9)
Pediatrics (4)
Medicine & Society (3)
Surgery (2)
OPP (2)
Dermatology (1)
Rheumatolgy (1)
Occupational medicine (1)
PM&R (1)
PCS (1)
MARCH
16"
19"
25"
27"
17"
Kelly Baldwin sticks his head into Dr.
Sesso's sterile field when he hears his
name being called. Unfortunately,
Sesso was asking for a kelly clamp. No
red armbandfor Kelly, huh?
PCOM mourns the loss of "'Uncle"
Manny Fleigelman, D.O.
Most of the class has "done Doris" by
now. Hey, what do you want for three
bucks.
FDA approves Viagra. Coincidentally
the patient with a BP of 190/1 10 and a
HbAlC of 14 decides he is not afraid
of pills anymore. Hmmmm.
APRIL
Annual PCOM Follies is a hit. Eric
Bohn beai-s it all in the Dr. Evil skit.
PCOM Prom take two. Once again we
get all dressed up to party down.
MAY
Last lecture of preclinical years. Well.
some of us attended our last lecmre a
long time ago, but to those people who
stuck it out (i.e. Schulze. Miller, Nyzio)
this was your last lecture.
Renovated Levin Administration Build-
ing is unveiled.
Pat Bruscia inserts his manifesto, I
mean farewell note, to the class of 2000
in the last scribe. Dalims vows revenge.
Our last Final exam. We feel relief for
about twenty-two seconds, then some
S.O.B. mentions the Boards.
Heather Mann has her scribing pen
retired after setting an all-time record of
77! So}}\e people didn 'r cvtv; read that
24"
Last episode of Seinfeld airs and disap-
points most viewers.
Ground breaking ceremony for Student
Activities Center, aka Lannutti's Ro-
man Bath House. Teacher salaries
would have been a waste of money,
right???
lUNE
COMLEX PART I. We all made it
through alive. More importantly, party
at Finnegan's Wake.
Official start of rotation #1 . We 're not
doctors, but we can play them with our
new white coats every day.
Brynt Sines and Tammy Eisentrout are
married.
PCOM mourns the loss of David Heihg,
D.O.
JULY
"I got maiTied in the summer of 1998'
— Ed Avila
AUGUST
New Library is opened. T.D.H. never
knew what the old one looked like.
Jen Novotney & Jamie Laughlin ai'e
engaged.
Matt Barry mairies Callie Banzhaf.
SEPTEMBER
Mark McGwire hits his 62'"' home run,
breaking the record of 6 1 set by Roger
Maris in 1961.
OCTOBER
Tom Presenza is engaged to Liz
Peoples.
Despite having the best costumes, the
Hanson Brothers (Bill Dahms and Chris
Davis) are denied the top honors at the
Phi Sig Halloween party.
NOVEMBER
15''' Kim and Steve DiGugliemo celebrate
the birth of their baby girl Kaedryn
Antoinette DiGugliemo. 7lhs 10.5 oz.
20.5 inches long.
27"' Chris Davis marries the love of his life,
Kellie-Ann McNichol.
10"
19'h
3V'
3rd
13"
15
10"
79111
PECEMBER
Another terrific PCOM instructor is lost
with the passing of Jerome Sulman,
D.O.
Gabriel le Ann A versa born to John and
Heidi Aversa.
Laurie Brigandi and Tony Grello are
engaged at Rockefeller Center in NYC.
Sean George married to Lori Flamish.
Second PCOM Pink House New Year's
Eve Party in Avalon, NJ.
1999
JANUARY
5"' Our white coats are beginning to turn
yellow.
31" Denver defeats Atlanta to win Super
Bowl xxxni.
FEBRUARY
27"' Todd Hrabak and Sabrina set mairied.
MARCH
Todd catches a 3.5 foot baracuda in the
Caymans on his honeymoon.
Joseph Nyzio III bom to Joe and Katy
Nyzio.
Chad Frank gets up close and personal
with WAWA's floor.
Eric Gnall proposes to Nichole
Chiappetta at 8 a.m. on a Saturday
APRIL
C. Everett Koop is the keynote speaker
at the Centennial Celebration.
28* Monia and Chris Spizzieri bought their
first home.
MAY
Nicholas Daniel and John Anthony are
born to Dom and Tanya DeFrances.
Official first day of 4"" yeai"! I'm
getting sick of this short white coot.
MaiTiage of Matty McElroy and Erica
Anderson.
Chris Schulze and Jackie Burke are
maiTied in Kev Biscavne. FL.
14"^ Flag Day!!
17"
29"
JUNE
JULY
Pam Heath and her sister take a "fam-
ily trip'" to Newark, NJ.
Phil Devan proposes to Victoria
Meskaitis atop Stone Mountain, PA.
Quincy Griffith hits Laporte! He is
subsequently nicknamed "the natural
phenomenon" by the locals.
Holly Engle engaged to Robert P.
Metzgar.
J.F.K., Jr. dies when the private plane
he was piloting crashes off Martha's
Vineyai'd.
Liam Anthony CoUins bom to Matt
and Heather Collins, 71bs, 1 1 oz.
AU6U5T
7* Jackie Reardon is engaged to Thomas
Jones atop the Empire State Building.
22'"' Matt Aiken is engaged to MaryAlls
McHugh (class of '01).
SEPTEMBER
1 1"' Joe McComb and Meg Griffin are
married in Avalon, NJ.
IS"' Bill Dahms is engaged to Tricia Teti on
Pier 39 in San Francisco, CA.
25"' Lisa Rossell marries Dale Seed in Point
Pleasant Beach, NJ.
OCTOBER
PCOM celebrates 100 years at the
Centennial Ball held at the Convention
Center.
NOVEMBER
Veteran's Day!!
DECEMBER
17"^ Tom Presenza and Liz Peoples are
married.
20"' Dan Harrison and Melissa DeAngelis
are engaged.
24"' Carolyn Pozesky gets engaged to Mike
Selmer.
3rd
,3.h
24'"
16"
2P'
7-8"
10'"
16'"
6'"
yih
13"
19"
20"
28"
2000
JANUARY
Keith Boell and Kendra Waters get
engaged.
Match forms are due. Y2K terrorism
precautions delay many forms at the
Canadian border.
Joe Machuzak turns the big "30".
Match Day! About two people were
surprised with the results, both of them
were program directors though.
FEBRUARY
Match list due for NRMP.
Time Line submitted. DISCLAIMER:
ANYTHING FROM HERE ON OUT
THAT DOES NOT HAPPEN IS NOT
OUR FAULT! - Joe.Billy.& Chris
MARCH
Last bit of cramming, or the beginning
of cramming for some.
Comlex part 2. Unless you 're military,
then you were sleeping
Bar Golf - 18 Bars!! Dos cheated.
Results for that other match come out
today
APRIL
29'" Jackie Reardon mairied to Thomas
Jones.
MAY
Due date of Becky Annbmster and
Sam's baby. 7/29/99 eh? A little
Nagele's rule!
William Scialla maixies Jean Gurney.
Last rotation is over officially!!
Dolores Roman and Christian Hoey are
maiTied.
Kathy Schaeffer and Eric Dobrynski
ai-e maiTied.
Michelle Vasko and Carl Alves are
married.
Holly Engle marries Robert Metzgar.
Laurie Brigandi and Tony Grello are
mamed.
Shaion Schadle and Christopher Baer
are mamed.
Victoria Meskaitis are Phil Devan are
maiTied.
JUNE
P' Formal Graduation Dinner Dance at the
Ciystal Tea Room.
2nd Rehearsal and Barbecue
3"* Formal "short" White Coat Burning
Ceremony hosted by Chris Davis. Can
you believe it, less than 24 hours until
this is over. However, ifyou get hit by
a bus at this point your obituary will
only read "unemployed student!"
4* Graduation at the Academy of Music.
We are now physicians!!!
O
N
G
R
U
O
N
CLASS
OF
2000!
HIPPOCRATIC OATH
TSWEAR by Apollo the physician, andAesculapim,jmdJ^ealth,
and All-heal, and all the gods andgoddesses, that, according to my
ability andjudgment, I mil keep this Oath and this stipulation to
reckon him who taught me thisArt equally dear to me as my
barents, to share my substance with him, and relieve his necessities
if required; to look upon his offspring in the samefooting as my
own brothers, and to teach them this art, if they shall wish to learn
it, withoutfee or stipulation; and that by precept, lecture, and every
other mode of instruction, I will impart a knowledge of the Art to
my own sons, and those of my teachers, and to disciples bound by a
stipulation and oath according to the law of medicine, but to none
others. I willfollow that system of regimen which, according to my
ability andjudgment, I considerfor the benefit of my patients, and
abstainfrom whatever is deleterious and mischievous. I willgive no
deadly medicine to any one if asked, nor suggest any such counsel;
md in like manner I will notgive to a woman apessary toproduce
zbortion. With purity and with holiness I willpass my life and
Practice my Art. I will not cutpersons laboring under the stone, but
mil leave this to be done by men who arepractitioners of this work.
Into whatever houses I enter, I willgo into themfor the benefit of
':he sick, and will abstainfrom every voluntary act of mischief and
corruption; and, furtherfrom the seduction offemales or males, of
'reemen and slaves. Whatever, in connection with myprofessional
"practice or not, in connection with it, I see or hear, in the life of ??ien,
'rbich ought not to be spoken of abroad, I will not divulge, as
•-eckoning that all such should be kept secret While I continue to
keep this Oath unviolated, may it be granted to ?ne to enjoy life and
'be practice of the art, respected by all men, in all times! But should
1 1 trespass and violate this Oath, may the reverse be my lot!
Osteopathic Oath
I do hereby affirm my loyalty to theprofession I am about to
enter. I will he mindful always of my great responsibility to
preserve the health and the life of my patients, to retain their
confidence and respect both as aphysician and afriend who will
guard their secrets with scrupulous honor andfidelity, toperform
faithfully myprofessional duties, to employ only those recogni;(ed
methods of treatment consistent with goodjudgment and capac-
ityfor recovery. I mil he ever vigilant in aiding in the general
welfare of the community, sustaining its laws and institutions,
not engaging in thosepractices which will in any way bring
shame or discredit upon myself or my profession. I willgive no
drugsfor deadly purposes to any person, though it be asked of
me. I will endeavor to work in accord ivith my colleagues in a
spirit of progressive co-operation, and never by ivork or by act
cast imputations upon them or their righfulpractices. I will
look with respect and esteem upon all those who have taught me
my art. To my college I will he loyal and strive always for its
best interests andfor the interests of students who will come
after me. I will be ever alett tofurther the application of basic
biologic truths to the healing arts and to develop theprinciples
of osteopathy which werefirst enunciated by Andrew Taylor
Still.
33
Match List
As ofJ.anuarv 24, 2000
Aiken, Matthew
Alden, Marie
AUegretti, Paul
AJvarado, Cecilia
Anderson, Erica
PCOM/Consortium of hospitals
Portsmouth Naval Hospital
PCOM/Delaware County
KCOM/Medical College
PCOM/Geisinaer
Philadelphia. PA
Portsmouth, VA
Drexel Hill, PA
Augusta, GA
Danville, PA
Demidont, Adrian
Derderian, John
DiGiovanni, Vincent
DiGuglielmo, Kimberly
Dillon, Carol Anne
PmnacleHealth-Comm. General
Mercy Fitzgerald
PCOM/Consortium of hospitals
Community Hosp. of Lancaster
PCOM/Delaware Co.
Harrisburg, PA
Darby, PA
Philadelphia, PA
Lancaster, PA
Drexel Hill. PA
Andrews, Stephen
Applegate, Todd
Arjun, Seeta
Armbruster, Rebecca
Averell, Brian
PCOM/Delawai-e County
Boston University Medical Center
UMDNJSOM/Kennedy
PCOM/Consortium of hospitals
PCOM/Consortium of hospitals
Drexel Hill, PA
Boston, MA
Stratford, NJ
Philadelphia, PA
Philadelphia. PA
DiMuro, John
Donato, Larry
Eanes, Lori
Eckert, Jill
Eisentrout, Tammv
Undetermined
PinnacleHealth-Comm. General
KCOM/The Medical Center
Horizon Sys./Shenango Valley
OUCOM/Firelands Community
Harrisburg. PA
Columbus, GA
Farrell, PA
Sanduskv, OH
Aversa, John
Avila, Edward
Bacik, Bradley
Baeder, Scott
Baldwin, Kelly
Hospital of St. Raphael
NYCOM/Maimonides
PCOM/Delaware County
OUCOM/Doctors North
PCOM/Consortium of hospitals
New Haven, CT
Brooklyn, NY
Drexel Hill, PA
Columbus, OH
Philadelphia, PA
Engle, Holly
Falcone, Victoria
Fath, Michael
Feldinger, Liz
Fisch, Scott
UNECOM/St. Luke's Hospital
PCOIVI/Consortium of hospitals
PCOM/Nesbitt Memorial
NYCOM/Good Samaritan
NYCOM/Belh Israel
Bethlehem, PA
Philadelphia, PA
Kingston, PA
West IsUp, NY
Newark. NJ
Ballestas, Loren
Barki, Kelly (Hindman)
Barnard. Barbara
Barnes, Brian
Barry, Matthew
PCOM/Consortium of hospitals
LECOM/Mercy
Undetermined
St. Luke's Hospital
Tripler Army Medical Center
Philadelphia. PA
Pittsburgh, PA
Allentown, PA
Honolulu. HI
Flaks, John
Flowers, Raphael
Flynn, Brendan
Follweiler, Ingrid
Fowler, Martin
Undetermined
Undetermined
PCOM/Consortium of hospitals
LECOM/Scranton-Temple
UNECOM/St. Luke's Hospital
Philadelphia, PA
Scranton, PA
Bethlehem, PA
Barsoiun, Jaiiine
Bassett, Carrie
Berry, Kristen
Bianchi, Alessandro
Biggs, Lee
PCOM/Cliri.stiana
UMDNJSOM/Cooper
St. Joseph's Hospital/NPHS
Mercy Fitzgerald
Portsmouth Naval Hospital
Wilminton, DE
Camden, NJ
Philadelphia, PA
Darby. PA
Portsmouth, VA
Franciosa, Stefan
Frank, Chad
Gaines, Kathryn
Gallentine, William
Garafola, Nicole
Undetermined
NSUCOM/North Broward
USAF Medical Center (Keesler)
PCOM/Geisinger
PinnacleHealth-Comm. General
Ft. Lauderdale, E
Biloxi, MS
Danville, PA
Harrisburg, PA
Boell, Keith
Bohn, Eric
Borghei, Hassan
Bowen, George
Bradley, Michael
PCOM/Geisinger
PCOM/St. Joseph's Hospital
PCOM/Consortium of hospitals
UMDNJSOM/Kennedy
St. Joseph's Hospital/NPHS
Danville, PA
Reading, PA
Philadelphia. PA
Stratford, NJ
Philadelphia. PA
George, Sean
Getts, Roger
Girod, John
Gnall, Eric
Godin, Bill
PCOM/Lehigh Valley
LECOM/Scranton-Temple
Mercy Fitzgerald
LECOM/Scranton-Temple
UMDNJSOM/Kennedy
Allentown. PA
Scranton, PA
Darby, PA
Scranton, PA
Stratford, NJ
Brigandi, Laurie
Brinker, John
Brown, Theodore
Bruscia, Patrick
Buckley, Chris
UMDNJSOM/Kennedy
PCOM/Consortium of ho.spitals
Womack Army Community
PCOM/Consortium of hospitals
Mercy Fitzgerald
Su-atford, NJ
Philadelphia, PA
Fayetteville, NC
Philadelphia, PA
Darby, PA
Goff, Megan
Goldsteui, Howard
Goldstein, Sodi
Good, Chad
Gould, John
Mercy Fitzgerald
UMDNJSOM/Kennedy
UMDNJSOM/Kennedy
PCOM/Conemaugh Valley
University of South Carolina
Darby, PA
Stratford, NJ
Stratford, NJ
Johnstown, PA
Columbia, SC
Burke, Jonathan
Cackovic, Curt
Campbell, Brian
Carlin, Kristin
Carr, Michael
PCOM/Lehigh Valley
Frankford Hospital
PCOM/Consortium of hospitals
UNECOM/St. Luke's Hospital
Undetermined
Allentown, PA
Langhome, PA
Philadelphia, PA
Bethlehem, PA
Grammes, Jill
Green, Kim
Grello, Tony
Griffin, Meg
Griffith, Ekwensi
PCOM/Consortium of hospitals
Travis AFB/Grant Med
UMDNJSOM/Kennedy
PCOM/Consortium of hospitals
NYCOM/St. Barnabas
Philadelphia, PA
|
Travis, CA I
Stratford, NJ
I
Philadelphia. PA
Bronx. NY I
Caruso, Heidi
Casey, Edward
Castillejo, Alvaro
Cavallaro, Joseph
Chiappetta, Nicole
Womack Army Community
Albert Einstein/Beth Israel
PCOM/Geisinger
St. Joseph's Hospital/NPHS
LECOM/Scranton-Temple
Fayetteville, NC
New York, NY
Danville. PA
Philadelphia, PA
Scranton, PA
Grow, Chelsea
Gurdock, George
Gustitus, Gaye
Harrison, John
Harrison, Dan
PCOM/Lehigh Valley
PCOM/Einstein
PCOM/Nesbitt Memorial
Bethesda Naval Hospital
PCOM/Consortium of hospitals
Allentown. PA
Philadelphia, PA
Kingston, PA
Bethesda, MD
Philadelphia. PA
Choi, Garvey
Chovanes, John
Chukwuocha, Obinna
Clark, Nancy
Clear, Carolyn
Frankford Hospital
PCOM/Consortium of hospitals
NYCOM/Union Hospital
PCOM/Consortium of hospitals
St. Joseph's Hospital/NPHS
Langhorne. PA
Philadelphia. PA
Union. NJ
Philadelphia. PA
Philadelphia. PA
Hazlett, Shawn
Heath, Pam
Heisman, Nicole
Herman, Rebecca
Hoffman, Amy
LECOM/Scranton-Temple
Sinai Hospital of Baltimore
PCOM/Consortium of hospitals
PCOM/Consortium of hospitals
PCOM/Consortium of hospitals
Scranton, PA '
Baltimore, MD
Philadelphia. PA
Philadelphia. PA
Philadelphia. PA
Collins, Matthew
Cook, Matthew
Coubarous, Sareta
Crawford. John
Croteau, Rachel
PCOM/Consortium of hospitals
Undetermined
Undetermined
PCOM/Consortium of hospitals
UNECOM/St. Luke's Hospital
Philadelphia, PA
Philadelphia, PA
Bethlehem, PA
Howard, Tim
Howard, Wayne
Hrabak, Todd
.Jackovic, Marcy
Jackson. Anise
Mercy Fitzgerald
UNECOM/St. Luke's Hospital
USAF Medical Center (Keesler)
PCOM/Consortium of hospitals
Undetermined
Darby, PA
Bethlehem, PA
Biloxi, MS
Philadelphia, PA
Dahms, William
Davis, Brian
Davis, Chris
Dean, Derrick
DeAngelis. Melissa
Wilford Hall USAF
UMDNJSOM/Kennedy
PCOM/Christiana
Undetermined
PCOM/Consortium of hospitals
Lackland AFB, TX
Stratford. NJ
Wilminton. DE
Philadelphia. PA
Jacobs, Darren
Jaffe, Jamison
Ju, Yvette
Kantha. Brinda
Kaplan, Lisa
PCOM/Nesbitt Memorial
PCOM/Consortium of hospitals
PinnacleHealth-Comm. General
PCOM/Delaware Co.
UMDNJSOM/Kennedy
Kingston. PA |
Philadelphia, PAJ
Harrisburg, PA 1
Drexel Hill, PA I
Stratford. NJ
Deatrich, Joanie
DeFrances, Dominick
UNECOM/Warten Hospital Div.
LECOM/Westem Penn
Phillipsburg. NJ
Piltsburgh. PA
Kearney, Shannon
Khan, Kulsum
PCOM/Lehigh Valley
MCP/Hahnemann
Allentown, PA
Philadelphia, PAl
ilroy, Jonathan
ini, Andrew
irifides, Alexander
line, Neil
lugman, Shari
UNECOM/Maine-Dartmouth
Undetermined
PCOM/Chiistiana
MCP/Hahnemann
Frankford Hospital
Augusta, ME
Wilmintcjn, DE
Philadelpliia, PA
Lanntiome, PA
Reardon, Jackie
Rimer, Ronald
Roberts J.J.
Roberts, Jessica
Roman, Dolores
Jatksoiiville Naval Hospital
OUCOM/Doctoi-s North
PCOM/Einstein
PCOM/Consortium of hospitals
PCOM/Einstein
Jacksonville. FL
Columbus, OH
Philadelphia, PA
Philadelphia. PA
Philadelphia, PA
ost, Jennifer
ouyoumdjian, Pauline
ozma. Matt
rachman. Amy
upres, Krista
LECOM/Mcrcy
Frankford Hospital
PCOM/Consortium of hospitals
UMDNJSOM/Kennedy
Brooke Army Medical Center
Pittsburgh, PA
Langhome, PA
Philadelphia. PA
Stratford, NJ
San Antonio. TX
Romeo, Michael
Rosen, Adam
Rossell, Lisa
Rumer, Kathy
Ruppersberger, Andrew
UNECOM/Sl. Luke's Hospital
PCOM/Consortium of hospitals
St. Luke's Hospital
PCOM/Consortium of hospitals
Frankford Hospital
Bethlehem. PA
Philadelphia. PA
Allentown. PA
Philadelphia. PA
Langhome. PA
jndau, Marian LECOM/Westem Penn Pittsburgh. PA Sanderson, Jason
avelle, Lori PCOM/Consortium of hospitals Philadelphia, PA Scally, Monique
ee, Wah NYCOM/Lutheran Medical Brooklyn, NY Scanlan, Brad
eff, Alison PCOM/Consortium of hospitals Philadelphia, PA Schadle, Sharon
:o. Nicole UMDNJSOM/Kennedy Stratford, NJ Schaeffer, Kathy
PCOM/Consortium of hospitals
PCOM/Consortium of hospitals
Walter Reed AMC
PCOM/Consortium of hospitals
University of South Carolina
Philadelphia. PA
Philadelphia. PA
Wa.shington. DC
Philadelphia. PA
Charlestown. SC
wis. Dan
jwis, Don
iccini, Mark
iss, Michaelann
3ev, Scott
PCOM/Delaware Co.
Mayo Clinic
PCOM/Delaware Co.
PCOM/Consortium of hospitals
UMDNJSOM/Kennedy
Drexel Hill, PA
Minneapolis, MN
Drexel Hill. PA
Philadelphia, PA
Stratford. NJ
Schuize, Chris
Scialla, William
Scripps, Matthew
Seely, Matthew
Semelka, Michael
PCOM/Consortium of hospitals
PCOM/Lehigh Valley
OUCOM/Doctors North
Bi-County Comm./Henry Ford
PCOM/Medical Center
Philadelphia. PA
Allentown. PA
Columbus. OH
Warren. MI
Beaver Falls. PA
aongo, Nancy
achuzak, Joe
;agro, Michael
alinowski, Marshall
alone, Jamie
PCOM/Chrisriana
PCOM/Consortium of hospitals
Mercy Suburban Ho.spital
Brooke Army Medical Center
PCOM/Consortium of hospitals
Wilminton, DE
Philadelphia, PA
Norristown, PA
San Antonio, TX
Philadelphia, PA
Shah, Pallavi
Shanahan, Timothy
Sharma, Ajay
Shunk, Brian
Silber, Mike
Sinai Hospital of Baltimore
UNECOM/St. Luke's Hospital
OUCOM/Doctors Stark County
Brooke Army Medical Center
PCOM/Consortium of hospitals
Baltimore, MD
Bethlehem, PA
Massillon, OH
San Antonio, TX
Philadelphia, PA
ann. Heather
arshall, Suzan
atsinger, John
azzoni, Jennifer
cAnallen, T.J.
Bethesda Naval Hospital
Undetermined
PCOM/Consortium of hospitals
Mercy Fitzgerald
Horizon Sys./Shenango 'Valley
Bethesda. MD
Philadelphia, PA
Darby, PA
Farrell. PA
Simak, Eileen
Simon, Jamie
Simpson, Robin
Sinese, Anita
Skiendzielewski, Andy
PCOM/Consortium of hospitals
PCOM/Consortium of hospitals
UNECOM/St. Luke's Hospital
UNECOM/St. Luke's Hospital
PCOM/Geisinger
Philadelphia. PA
Philadelphia. PA
Bethlehem, PA
Bethlehem. PA
Danville. PA
cComb, Joe PCOM/Consortium of hospitals Philadelphia, PA Spizzieri, Chris PinnacleHealth-Comm. General Harrisburg, PA
cElroy, Matthew PCOM/Geisinger Danville, PA Stenzler, Ben Fort Belvoir Medical Center Ft. Belvoir, VA
cGlynn, Scott PCOM/Consortium of hospitals Philadelphia, PA Straka, Michele Travis AFB/Grant Med Travis. CA
esaris, Allison PCOM/Consortium of hospitals Philadelphia. PA Strong, Jen Tripler Army Medical Center Honolulu, HI
eskaitis, Victoria Altoona Hospital Altoona, PA Subbarao, Italo PCOM/Consortium of hospitals Philadelphia. PA
iller, Kwon St. Francis Medical Center Pittsburgh, PA Sussman, Melissa UMDNJSOM/Cooper Camden. NJ
iller, Mike OUCOM/Doctors North Columbus, OH Szczepanski, Karen PCOM/Einstein Philadelphia. PA
iller. Rich Portsmouth Naval Hospital Portsmouth, VA Szewczak, Suzann UNECOM/St. Luke's Hospital Bethlehem. PA
iller, Rosalee PCOM/St. Joseph's Hospital Reading, PA Thomas, Dave Undetermined Ohio
oeller, Joe Mercy Fitzgerald Darby, PA Tinsley, Darlene St. Joseph's Hospital/NPHS Philadelphia. PA
urray, Melissa NYCOM/Maimonides Brooklyn, NY Tortu, John UMDNJSOM/Kennedy Stratford. NJ
aglia, Chris Eastern Tennessee State Univ. TN Tweedt, Shawn OUCOM/Doctors North Columbus. OH
guyen, Troung UMDNJSOM/Kennedy Stratford, NJ Vasko, Michelle St. Luke's Hospital Allentown. PA
icasio, John Undetermined Vitelli, Shannon UMDNJSOM/Cooper Camden, NJ
ovotney, Jennifer Mercy Fitzgerald Darby, PA Waters, Kendra St. Luke's Hospital Allentown, PA
yzio, Joe Mercy Fitzgerald Darby. PA Weaver, Kevin PCOM/Geisinger Danville. PA
"Neill, David Mercy Suburban Hospital Norristown, PA Weinberg, Andrew PCOM/Delaware Co. Drexel Hill. PA
dell, Edward Mercy Suburban Hospital Norristown, PA Weiner, Holly Brooke Army Medical Center San Antonio. T.X
gden, Andy Frankford Hospital Langhome, PA Wellner, Robert Undetermined
hr, James LECOM/Westem Penn Pittsburgh, PA Widmer, Suzanne UNECOM/St. Luke's Hospital Bethlehem. PA
rris, Mike PinnacleHealth-Comm. General Harrisburg, PA Williams, Melanie UMDNJSOM/Kennedv Stratford. NJ
ser, Craig PCOM/Consortium of hospitals Philadelphia, PA Wingfield, Michael Undetermined
ilandjian, Pierre PCOM/Delaware Co. "~ Drexel Hill, PA Wright, Jeff Horizon Sys./Shenango Valley Farrell. PA
itton, David OUCOM/Doctors North Columbus, OH Yacoub, Assy Wright Patterson AFB Dayton, OH
j iters, John St. Luke's Hospital Allentown, PA Yun, Jonathan Botsford General Hospital Farminston Hills. MI
nto. Matt NSUCOM/North Broward Ft. Lauderdale. FL Yusko. Chris Clarion Hospital Clarion. PA
ttas, Bill Frankford Hospital Langhome. PA Zappitelli, Michael Mercy Suburban Hospital Norristown. PA
)tter, Greg Leland Undetermined Ziemer, EUeda PCOMA,ehigh Valley Allentown, PA
)zesky, Carolyn PCOM/Delaware Co. Drexel Hill, PA
esenza. Tom Portsmouth Naval Hospital Portsmouth, VA
ice, Jeannie Community Hosp. of Lancaster Lancaster, PA
;ap, Jennifer PCOM/Lehigh Valley Allentown, PA
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PHILADELPHIA • COLLEGE OF • OSTEOPATHIC MEDICINE
LEONARD H. FINKELSTEIN, DO
Presiiieni and Chij Executive OjjiceT
215-871-6800
I
M 215-871-6814 FAX
m. ^M lenf@pcom.edu E-MAIL
June 2000
Dear Class of 2000:
My heartiest congratulations to you, Philadelphia College of Osteopathic
Medicine's 109* graduating class, the first graduating class in the new millennium.
As a group, you have earned the respect of your faculty on this campus as well as
those off campus. PCOM has provided you with clinical training in the ambulatory
setting far above others. Your training, supported by the osteopathic philosophy,
win assist you in meeting the challenges and demands to control health care costs
while maintaining a consistent level of care.
I am proud of your accomplishments and, as you embark on your career as an
osteopathic physician, know you will serve your college and profession well. As a
member of the PCOM Family we extend our best wishes as you pursue the next
phase of your career. Whatever the future holds, PCOM remains supportive and
wiUing to assist you in achieving your goals.
On behalf of the Board of Trustees, faculty, staff, and all PCOM alumniyae, I
congratulate you on your achievements and wish you great success, happiness and
satisfaction as you enter the osteopathic profession.
Fraternally,
/&&<// /J^
Leonard H. Finkelstein, D.O.,
M.Sc, F.A.C.O.S.
President
Dr. Kenneth Veit, D.O.
Academic Dean
PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF OSTEOPATHIC MEDICINE
KENNETH ]. VEIT, DO, MBA, FACOFP
Vice President for Academic Affairs and Dean
215-871-6770
215-871-6781 fax
kenv@pcom.edu E-MAIL
Dear Colleagues,
PCOM's Centennial Year has come to an end and so has your undergraduate medical education.
You have been witnesses to many things that have come and gone or to new things that have
been introduced during your four years at PCOM.
Gone is the old medical library having been replaced with a newly expanded state-of-the-art
library. Several new small group classrooms and study carrels were built in Evans Hall. You
attended OMM lab in the new facility in Evans Hall instead of the small, out-of-date lab in
Rowland Hall. Gone is the old cafeteria. We now have a spacious, relaxing and conducive
atmosphere in which to eat. Gone is the old Roxborough health care center. It has been totally
refurbished and expanded to meet the needs and comfort of our patients and students. And,
lastly, the opening of the new Student Activity Center.
The campus has certainly undergone a metamorphosis! So, too, have all of you. Yours was the
first class to have a White Coat ceremony. From the days of orientation lunch on the roof of the
parking garage to walking down the aisle of the Academy of Music with friends and relatives in
attendance welling up with pride, you have been in a slow process of evolving. Gone is the fear
of the unknown and uncertainty of your undergraduate years. These are replaced by the
challenges of the next stage of your education. You now are more assured of yourselves and of
what to expect of your colleagues and chosen profession. You are now osteopathic physicians! 1
am proud of each of you.
Nurture the relationships you have developed with classmates over the last few years for they
will sustain you in your career for years to come. Serve your patients well for they have
entrusted their health to your care. Be blessed with good health and years of happiness and well
being. Please remember your Alma Mater with fondest memories and return to visit when
possible *- you are most welcome!
Cenneth J. V^ft/D.O., MBA, FACOFP
Dean
Office of The President
Office of The Vice President
Academic Research/Development
Admissions
Alumni relations & Development
Ambulatory Care
Anatomy
Biochemistry/Molecular Biology
Biomedical Sciences
Bookstore
Cafeteria
Cambria Health Care Center
Clincal education
Clinical Learning & Assessment Center
Communications & Design
Dean's Office
Obstetrics & Gynecology
Educational Media
Emergency Medicine
Family Medicine
Family Practice
Finance Office
Financial Aid Office
Geriatrics Practice
Graduate Medical Education
Human Resources
Internal Medicine
Lancaster Health Care Center
Library
Mailing Services
Materials Management
mis/Telecommunications
OMM Practice
Pathology/Microbiology/Immunology
58
Physician Assistants Studies
Physician Billing
Plant Operations
Primary Care
60
Psychology
Radiology
RoxBOROUGH Health Care Center
Security
Student Activities Center
1 JI^H
h
Student Affairs Student health Services

WBmWb.
Remembering those who taught us..,
with sincere appreciation
Emanuel Fliegelman, D.O.
1915 - 1998
David Heilig, D.O.
1914- 1998
Jerome Sulman, D.O.
1931- 1998
No person was ever honored for what he received. Honor has been the reward for what he gave.
-Calvin Coolidge
Crossing the Bar
Sunset and evening star.
And one clear call for me!
And may there be no moaning at the bar.
When I put out to sea,
But such a tide as moving seems asleep.
Too full for sound and foam.
When that which drew from out the boundless deep
Turns again home.
Twilight and evening bell.
And after that the dark!
And may there be no sadness of farewell.
When I embark;
For tho' from out our bourne of Time and Place
Tlie flood may bear me far,
I hope to see my Pilot face to face
When I have crost the bar.
1996-1997 Teacher of the Year
Dr. Robert Fogel
Pathologist Extraordinaire
1997-1998 Teacher of the Year
Dr. John Similaro
Paramount Pulmonologist
John Becher, P.O.
(^ emergency medicine y
Micheal Becker, P.O. Laurence Belkoff, P.O.
family practice ^^ (^ urology
Pavid Bevan, P.O.
rheumatology
Todd Bezilla, P.O. Ruth Borshaei, Ph.P.
c
Rani Bright, Ph.P.
J^ iT biochemistry/molecular biology ^ (^ microbiolgy ^ (^
Bruno Bromke, Ph.P.
microbiolgy
•^W> '^^x.
y V,
OHver Bullock. P.O. Pavid Castro-Blanca, Ph.P. Pavid Cavanaugh, B.S. Patrick Coughlin, Ph.P '
70 C^ Cambria hcc J) (^ psychology ^ (^ histology ~^ c anatomy
Hasco Craver, D.O. William Crow, D.O.
surgery D c
Robert Cuzzolino. l:d.l).
J^ (Radical humanities & education ) ('
Albert D^Alonzo, P.O.
cardiology J)
1^1
Farzenah Daghigh, Ph.D.
biochemistry/molecular biology
Izola David, D.O.
lancaster hoc ^ c
Paul DeJoseph, D.O.
family medicine
Camille DiLullo, Ph.D.
:^ c anatomy 3
Tony Errichetti. Ph.D. Larry Finkelstein, D.O.Robert DiTomasso, D.O. Anne Egan, D.O.
psychology ^ (^ roxborough hcc ^ (^ clinical learning ^ (^ family practice ^
eonard Finkelstein, D.O. Tana Fishman. D.O.
urology ^ (T family medicine J) (^
Robert Fogel. D.O .
pathology
Anhur Freeman. Ed.D.
(^ psychology J)
Jeffrey Freeman, P.O. Kerin Fresa, Ph.D. Katherine Galluzzi, D.O. Mindy George-Weinstein, Plj
(^ endocrinology ^ (^ immunology ~~^ (^ geriatrics ^ (^ histology
'
~N r
William Gilhool, P.O. Howard Goldman, P.O. Frederick Goldstein, Ph.P. Charlotte Greene, Ph.I
(^ gastroenterology/lancaster hcT^ (^ dermatology ~~^ (^ pharmacology ^ (^ physiology
^ r ^ r
Thomas Griffin, M.P. Grzegorz Gorski, M.P., Ph.D Linda Haegele, M.P
(^ dermatology ~^ (^ biochemistry/molecular biology ^ (^
Kenneth Harbert, Ph.CJ
oncology
J) (^ physician assistance studies \\
Susan Hingley, Ph.P.
72 C7 microbiology ~^ pharmacology ^ (^ physician assistance studies ^ (^
\\ \^ ]^^^'%\<f)
R&l <*
'•m^-
AlL
f|
Joe Kenney, P.O.
/
\feif/
\ i.
¥/
_^
cardiology Z) c
Bruce Kornberg, D.O. Richard Kreibel, Ph.D.
cardiology ^ (^ neuroscience 3 c
Tage Kvist. Ph.D.
anatomy j
Pat Lannutti, D.O. Sherman Leis, D.O. Anthony Leone, D.O. David Loughran. D.O.
internal medicine ^ (^ plastic surgery ~^ (^ omm ^ (^ infectious disease j)
Joseph Lubeck, D.O.
neurology
Simon Lubin, D.O.
ob/gyn
Burton Mark. D.O.
psychiatry
Ted Mauer. D.O.
(7 otorhinolarj'ngology
John McPhilemy, D.O.lichael McGuinness, Ph.D Allan McLeod, D.O.
anatomy ~^ (f family medicine ^ C ortliopedic surgery ^
Robert Meals. P.O.
radiology ^ 73
^ r
Kathy Miller, Ph.D.
(T^ psycholiogy 3 c
Mark Miller, Ph.D.
anatomy
Paul Misischia, P.O. Eugene Mochan, Ph.D..D.O
(^\ ophthalmology ^ CT biochemistry
f ^^-^ N
w
im
^m
» ;*
>^»^ r
[^% ,ff
Harry Morris, D.O.
(^ family medicine J) (^
Alex Nicholas, D.O.
jM
ll
>
-
--'*
.4iil'-Wfcfe
Evan Nicholas, D.O.
J
William Nickey, D.O.
J) (^ nephrology
^ r
C
Robert Niewenhuis, Ph.D. Richard Notzold, Ph.D.
z:^ czanatomy histology :> c
Daniel Parenti, D.O.
pulmonary z c
Richard Pascucci, D.O.
rheumatology
Eva Placentra-Sesso, D.O . Jennifer Prescott, D.O.
74 C^^ cardiology ^ (^ cambria hoc
Stephen Purcell, D.O.
J) C^ dermatology J) CT
Robert Ravetz, D.O.
psychiatry
^pj
V ^ JL.
Arthur Sesso, D.O.
^^Ifc::^
/
Ht
w-
\\
V / W _
surgery
'Z) c
Michael Shank. P.O.
anatomy
John Simelaro, D.O. Peggy Stewart. Ph.D.
~^ (^ pulmonology ^ (^ pharmacology ^
theldra Templeton, M.S. Ruth Thornton. Ph.D. Kenneth Veit. D.O. Michael Venditto, D.O.
library services ~^ (" biochemistry/molecular biolog>^ (^ family practice J) C^^ pulmonology J)
Elaine Venuti, M.S. Todd Vladyka, D.O.
pathology/microbiology ^ (^ family medicine ~~^ (^ pediatrics
Rosemary Vickers. D.O. Barbara Williams, P.O.
~^ (T Cambria hcc J^
Galen Young, Sr., D.O.
:^
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Matthew Francis Aiken, D.O.
Fairfield University, B.A.
Canton, Massachusetts
Thanks to everyone who has supported me for these past
four years.
Special thanks goes to my family, especially my dad who
is my greatest inspiration and mentor to be a physician. I
love you all.
Mary Ailis, I can't wait to share our lives and careers
together. It will be hard work but I know we can
do it. Thanks for everything. I love you.
£2,
Marie Euzabeth Alden, D.O.
Penn State University, B.S.
Norristown, Pennsylvania
Man 's mind, once stretched by a new idea, never regains its original
'tensions.
"
^
Oliver Wendell Holmes, |r.
ad - Thank you for instilling in me the work ethic that has made it possible to
ice the challenges of the past four years. You raised four children who greatly
ive and respect you and will always cherish your friendship and guidance.
ancy - My future step-mama, thanks for taking care of my Dad and us for so
any years. You're going to be a beautiful bride in your WHITE gown. I love
iu.
atie and Christine - My best friends in the universe. Tm so lucky that the
osest people to me are also my sisters. I idealize both of you - Katie, for your
ithusiasm and good-heartedness and Christine, for your sense of morality and
."termination. I look forward to seeing what our futures hold.
)hn - My favorite brother, thanks for all of the support through both college
id med school (especially for the gourmet meals at PSU and when I was
itating in LaPorte, PA).
mine - Thanks for making me laugh every single day. Your incredible
."rsonality and positive attitude are inspiring. You're going to be a wonderful
B/GYN.
ookie, Ed and Ben - We've had some great escapades the past four years,
ey Ed, I'll call you, I mean it!
Jfa^J/ctc^.^.O.
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Paul D. Allegreto, D.O.
LaSalle University, B.A.
Oreland, Pennsylvania
"// should be the function ofmedicine to have people dieyoiing as late aspossible" -Ernest C. \\\ ni
"Maybejo/i ain't heard,jon know yon been away a long time, I don't shine shoes no more" .,
~ Joe Pesci, in "Goodfellj|
This page is dedicated to Grandmom and Grandpa Allegretti
Mom: Where to begin! Words definitely fall short of describing my tlianks and debt that I owe you. You are as big a part of
iliis degree as me and I couldn't be happier tlian to share tliis with you. I always say I'll match you up with any motlier in tj
universe and it would be no contest, you're tlie best. Thanks for alwaj's being tliere (sometimes late like your son) but alw a\
there, waiting, witli a dish of pasta, a meatpie or some other fantastic food. Behind ever\' great man is a mom like you, il
they're luck)'. Thanks Mom!
Dad: I did it! I know you weren't always in agreement with my methods but I know we're both happy with the outcome.
h;mk you for instilling in me tlie priceless values of hard work and dedication. Those days of doing homework with you w:j
Ixick were terrible tlien, but are a big part of tlie reason 1 am here in tliis yearbook today. I hope you know how much 1 iv:\
do iwpect and admire you. Dad, I tliink I'm finally finished with "school" now, and I'll go get a real job.
Rich, Dave, and Jennifer: I know you guys were also wondering when your big brother would finish school. Thanks fi )r
being m\' release from school and anything else ever)' step of the way even though I wasn't always around. You gu\'s are m\
)undation, my family, :uid my friends and I know I can count on you guys forever. Remember the bees, fantas)' football, a
iheBRT.
Nona and Nonno: I am forever grateful for your support and sopresata. Cent Anni nona and nonno!
Lewy and John: I^ewy, tlianks for astounding me ever)' step of the two years we lived together and John, tlianks for being tin
next to me, astounded as well. 'Tou have no idea dude" will always remind me of you two guys.
Andy (Kells): .My new roomate but lifelong friend. I'm sony I scared you in biddy basketball if you're sony you shot holes
my beer. Dorsett is definitely better tlian Dickerson.
Greg: My otlier new architect roomate. Thanks for tlie golf tips and getting me in good with my faniily,)'ou're the best. Ala
thanks for looking like e\'eiybody. Uncle Freddy didn't die?
Cook, Scripps, Bohn, Silber: Thanks for tlie white trash, phallic symbols, car variet)', and golf cart trips. I know Cook, tha
\v;ls ga\ . You, \ou w;uit six pack holder.
Caroline: Thank God for blanket wamiers! Every day is better than the last since I've met you. The end of medical school
has hopefully brought me a beginning to tlie rest of my life.
Oh yeah. How bout them Cowboys!!!!!!!!!!!!!
\-. A
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Cecilia Bernadette Alvarado, D.O.
University of Central Florida, B.S.
Orlando, Florida
love everywhere you go... be a living example of God's kindness.
Mother 'I'crcsa
In Loving Dedication to my Father
Thank you. Daddy, for making me who I am. You taught me to believe
against all odds, to never lose faith, and to forever dream. You showed me
to strive for the magnificent while embracing the humble. Your tireless
effort laid my foundation, and your example will always be my guide.
Thank you. Mama, for your unending support and prayer. I hope to
someday inherit the courage, strength, and fidelity you've shown
throughout my life. You are an amazing and beautiful woman and I am
honored to call you not only Mother, but Friend.
Thank you, PJ and Moni, for being my sunshine. What a marvelous
privilege it is to be your sister. Flourish. Learn from the hard times,
treasure the miracles, and trust me on the sunscreen. Pow-wow power!!!
My dearest friends, the last thing I expected out of medical school was to
share the ride with such remarkable people. I have learned from you all
and thank each of you for the laughs, tears, and memories.
Michael, living life together is my greatest blessing ever. You are my
inspiration and motivation, my best friend and eternal companion.
I love you.
# .
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Erica Lynn Anderson, D.O.
Philadelphia College of Pharmacy and Science, B.S.
Nottingham, Pennsylvania
l^ook foryourself, and yon milfind in the long run only hatred, loneliness, despair, rage, miu.
and decay. Btit look for Christ andyou will find Him, and with Him evetything else thrown in.
C.S. Lewis
Mom- For every floor you have scrubbed, every bag of food you've packed and
for every prayer you made on my behalf, I am so grateful. Although you would
have been just as proud if 1 could keep a clean house, this will have to do for now.
You are my role model. I love you.
Dad- Thank you for ballet shoes, trips to Philly to fix the car and for making sure !
could change my own tire. Remember, being a doctor is not much different than
fixing a car—If you can fix the car with the hood shut, that is. 1 love you.
Moo, Buck, B and Greggy- I've never known a family with more diversity. 1 am
thankful for each of your unique personalities. Thanks for loving and supporting
me even though 1 know you all think I'm the spoiled brat of the family. 1 love you
guys.
Mom mom- When 1 feel I'm in the midst of chaos, you are always a sense of
calmness and a reminder that He is in control. 1 love you.
The Girls- "No matter where we are, no matter what we do, we will always eat
and drink together." ("and see our babies before they're six months old") Thanks
for defining true friendship for me.
Matty- I think that He is taking our little cottage of a life and turning it into a
palace. 1 am thankful that I am taking this journey with you.
I love and look up to you more every day.
Stephen Francis Andrews, D.O.
Georgia Institute of Technology, M.S.
Georgia Institute of Technology, B.S.
To my wife, thank you for your unconditional
love and support. Te Amo.
To my family, thank you for always being
there when I need you.
Todd D. Applegate, DO
Western States Chiropractic College, B.S.
Ridgeway, Virginia
I would like to thank my wife, Allison, for all
her support and understanding.
Good luck to all my classmates and their futun
aspirations.
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St. John's University, M.S.
York CoUege of CUNY, B.S.
New York
,
New York
fyourfaith ivere the si^e ofa mustard seed, .jwtbing mould he impossibleforjoti.
Matthew 17:20
Seeta Arjun, D.O.
ro my Parents: Mom and Dad, thank you for all of your support, love,
)rayers and your encouragement. This achievement is as much yours as it
s mine. I could not have done this without you. I love you both.
fo my sister Cavi: Thanks for believing in me. I love you.
To my Son Kevin: You have gotten me through some of the most difficult
imes of my life. My darling son... here's to you! I love you with all my
eart!!
fo my friends: Darren, Shawn, Jen, Dom, Jehrib, Rachel, and Lori, You
;uys are what made medical school fun. Dave, thanks for the
inconditional devotion to our friendship. You guys are the best!
To Tom: Thank you for your many prayers, your constant support, your
ove. You have made the past two years the best time of my life. Here is
p passing medical school with little bit of studying and many sleepless
jiights! I LOVE YOU babe!.
2)-D
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Rebecca Ann Armbruster, D.O.
Hahnemann University, B.S.
NYMC, M.P.H.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
The greatestpleasure in life is doing whatpeople sayjoii can't do. Walter Baeehot
This page is dedicated to POP-POP. No longer with me physically, but always witl
me in spirit.
MOM & DAD : I never thought this day would happen. THANK YOU for having
more faith in me than I did. We've been through a lot together; you
stood by me and guided me. 1 wouldn't be here today if it weren't fo
you. I can't say thanks enough.
BOB & DAWN : THANK YOU for all of your support & love. Thank you most
for giving me Sam.
SAMMY : It was you who took the brunt of my anger, despair & frustration over
these past 4 years. You gave unselfishly, putting everything else aside to
be here for me. You are the BEST, YOU are my ANCHOR . 1 couldn't hav
done this alone, together we did it! Now, the future is ours (+one!).
THANK YOU!!
DR. VENDITTO : Thanks for all of your support, advice, & cigars.
TO ALL OF MY FRIENDS & FAMILY : Without your love and support this da}
THANKYOU: ^°"^'^ "°' ^^ possible.
DONNA: For giving us Hugo, Joey, Ashley & Eva to brighten our lives.
GEORGIE: Don't have an Ml! I made it!
MIRANDA: For reminding me how OLD I am.
CEVIA: For your smiles.
SCRIPPS, ED, JOANIE, & THE CLASS OF 2000: For Inspiration. Smiles,
Anatomy lab!
6^^i>€Xi<u<v Ol. Oiaai.W:^,T> .c
Brian Averell, D.O.
Rutgers University, B.S.
Middletown, New Jersey
'mow contentment andyon shall not be disgraced,
'mw satisfaction and you shall not be imperiled; then you mil long endure.
Kristin- Of all the things I have learned, the most valuable are those
learned from you. You have taught me to love, to know myself, and
strive for happiness above all else.
Of the people I have met, none have captivated me so much as
ion. Your beauty, your charm, and your wisdom are unmatched in
ny eyes. What I have done to deserve you I will never know.
Of the time I have spent in this world, none is more precious
han that I have had with you. I am fortunate to have grown with you
this stage in our lives, and I am quite certain that I would be very
lifferent today had you not been a part of my life. We will always be
:onnected on the deepest level. No matter where life takes us from
lere, Kristin, know that I will love you forever.
fim A'OO, Kevin A'OO, Amy A'OO- You are the best fam anyone
:ould ask for. Congratulations on your accomplishments!
VIom & Dad- Thank you for fostering my love of intellectual
jursuits.
jcorge, Loren, Alex, Brian, Ed, Nicole
imes easier like good friends.
John M. Aversa, D.O.
Gettysburg College, B.A.
Quinnipiac College, B.S.
Woodbridge, Connecticut
Heidi-You are my best friend and the love of my life. Thank you
for always being so supportive, patient and understanding.
Mom- Thank you for your love, nurturing and for helping me to
believe in myself.
Dad-Thank you for your undying devotion to your family and for
being the role model that I so strongly look to.
Gabrielle-You are my sunshine. Thank you for inspiring me to be
better person.
My family-You are the best. Thank you all for enriching my life.
W,4.e.,^D.^.
Edward Kenneth Avila, D.O.
Manhattan College, B.S.
Port Chester, New York
')i}H' f>eople see the world the way it is and say, why;
Hlxr people see the world the way it could be and say, why not.
Robert Kennedy
When school began four years ago, it seemed like an eternity
would pass until graduation. Now, I realize it passed too quickly.
I have made new, life long friends and gained a different outlook
on life. My years in medical school were precious and I will always
cherish them.
I want to thank my mother and father for seeing the potential in
me and nurturing it.
Thanks to my friends that made medical school a special experi-
ence.
But most of all, I want to thank my love, Peggy, who gives me
strength, hope, and above all, her LOVE. Babe, you have made
all my dreams come true.
Bradley Milan Bacik, D.O.
Miami University, B.A.
Miami University, M.S.
Hunting Valley, Ohio
'EEEEEXCELLENT"
C. Montgomery Burns
To my wife Kathy: You are the best. Thank you for all of the love
and encouragement these past four years. I look forward to see what
the future holds for us. You are the love of my Hfe.
To my parents: You guys are the best. Thank you for all of your
support and guidance during this long trek. Without this, I would not
have made it. I love you very much.
To N3MDF: Thanks Chief for all of the wisdom and knowledge yoi
passed on to me. More importantly, thanks for the encouragement to
get the Extra Class ticket. 20 wpm....no problem. 73's dit dit dit da
dit dah
To N3MDD: Uncle Pat. . . Stay on the soapbox. You teach well fror
there.
To my classmates: Good luck in all of your endeavors. Work hard
and play hard.
A quote: "Live now; make now always the most precious time. Novi
will never come again" - Jean-Luc Picard .
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R. Scott Baeder, D.O.
Salisbury State University, B.S.
Annapolis, Maryland
/ [spericnce is not ii'hat happens to you. It is wljat you do with what happens to you.
"
Aldous Huxl
What an experience Medical School has been. There are so
many memories and people to thank. First, to my family, without
you I know this accomplishment would have been a lot tougher.
I would like to thank Mom, Grant, and Blaine for their never
ending encouragement. You all were always there to listen and
boost my morale. I appreciate your unwavering support. To my
Grandpa, and Grandma for your constant support and optimism.
I respect your sound judgment and knowledge. Our times to-
gether have been etched in my memory.
And Robin you have meant so much to me. I treasure your part
in my life during the good times and unique medical school
experiences. I love you and look forward to the future.
Also thanks to all my friends for the good times. I wish you all
the best in the future. - -
Sharon Schadle Baer, D.Q
Franklin and Marshall College, B.A.
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania
"Obstacles are those terrible thingsjoii see n'henjou takejour eyes offyourgoal
"
Henry Ford
Mom and Dad: Do you remember that phone call from Barcelona when I cold you to call
I'COM and tell them I'm coming!! I can t believe that was four years ago. Thank you for
always giving me the strength and support to do whatever I set my mind on. Most
importantly, thank you for PUSHING me over the fears that stood in my way. Now, as I
begin my career and marriage I feel well prepared to handle whatever life throws at me
because you've instilled in me the skills and self-confidence to strive for success. I love you.
Jill and Rich: My big sister and brother, thanks for paving the way for me through parents,
college and careers. You've always been and will always be my idols, inspiration and best
friends. I love you.
The Posse: What will I do without you? Kathy: our fearless leader...you were not only my
test buddy and OPP partner but also my shopping soulmate! Loren you gave me enough
passion to love every topic I studied even while running along the river. Alison... you've
always been ready to lend an ear and drink a beer (T.GTI.F.) for any reason! Jen... you mad
Anatomy Lab almost too much fun it was like studying at the Princeton. You all made
medical school more fun and exciting than I ever could have imagined we did it! I'm so
proud of you!
Kelly: My roomie! How lucky I was that you signed me up for 4048 Balwynne Park Road
four years ago. It feels like we ve been through so much so fast and yet you ve been the bes^
roomie and the best friend I could ask for... just don't mention the pink robe!
Chris: Oooooo weeee you're good lookin! Ever since I met you in Arena's three years ago
I have yet to get rny mind off of you. Now I'll graduate from PCOM as your wife and
partner through life...how lucky I feel. You've already enhanced my life in so many ways
with your unconditional love and giving spirit. You've always been there to listen, truly
listen, through rough times and encourage me to be my
personal best in everything I do. I can't wait to enjoy
the adventure to our ultimate destinations together...
Are you ready water king?
jLm0^,^.^M
Kelly Baldwin, D.O.
LOREN YVETTE BaLLESTAS, D.O.
University of Pennsylvania, B.A.
Miami Beach, Florida
"Yoii only live once, but ifjo/i work it right, mice is enough.
'
Joe E. Lewis
Mami y Papi: Gracias por demonstrarme como ser una persona determinada.
Todavia leo la placa que me mando mi papa que dice "No Te Rindas." La leccion
mas importante que aprendi.
Tia Fina y Mama Ivonne: Que fuera de mi si no las tuviera a ustedes uidandome?
Gracias por su amor.
Ivonne, Victor and Vanessa: "I'm extraordinarily patient provided 1 get my own
way in the end." You are awesome for putting up with me. 1 love you.
My Posse: 1 promise to hug and kiss each and every one of you at graduation. Can
you freakin' believe I'm willing to do that? You guys must be really special.
Malone: Every so often, someone comes into your life and changes you forever.
Thank you for keeping me afloat. By the way, don't tell anyone, but medicine just
isn't as much fun without you.
Doodoo Bird: Thank you for being my role model and my teacher. Whether in
Guam or in Italy, may we always find time to share.
"BriGuy": 1 just have one thing to say "The cremaster muscle". Just kidding!!!
Thanks DUDE.
Guille:Yes, "you can dance if you want to.
l^^f^Say^ -/h OlM^^^X>-
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Kelly Hindman Barki, D.O.
Bethany College, B.S.
Wellsboro, Pennsylvania
7 'hey might not need me; but they might. I '// let mj head beJust in sight;
vA smile as small as mine might be precisely their necessity. gj^ijy Dickinson
J .
In the style of the Academy Awards, let me briefly (ha, ha) list the
people to whom I owe this extraordinary day. My life and my
accomplishments I owe to the grace of God, who has seen fit to bless
me with a mind and talent suitable to the medical profession.
Mom & Dad, I have you to thank for building my character, for
teaching me humility, kindness, and above all for giving me a work
;thic which will carry me through the rest of my life. My sisters,
especially Tasha, I thank for listening, for laughing, for sympathizing.
Joseph, my husband, my "bestest friend," I love you
—
you've been
right there every day of the past 3 years, loving me through the stress,
the self-doubts, the tears, and the frustrations— always reminding me
3f what is truly important in life. To my cat Homer, who lay with me
many late nights studying. Finally I want to dedicate this page to the
memory of my grandmother, who inspired me and challenged me
*ith an example of godliness, compassion, and unconditional
iove—I hope I can live a life half as y /w
meaningful. Hove you all! /Ql<^Yf OOa^
\
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Barbara Suzanne Barnard, D.O.
Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University, B.A,
The American University, M.S.
Virginia Beach, Virginia
"Tbe secret is not in doing whatyoii love, but in loving ivhatyou
Unknown
I would like to thank my family and friends for always
being there for me. Special thanks to my mom and dad
for continuing to take care of me. Thanks also to all of m;
awesome teachers, to every patient, and to my school.
Thanks to God for guiding me to the greatest work I know
And last but definitely not least, thanks to my little dog.
Boots, for being by my side through thick and thin for so
many years.
Robert Brian Barnes, D.O.
University of Richmond, B.S.
AUentown, Pennsylvania
Thank you to my friends and family for all of your love and
support. I especially want to thank my loving wife Katie.
Without your understanding and support, this journey would
not have been possible.
It is truly an honor to carry on the tradition of medicine and
PCOM in my family. This tradition began with my grandfather,
Robert D. Barnes, D.O. (PCOM '37) and continued with my
father, Robert A. Barnes, D.O. (PCOM '69). Good luck to all
the members of the class of 2000.
Sincerely,
R. Brian Barnes, D.O.
f\ Bi«^S<x*M^ ,D. o.
MatthewJames Barry, D.O.
Clarkson University, B.S.
SUNY College at Brockport, B.S.
Rochester, New York
Ifjoii can stay ivith time as itpassesjou are limig in the present,
but ifyou miss it, you 're missing life. Pete Townshend
My most sincere expression of gratitude is reserved for my
dear wife, Calli. Together we shared in triumphs and defeats
of profound proportion, and endured a seemingly incessent
string of supercilious 'away rotations.' But in the end, our
memories of PCOM will always be preceded by the
friendships we established, and the growth and expansion of
our respect, trust and love for each other. Invaluable bonds,
such as these, allow our relationship and marriage to flourish
beyond the expectations of even the most optimistic.
I also wish to thank my friends, family and parents whose
unremitting support, patience and affection made this endeavor
possible. Unquestionably, were it not for them, I would have
never made it.
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Janine Mary Barsoum, D.O.
Pennsylvania State University, B.S.
Duquesne University, M.S.
Newtown Square, Pennsylvania
I'ljciT (ire only hvo ways to live life. One is as though nothing is a miracle.
I he other is as though everything is a miracle.
Albert Einstein
am truly grateful for every miracle in my life: family, friends, and the
pportunity to reach a goal I have had since I was nine, to become a
hysician.
lom and Dad: You are the greatest inspirations in my life. Your
nconditional love, support, and sacrifice have given me the strength
nd wisdom to reach my goals in life. Thank you for being there for my
nail victories and enormous crises. You are truly my best friends. I
)ve you.
herri: I admire your drive, discipline, and determination. Thank you
ir your support and patience throughout the years. Thank you for the
ahamas... you'll never know how much that meant to me. I am proud
) call you my sister. I love you.
riends: Marie-We met through coincidence, and have remained
lends through supporting and cheering each other on through break-
ps, hook-ups, etc...Thank you for listening to me ramble and teaching
le everything I know! I will haunt you forever, navygirl. Kulsum,
d, Ben - My wonderful friends and my favorite travel buddies, thank
Du for some of the best times of my life.
lelissa & Liz-I love you both,
3od luck up there in the big apple. /)
11 miss you. '^'tfyyu.r^
.
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Carrie Lynn Bassett, D.O.
Widener University, B.S.
State College, Pennsylvania
"J keep mj ideals, because in .
are really good at heart. "
•
of evetything, I still believe thatpeople
Anne Frank
Mom and Dad: You watched me grow from a little girl with big
dreams to a young woman achieving those dreams. I am here today
because you gave me everything I ever needed to succeed. Thank yo
for all your years of support.
My family: All of you have been my main source of motivation
through the years. I wouldn't be here without your endless
encouragement and support. Thank you all for helping me achieve n:
dreams.
Women's rugby: Who would have thought we would ever pull it ofi
It's been a hard road for us, but I am so glad I could be a part of it.
Thanks for all the good times. Keep ruckin' and maulin'.
Friends: The past four years went by so fast, some parts seem like a
blur. We've had some great times. From old friends to new friends,
thank all of you for making my years at PCOM memorable.
Joe: You opened my eyes to so many possibilities and new situation;
you'll never know how much that means to me. I hope your last yea
of medical school is as wonderful as the last three. You're awesome
Loki: You are my sunshine, my only sunshine. You make me happy
when skies are gray.
.
. (^^ 6-W6,lb
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Kristen a. Berry, D.O.
University of Pennsylvania, B.A.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
.ni'e Itas brought me here. Lovefrom the creator, family, husbandfriencl, sisterfriends and
earth. Allpraises dm! I amforever thankful, many blessing
K.Berry
This world may seem so unkind, blindness abounds lay
deaf to the sounds sweeter than the angel's voices calling
from beyond the waters. Black child, break wild and move
.his world. There's no need to fear cause all the pain and
;he fear dissipates like clouds in the summer after rain.
Spirits move through you day by day. Now is the time for
•edesigning a mind you will need to rock this calling, rock
his calling and send the doubter's swiftly falling.
C.Wilson
Alessandro BiANcm, D.O.
Muhlenberg College, B.S.
Wilmington, Delaware
'Yo/i have to stick toyourplan. A lot ofpeople try topiillyou down to their level because they can^
achieve certain things. B/it veryJewpeople get anywhere by taking shoiicnts.
"
Michael Jordan
DAD: I never would have made it through Chemistry and Calculus without you. You are truly my biggc:
ode! and hero, and I can only hope to be Uke you someday. All of those endless nights of studying ;
all of the times that I wanted to give up, I made it through by thinking of the one thing you have always
;
to me..." How bad do you want it?" Your hard work ethic and determination was the foundation of min
and I thank you for that.
MOM: Your role in my success was equally as important. You kept me believing in myself when I didn't
and you had faith in my abilities when I thought I would fail. Your belief that I could overcome any obst
only made me work harder to prove you right. Thank you for comforting me whenever I had a setback, t
most of all thank you for never letting me accept failure, I could not have accomplished all I have withoi
you.
MOM and DAD: Well, I did it! Not to bad from the little Italian kid who could not speak a word of
English when he started! Thank you for being such great supporters of everything I do. If it hadn't beer
all of your sacrifices and hard work, it would have been impossible for me to put in mine. I know that I
could never begin to repay you for all that you have done for me, and what makes you so special is that yc
Id never expect me to. I am forever in your debt and I want you to know that just as you have always
been there tor me, I will always be there for you in the future.
THOMASINE: It seems like only yesterday that we were sitting in your car and I was trying to convince
that a long distance relationship would work. Well, you took a chance and now, 8 years later, we find
ourselves engaged and planning a wedding. I would never have made it through college and medical schc
without having your voice to look forward to on the phone each night. You kept me focused when I neec
to be , and listened to me when I needed someone to talk to. The fact that you stood by me for 8 years w
I was away only reinforces my longing to be with you for the rest of my life. I love you more than words
say and I thank you for helping me achieve my dreams.
MARCO: Thanks for being a great little brother and friend. You have helped me accomplish so much
without even knowing it. Because of you, I have tried to be a better person. If it weren't for you to set ar
example for, I may not have worked as hard or done as well as I have. I hope that I can in some way be a
source of inspiration to you as you have been for me.
''Carpe Diem" -~ Horatio 4^^rf<*t*->c«^«- y^S^^L^t-^^ ^ Z-< C
RicpiARD Lee Biggs, D.O.
North Carolina State University, B.S.
George Washington University, M.P.H.
Asheville, North Carolina
'o my Wife (Marie): It is impossible to sum up in a few short
v'ords what your constant support and encouragement has meant. It
v'as you that held our family together during these four years. You
id all the little things that made such a big difference. Couldn't
wave made it without you. Love Always.
I
I'o my Son (Sean): You were born the day I was accepted to
ledical school. Watching you grow and progress made it so easy
b realize how unimportant medicine can be. Look forward to lots
lore daddy time.
my Parents: Yes, I am finally done. I know you never imagined
lat skinny kid you dropped off in Raleigh thirteen years ago would
nd up a doctor. Through it all, you both have remained a source of
upport and inspiration. Thank you.
~i>.o.
Keith Andrew Boell, D.O.
Bloomsburg University of Pennsylvania, B.S.
Doylestown, Pennsylvania
"Clay lies still, but blood's a rover; Breath's a ware that mil not
,
Up, lad: irhen thejourney's over There'll be time enough to sleej.
A. E. Housman
Mom and Dad-Thank you for all you've done. You've taught me the mo
important lesions in life: how to work hard for what I believe, be thankful
for all I have, learn throughout life, and most importantly how to love.
There is nothing I'm more proud of then to call you my parents and friend
Norman, Shel, Colleen, Michael, Kevin, Cathy, Steven, Kathleen,
Eileen, Madison, Normandie, Blaize, Chelsea, Roman, Michaela and a
of those to come- You are a constant reminder of where I'm from, who I
am, and what's truly important in life. You are my greatest source of
inspiration and I could not imagine nor ever want better friends. Thank yo
for all you've done.
My beloved Corazon- If for only a moment, you could look through my
eyes and see the love I have for you. You are my closest friend and I'm
grateful for every day we spend together and look forward to the years
ahead. I love you always in all ways.
Matt, Eric, Scott, Joe, John, Ben, The Rowland crew, 31 Sesame, and
all my friends-Thank you for 1.000 long and crazy nights. I never
would have made it without you.
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Eric Sean Bohn, D.O.
Ursinus College, B.S.
Douglassville, Pennsylvania
•ust in God with all your heart, lean not onyour own imderstandin^ in allyour ways
noivledge him, and he will makeyourpaths straight" Proverbs \'^-0i
fit and foremost ... 1 must give a supa dupa shout-out to God for being my bulwarl< of strength through
ll e four years of wind-tossed, tumultuous academia called medical school, and for blessing me with the
tiicity to continue in my career, because it ain't gonna get much better from here. Lord, thanks for the
n car. the lending hand, and an understanding heart. I'll do my best to make you proud of me.
:,Ma and Pa Bohn: Thank you for being the best two parents a kid like me could ask for. I am truly
deserving of all the time, love, and attention that you both so generously afforded me. Thank you for
beving in me from the start. I love you both with all my being.
'I Mike and Cindy: I couldn't have been blessed with a better brother and sister. Thank you guys for
big such a support and ffemendously huge part of my life. Sorry guys, but mom and dad must have
lisd me more because I'm the one that got the extra chromosome.
Imy friends and classmates: Thanks for all the laughs, tears, tenesmus, frotteurism, and other various
f iphilias. My life has been a much better place to live with you(s) guys in it. If we leave here learning
c thing, its this: The center of the Universe is not the sun, its Uranus. Narberth naughties rule! Cancun
f se
lives on ... beware the four horsemen: Miller Pillar, Busch Musch, Bud Mud, and . . . The Nat-u-ral
I -as-ter!
1 K.B. and Cookie: You guys are the best. Although I played the Hausfrau at times, we came out of
tie last two years together somewhat unscathed and with all limbs intact. Thanks for putting up with m)
f sions toward spontaneous nudity and hand-held
^lders. I couldn't have asked for two better dudes to
I with.
_^^^l_ri:?r7 I^S)
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Hassan Borghei, D.O.
Temple University, B.S.
Philadelphia College of Osteopathic Medicine, M.S.
King of Prussia, Pennsylvania
'The one that taught me one word has made me oive himfor the rest ofmy life.
"
Imam li
To god- Thank you for the health you have given my family and
me.
To my family- Thank you for your support and understanding,
without you I could not have done this. Mom and Dad, you have
always been there for me and there are not enough words to help
me thank you. My two brothers and my sister-in-laws, you are my
best friends and you played a major role in my decision to become
physician.
To my wife- Thank you for coming into my life, with you by my
side I will be a better physician. I dedicate the rest of my life and
career to be the best husband for you.
Misericordia Hospital School of Nursing, R.N
Philadelphia College of Textiles and Science, B.S.
Edmonton Alberta, Canada
hat IJes behiml /is and what lies before us are tiny matters, compared to what lies inside us.
Oliver Wendell Holmes
George
J.
Bowen, D.O.
his degree is dedicated to the memory of two very special men in
ly life. Samuel W. Bowen, my father, and Edward J. Majkowski a
fecial friend and father of my wonderful wife. We miss both of
ou so much.
would not be here today if it was not for the guidance and support
fan incredibly strong and intelligent woman, my wife Barb. Dear,
'e've accomplished so much!!!! Congratulations on your Masters
1 Perioperative Nursing!!
, very special thank you to two incredible boys, my sons, Sam and
dward. Thank you for your loving hugs when dad needed them
lost. Thank you for being such good boys and big helpers at home.
hanks to the Majkowski family and to an incredible brother -in
iw Chal Murphy.
>lso, a huge thank you to my mom, Sally Butler. Thanks for your
apport as well as your prayers, Barb and I can NEVER repay your
indness.
'ongratulations to everyone in the class of 2000!!
specially Dr. Al, thank you so much
)r your friendship.
MichaelJohn Bradley, D.O.
Susquehanna University, B.S.
Pottsville, Pennsylvania
"Someday, you'll either become a baseballplayer or a doctor.
"
JohnJ.Voydik (1911-1984;
Mom and Dad: For as long as I can remember, you've wanted me to succeed in life. You've made sacrifices and
given me every opportunity. You've earned more respect than you could ever imagine. You've set an amazing
example and I am very proud that you are my parents. My greatest success in life may be to be as good of parents
my children as you have been to me. I made it. but only with all your love, support, and encouragement. Thank yi
and 1 love you.
Nana: It's hard to express what you've come to mean to me over the years. You have always been there and that
means the world to me. I love you.
Pap: I look up to you constantly keeping you in my thoughts. You have been an inspiration for me throughout m;
life. I always wanted to make you proud of me, I hope I have. I love you and will always remember you.
Renee: We had a lot of fun growing up together and 1 always looked up to you. I hope you find all the happiness i
the world. Remember that you are my only sister and I'll always be there for you. I love you.
Brittany and Josh: To the greatest niece and nephew in the world, may the future fulfill all your dreams. I love y
both very much.
Heather: Whenever I needed to talk or help with anything, you never said no. Thank you for being such a great
friend.
Lukach and Brensinger Families: I feel like we've been family for a long time already. Thank you for accepting
me into the family as you have and for all the good times and memories. May we spend many more years together
Family and friends: Thank you for all tiie good times and the memories, for all your love and support. I could nol
have [nade it witiiout you.
Jen: Remember lying on the sandbox looking at the stars and thinking about our dreams. Within a year, our drean
have come true. From Leiby's to Chi-Chi's to Outback to Pat O'briens, we've had a great time. We've been throu
a lot, gone many places, and made a lot of great friends along tiie way. 1 can't wait to spend the rest of my life with
you. You are my best fiiend and I would not be where I am today if
it weren't for you. Congratulations on all your accomplishments and
'2iAj,ji^£j^/lL/L./^,^i^^&0^y 2).
thank you for mine. Hove you.
Congratulations to Jack, Bill, Tim, and all of tiie PCOM Class of 2000.
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Laurie Brigandi Grello. D.O.
// is not eno/igh to aim,yon n/itst Jjit.
Albright College, B.S.
Thomas Jefferson University, M.S.
Folsum, Pennsylvania
Robert Anthony
lank you to all the people witli whom I have shared this joiimey:
OM AND DAD: Words cannot express how grateful I am for all you have done. You have
wided me with a lifetime of joy, unconditional love, and unwavering support. You have sacrificed
ove and beyond for as long as I can remember, and have always provided me a firm foothold from
lich to endeavor. I am blessed to have you as parents. No matter how old I grow, I will always be
ur little girl.
ARV AND RICH: Your insight and inspiration are second to none.
RAM: You make coming home a lot more special.
dACEY: You are my bright star. You lived a brief, brilliant life. Everyone who knew you loved
u. You are sorely missed.
iMILY: Too numerous to mention you all, I carry a little piece of each of you in my heart every
y. Grandpop Charlie and Grandmom Rosie, diank you for watching over and guiding me.
UENDS: To all of my PCOM classmates, especially Michaelann, Heather, Tommy, and Joe: Our
le spent together has made these past four years a lot more enjoyable. To Matt: Thanks for running
• last 10 with me. To Amy and Jen ('99): Here's to Adanta, Aldar, and fun times ahead.
)NY: You've made me the luckiest giri on earth. You have given me nothing but support and
;ouragement. As we begin a new pha.se in oLir lives, I am honored to have you by my side as my
it friend and companion. Every day widi you will be an adventure waiting to unfold.
LOVE YOU ALL !
;ten to the MUSTN'Ts, child. Listen to the DON'Ts, Listen to the SHOULDN'Ts
e IMPOSSIBLES, the WON'Ts, Listen to the NEVER HAVEs
en listen close to me
lything can happen, child, ANYTHING can be.
elSilverstein
John William Brinker, D.O.
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East Stroudsburg University, B.S.
Stroudsburg, Pennsylvania
'This is hoip it seems to me, life is only therapy, real expensive, and no guarantee. "
-Garth Brooks
Here it is, the end ofmy many years of education, I'm actually going to have a job
and receive a paycheck. There are so many people that made my dream a reality.
Mom and Dad, what can I say, I owe you more than 1 could ever pay back. Than
for everything, all the support, love, Amy and Todd, and of course a few dollars he
and there.
Mindy, 1 love you. Thanks for aU your love, encouragement, and any reality checl
that Amy might have missed. How about a house in some small town, a couple of
kids and a dog?
Amy, Todd and I guess Adam, I couldn't ask for better brothers and sister. Amy,
you are always good for a reality check when I need it. Adam, I don't know wheK
your energy comes fiom (1 never imagined having a brother-in-law, now I can't
hnagine anyone but you). Todd, my big litde brother, you are the best brother I coJj
ask for. There isn't a day that goes by that I wish you could say what's on your mi I
Jon, Matt, and Jamison, I won't miss studying,
but I will miss the nights we all would get
together to "study". Thanks for everything you
guys. 3. lO.
Theodore Robert Brown, D.O.
United States Military Academy at West Point, B.S.
East Earl, Pennsylvania
"I dressed him, and God healed him.
"
- Ambrose Pare, die gentde surgeon
jod is good! ! All the time! It is only because of Him that I have
nade it to this milestone. He has given me so much in my 25 years.
I thank Him first for my family who raised and encouraged me to
enow Him. I thank Him for blessing me with my own family that I
jegan this year with my marriage to a woman after His heart, Mel-
ssa. I love you and look forward to singing life's song together. I
praise Him for getting me through West Point and through medical
ichool. In the busy times of studying, when my faithfulness would
ilip, His was stronger than ever. I thank Him for the friends He has
Tiven me along the way, for they have been a source of encourage-
nent and strength. Mostly I praise Him for His Son, Jesus Christ,
he Great Physician, who died in my place. My prayer is that I never
brget that it is God who heals, not men, and that I am blessed to
lave even the smallest part in ministering to those who are hurting.
Fo Him be the glory for this day and for all days. John 3:16
\JJLtd/xc /2^i(<c& S^f^-'^, z>. O
Patrick
J.
Bruscia, D.O.
Pennsylvania State University, B.S.
Hatfield, Pennsylvania
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CpiRisTOPHER Forbes Buckley, D.O.
Bucknell University, B.S.
Allentown, Pennsylvania
Mom and Dad : There aren't words to describe how grateful I am to both of you.
Thank you for all of your love, support, and guidance. I could have never accom-
plished my goals without you.
Peter and Jon : What can I say? You guys are the best. I have fond memories of
driveway basketball games, Nintendo tournaments, and backyard football- although
I don't think we ever finished a game without someone getting hurt. Thanks for all
of your help along the way.
Dan: Thanks for a great four years. I can honestly say that there was never a dull
moment. Good luck with ail you do- you are one of the best (although not necessar-
ily one of the cleanest).
Krista: You are my best Mend and I owe you so much. I am so lucky to have met
someone as perfect as you, even if you did go to Lehigh. Thank you for making the
good times better and the bad times more bearable. I look forward to sharing many
more good times in the future.
Gang: Thank you all for making my 4 years of medical school so much fun. I'll
never forget our summers in Avalon, spring break in Puerto Rico, and multitude of
fun nights in the city.
Classmates : Congratulations and I wish you all
the best of luck in the fiiture.
I would also like to thank Edmund and Francis
Daley and Jack and Jean Buckley for helping cA/i>««^^flAeA. f^ BcceA/e^
me get to where I am today. '
Jonathan Joseph Bum<E, D.O.
Rutgers University, B.A.
Bridgewater, New Jersey
"^Hat.'e you ever seen a headstone with these irords, "If only I had spent more time at work"?
BUSY MAN - BiUy Ray Cyru ;
Words of Wisdom
From the desk of JOSEPH BURKE
What is success ?
To laugh often and much;
To win the respect of intelligent people and the affection of children;
To earn the appreciation of honest critics and endure betrayal offalse friends;
To appreciate beauty;
To find the best in others;
To leave the world a bit better, whether by healthy children, a garden patch, or a
redeemed social condition;
To know even one life has breathed easier because you have lived;
This is to have succeeded.
Ralph Waldo Emerson
From the desk of FRIEDA WNOROWSKI
Carpe Diem
From the desk of JONATHAN BURKE
"Osteopathy deals with the body as a perfect machine, which, if kept in proper adjustment, nourished
and cared for, will run smoothly into ripe and useful old age.
"
A.T. Still
PHOTO CAPTIONS
Counter-clockwise from top right: Sexy Christine being sexy - May '97; "You may kiss your bride."
- September II, 1999; The Gang - October '98; She said "Yes" - September '98; Stogie smokin',
Frangelico drinkin', porch sittin' newlywed - September '99; The in-laws at
Christine's graduation - May '97. Center right to left:
"The bride feeds the groom..." - September '99;
Champagne kisses on Lake Wallenpaupack - October '99.
Js^^^^oJL^ ^. &xmA J^O
Curt William Cackovic, D.O.
Villanova University, B.S.
Lancaster, Pennsylvania
'With all its shame, dntdgery, and broken dreatjis, it is still a bea/itiful world, he careful.
Strive to be happy.
"
Desiderata
To my parents:
Your support and devotion over the years are a true testament of your charac-
ter. We are most fortunate to have you as role models. . .and Mom's home
cooking isn't half bad, either.
To my brothers:
Your respective successes in life have been a continuous source of inspiration
for me. Keeping this in mind, I'll never let you beat me at golf. Looking
forward to the next polar bear appearance
—
To my grandparents:
So I lied about becoming an NBA star- in any case, some of my fondest
childhood memories involve all of you. Your lasting impressions shall never
be forgotten.
To my transient "Flophouse" brethren:
The DFFL shall carry on. Best of luck to you guys next year.
To the 'Nova crew:
College certainly wasn't real hfe, but that's what Homecoming's for, right?
To HHS '92:
One down, eleven years to go. ^^^^ h.O.
Brian Campbell, D.O.
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Villanova University, B.S
DaUas, Pennsylvania
"Look at thefunyou had.
"
DAY. Melone
Mom and Dad:
Matt:
Kris:
Thank you for inspiration, the support and the
encouragement that made this possible. I hope I
can be the kind of doctor that you are Dad.
Thanks for the warning and for keeping me
laughing all these years. Remember, "it's not
the years it's the mileage."
Thanks for getting me through anatomy and
histology and for your expert OPP knowledge.
But especially for the dollar mug nights!!!
Most of all for being such a good friend to
me.... and tolerating my bitching.
'f^u^C^^ \)D
Kristin Anne Carun, D.O.
La Salle University, B.A.
Hahnemann University, M.H.A.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
i 'ear's end is tieither an end nor a beginning but a going on, with all the ivisdom that experienc
' instill in us.
"
Hal Borland
This milestone in my life is a milestone that belongs to all my family and friends
equally, for without your support, we would not be celebrating this day. I can
only hope that these few words convey how thankful I am to have been blessed
with such a wonderful family.
Mom- Ever since I was a litde girl, you have been my best friend. Your
encouragement and support mean more to me that you could ever know. How
can I ever possibly thank you for all that you have given me? I love you.
Grandmom- Your strength and courage have taught me so much throughout
my lifetime. Your smile will never be forgotten.
In such a small space, there is still so much to say to so many people. ...
Rich- Thanks for all your guidance and love. . ..and the time spent in your
kitchen working on the personal statements
!
Ann- Those 1001 days will always be remembered. Are my lips crooked?
Lori- You are my favorite neighbor and great friend. . .Do we need to have a
diet coke?
Nancy- For those endless sessions, white zinfandel and let's not forget the
meatballs!
To all the rest of my family and friends— Thank you for helping me make my
jream a reality.
Oh. and mom, what color was that BMW? ,
d
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Michael Carr, D.O.
Heidi Brooke Caruso, D.O.
Lafayette College,B.A.
Hershey, Pennsylvania
I have been looking forward to this graduation, never really knowing if
I'd ever get here, for the past fifteen years. I certainly couldn't have done
it without the continuous support and encouragement from my parents.
They made me believe in myself. I'd like to thank my brother, Todd, who
made me study hard to keep up with the standards he set; Nicole for
respecting and loving me even when I haven't been the best sister; Cms
who has been calling me "Doc" since the first day of classes; Granddad
Gerald who opened my eyes to the air force; and John for supporting my
dream to become a doctor knowing that these four years apart would not
be easy. I love you all.
The friends and memories that I have made over the past four years
will remain with me always. We worked hard and played hard always
trying to keep life in perspective. These four years have made me a little
wiser, a little more caring, a lot more in debt, and much more knowledge-
able. Good luck to the class of 2000 as we go our separate ways to
continue to learn and care for others.
Edward T. Casey, D.Q
Pennsylvania State University, B.A.
Huntingdon Valley, Pennsylvania
Thank you to my family for their support these past years.
My lifelong gratitude to my friends, who have taken me from the dance
floor of Shampoo, to the great pyramids of Giza, to the slums of thei
Republic of Haiti. You all are the most interesting, humorous, andj
dysfunctional people I have ever been fortunate enough to meet. I havej
given thanks every day for all of you, and I will remember you always.;
You have made these years some of the best in my life.
K. -Who can find a good woman? She is precious beyond all things. A
man's heart trusts her completely. She is his best reward.
Thank you to all ofmy professors, including Dr. Emanuel Fliegelman for
teaching me about compassion. Dr. Robert Fogel whose voice I hear
every day when examining a patient, and Dr. Pat Lannutti for introducing
me to internal medicine.
My gratitude to the people who have always believed in me—my mother
and father, my Grandmother Rose, my Grandmother Anne, and Terri
Finnemeyer. They never doubted when often I did, and that is why I am
here.
Alvaro Andres Castillejo, D.O.
S.U.N.Y. at Buffalo, B.S.
Salisbury State University, M.B.A.
m r -r r-1 t I ^ Rochester, New York
Therefore, ij anyone is m Chnsi, be is a new creation; '
be old has gone, the new has come!" St. Paul, II Corinthians 5:1
7
lere are several people I would like to dedicate this degree to. First
all, I thank God for carrying my family and me through all the
illeys and for shining His face upon us. Secondly, to my beautiful
ife, Virginia, and our children, Jordan, Stephen, and Leigh-Ana,
ho all sacrificed much time away from me, yet continued to love
e. Virginia, without your loving support, understanding, and
ithfulness I would never have been able to endure these last four
;ars. I owe you my life and will forever be grateful to you. Also, I
n indebted to Tom and Barbara Walker, my wonderful in-laws who
ive remained steadfast in their love and support of my family and
e. I consider it a great privilege to follow in your footsteps, Tom.
ou are the greatest physician I have ever known and I thank you
Dm the bottom of my heart for the beautiful example of a Christian
an that you have been to me. Lastly, to my dear mother, Lucia
na, who passed away last year. You taught me compassion for the
:k and love for my fellow man. I will always remember you.
^5$,^.v.Q>Sv^ ~^^
Joseph Cavallaro III, D.O.
St. Joseph's University, B.S.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
'The saddest thing in life is wasted talent, and the choices tliatyon make will shapejour lift
forever.
"
-A Bronx Tale
This page is dedicated to my grandparents (Civallaro and Tcdesco) because they gave me the greatest gift in the worid, my parents.
To my Dad: 20 years ago you handed me a litde blue football and told me something that I will never forget. You said: "No maner how hard yo
hit or how many people are trying to bring you down, you always have to keep your legs driving forward, always giving that extra effort." Dad I
this piece ofadvice each day in every aspea ofmy life and I have one doing to say, "TOUCH DOWN = D.O." You knew all along that diey o
never stop me. I can not diank you enough for all the love and support you have given me. I will never forget die endless hours you spent watchii
Chris, Mike, and me on the baseball and footballs fields, hockey rinks, basketball courts, crabbing, fishing, the bumper cars in Adantic City and
millions ofother things you enjoyed watching us do. Remember that 1 viill love you always. - Your son, the doaor.
To my Mom: What can I say? You have always been there since day one. Remember die days ofhelping me smdy for diose horrible spelling x
word problem exams in grade school, picking us up from die Prep after football practice, taking me to cub scouts, Epiphany basketball, proof re
diousands of papers, bowling for Epiphany, the one college hockey game that you attended, the 99s diat weren't 100s, my miserable atrimde, lai
and diose damn adverbs. I want to diank you for giving me die means to achieve in life. You taught me how to study and how to keep my prion
straight. I would have never made it this iar without your help. Thank you for all the sacrifices that you and dad had to make to send me to the b
schools. Mom, 1 didn't waste my talend I love you.
To my Brothers, Chris and Mike; Even though you guys are my lirde brothers I look up to the two ofyou more dian you could e\'er imagine. I
watched you both grow up from babies who were scared ofthe ball, to men who hit 400 foot bombs on die baseball field and can thread die neeflx
the football field from 60 yards away. You guys have accomplished things in life that I can only dream of Chris, someday you will be a great doc
onlv hope diat I can be diat good. Mike, hurry up and graduate from law school because Aimt Roe might need help representing me. You guys
best friends and 1 love you both.
To my Aunts, Uncles, Cousins and the rest ofmy femily: Thank you for your love, understanding, encouragement, and helping me pay ofFdia
student loans.
To Lori: Thank you for your support, love, and patience over the last four years. Meeting you was the greatest thing that coiJd ever happen
You're die only "great one". Never a day goes by that I don't diink ofyour smile, us sharing a water ice on die beadi, watching you try so hard tcjw
i good game, or just the quiet times that we spend together. 1 love you more than )'ou could ever know.
To my friends: Rita, 1 tell you time and again that I would not be where 1 am now without your help. You have always been there for me. There
never a dull moment with you around. Both ofus becoming doaors is a dream come true. Tom, thanks for 12 years ofschool together and all tl
hours in the gym when wc should have been studying. Jessie, I'O never forget anatomy, the Keys, smdy breaks, and the endless hours that we spcn
together. Carolyn, my OPP partner, thanks for all the dinners and animal crackers. Can you forgive me for torturing yotir Irish life for ft
Nicole, I'm going to Disney Worldl Melanie. thanks for all the laughs. Chad, thanks for all the lifting advice. Laurie, my "sister" some day we will
that marathon. Carmen and Gr^ my two "adopted brothers", thanks for all the mei
crew, you guys and girls helped me become a better person by pushing me to
my ph)'sica] limits. Thanks for all the spinning classes, runs, and bike rides.
You made the last two years ofmedical school so much frin.
I coiJdn't ask Ioliwo better friends. The FitnessW
Melissa Sussman Chase, D.O.
Rutgers University, B.A.
Cherry Hill, New Jersey
"Accept the pain, cherish theJoys, resolve the regrets; then can come the best
ofbenedictions- 'IfI had my life to live over, I'd do it all the same. '" , „ . ,
-' J y J j(,^j^ Mcintosh
In loving memory of my brother Andy. Andy- You are alive in my
heart with each moment that passes. Your love guides me every step
of the way. I know you are smiling down on me with such pride. I
love you and I miss you.
Mark: My husband, my partner, and my best friend-You make my life
perfect and complete. You make my smile brighter. You have given
me the greatest gift in the world-unconditional love. I look forward to
making a lifetime of memories together. I LOVE YOU.
Mommy and Daddy: You are two of the strongest people I know.
Your courage and strength through the darkest of times truly amazes
me. I am the person I am today because of your love and support. You
helped me to believe that I can get through anything and make my
dreams reality. Bright times are ahead!! I love you.
Eric: Keep fighting- 1 know you have it in you. You are the most
wonderful brother anyone could ever ask for and I love you.
Amy: Sisters make the most special
friends! I love you.
Alex: You are a true ray of sunshine
and I love you so much!
Nicole Qiristine Chiappetta, D.O.
University of Notre Dame, B.S.
Dix HiUs, New York
"Godput our eyes in thefront ofour head so we could see what's ahead of us, not behind lis.
"
Lou Holt
To My Parents: The two most influential people in my life. Without your
constant guidance, love, and support I would have never become the person
I am today. I love you both so much and hope to always make you proud.
Russ: My little brother, who has always had the ability to make me laugh.
I am extremely fortunate to have a brother as kind, generous, and loving as
you. Thanks for all your encouragement and support throughout the years.
To My Grandparents: I am so lucky to have been able to share in your
experiences and experience your unconditional love. I love you all so much
and am so grateful to have been able to partake in so many wonderful
memories with you.
Eric: Who would have thought how much our lives would have changed in
the past four years? I came to medical school not knowing a soul and left
knowing I am going to spend the rest of my life with my best friend. God
help me! Eric, I do not have to tell you how much I care about you. I hope
that all our dreams come true and look forward to our future together.
To My Friends at PCOM: I am so appreciative for the wonderful
friendships I have made and the great times I have had during these past four
years. From talking over dinners to just going out and having a beer, have
made the "annoyances" of medical school
^
bearable. I wish everyone good luck in
"X^^J^^ (^^^-^t^^jfc^^?^ >U-(^.
the future. ''^ '
Garvey Chol D.O.
Temple University, B.S.
New York City, New York
'In empty stomach is not a goodpolitical advisor.
"
Albert E,instein
John Chovanes, D.O.
West Chester University, B.S.
University of the State ofNew York, A.D.R.N
Bala-Cynwyd, Pennsylvania
Obinna Udoezi Chukwuocha, D.O.
Avutu-Obowo, Nigeria
William Paterson University, B.S.
"A toast to the present because thepast has been u'ritten, and yoii never know what the
future may bring." d_ a. Martin
MOM AND DAD: In the journey of life you guys have provided me
with a vehicle (which is love) and fuel (which is support) and when
the road gets bumpy you've always steered me in the right direction.
You guys are the best parents one could ever wish for. You are all I
am and ever will be, Thank you.
BROTHERS AND SISTERS: Life wouldn't be the same without
the eleven of you guys, even when we are apart your love and
encouragement is evident.
WILSON : Thank you for being a role model and for setting a
standard for all of us. I dedicate this achievement to you for all your
sacrifices.
THE CREW : (Wah, Raph, Quincy, Kevin W.) Thanks for being
good friends and "keeping it real" through this journey. Wah and
Raph "my dogs," we've come a long way but there's still much more
to be accomplished. Stay in touch,
jand let's make it happen.
A\ '^^Wk
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Nancy S. Claric D.O.
Pennsylvania State University, B.B.A.
r«MHlffifeB^
Langhome, Pennsylvania
i
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Af/d hoiv old wil/jo/i be in seven years ifjoii don't go back to college?
Ahio-flii Vqn Rnrpn
To Jeff - All my love, always.
M To Amy, Dana and Hayes - You're my sweeties. Love you guys.Lots!
i
l^K "*^^^^& ^^^^^^^^
To my family and friends - I thank you for all of your love and
support.
To all those who have taught me -
Your encouragement and confidence in me will never be forgotte!
LaSalle Univeristy, B.A.
Philadelphia College of Osteopathic Medicine, M.S.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Far away, there in the sunshine are mj highest aspirations. I may not reach them , hut I can look, up
and see timr beauty, believe in them and try tofollow where they lead. Louisa May Alcott
Carolyn Euzabeth Clear, D.O.
Mom and Dad - These past four years would not have been possible without
you. Your love and encouragement have enabled me to fulfill my dream.
You taught me the importance of perserverance, persistance and patience.
Mom, thanks for all those "little things" - I did notice and they meant so
much. Dad, I admire you for your work ethic and love hearing you say,
"Hey Doc." Looks like that doctor kit was a real one!!
Mike - My little, yet bigger than me, brother. Thank you for your love and
support and always remember how proud I am of all you have accomplished.
Donna - Not only have you brought love and friendship to my brother's life,
but also to mine. Thanks for all those pages in my books!
Gram - I love my grandmom, I love my grandmom...!
Uncle Donald - Thank you for always making me feel like a number one
goddaughter.
Family - Your support is endless and I'm forever grateful.
Heather(my accountant), Mary(my comedian) and Megan(fashion expert)
- Fellow muskateers who have kept me sane and shown me the true meaning
of friendship. I look forward to the memories we have yet to share.
Bridget - Fellow redhead - 1 treasure our friendship.
PCOM friends - Our medical school adventure has come to a close, but the
most exciting adventures are yet to come.
Thank you for making this one of the
best of my life! Uu^-ti^ Ctu^^j-D.O
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Matthew Manning Collins, D.O.
Pennsylvania State University, B.S.
Temple Univerisy, M.A.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
"A thing long expected takes the fomi ofthe unexpected when at last it comes.
Mark Twain
Heather:
I would like to thank Dr. Heather for choosing to grow old with me
and for giving me the chance to be a father. It is an incredible joy to
be married to your best friend and have someone with which to share
things on every level. . .and even ask medical advice. I love you!
Liam Anthony Davis Collins : Born- July 29, 1999 7 pounds, 11
ounces
You can't read or even walk yet. but I look forward to being there
when you do!
Mom & Pop :
Thanks for always being supportive and teaching me that
perseverance always prevails.
John. Chris. & Kathleen:
Thanks to you guys for being great brothers and a sister. It's really
amazing how different we are, but in many ways we are so similar
that it is scary!
''Knowledge speaks, wisdom listens.
James Hendrix -^.^:tli2E^^-ly^gi:o-3€5
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Matthew David Cooic D.O.
iiohle spiril emhiggeiis the smallest man.
University of Delaware, B.A.
Wilmington, Delaware
Jebediah Springfiek
These are the relatives, friends, and animals who I have been lucky
enough to know, love, and rub the bellies of in medical school and in
real life (in no particular order): grammas and grampas Cook and
Wery, George and Shirley, Nana, Fluffy, Dad, Jan, Jake, Aaron,
Dena, Tammy, Eric, all of my aunts, uncles, and cousins. Baby Kitty.
Chris (and the Georges), Joe, Sean, Scripps (and the Lower Buirell
Scrippses), Ed, Steve, Tony, Jose, Gary, Ian, Jake, Keith, Bohn,
Ajax, Paul, John, Dan, Aiken, A.B. Hillenbrand, and Jenny dog.
Thanks everybody. This wouldn't be nearly as special without all of
you to share it with.
Mom and John, this is a special section where I think I should tell
you that I couldn't have done any of the cool things in my life if it
wasn't for you. You guys have showed me how to be a good person
and that is all any son can ask of his parents. I love you both.
Thanks for playing. See ya in the pit.
^00^^:?. ^4^ ;7^
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Sareta Marie Coubarous, D.O.
Beaver College, B.A.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
'Tiro roads diverged in a wood, and I, I took the one less traveled i
And that has made all the differ Robert Frost
I give all praise to God, for he has given all blessings to me. God never pu
more on you than you can bear. Success isn't how far you've gotten, but the
distance you've traveled from where you started.
Mom: Thank you for your love, support, life-long pride, and encouragemen
When I was young, you helped me with my homework and made up tests to
help me study. I will never forget those times and how you helped shape my
educational basis. Without you, my life may have taken a different path.
Thanks for making a great difference in my life. You were my first friend am
will be my last. I love you.
Dad: Thank you for being supportive and always telling me to do the best I
can. Thanks for being tough on me when it came to school. I know it has mad
a great impact on where I am today. You never let me down and always stooc
by my side when I needed you. You are the smartest man I know and will
always love you. Without you I would not be who I am today. You are my
inspiration!
Larry: These last seven and a half years have been so easy and so fun. You
have made it so easy to love you and so fun to be with you. You have been
there for me when I needed someone to listen and someone to care. I hope I
have done the same for you. Thank you for your encouragement and never
letting me give up. I know that our new married life together will be filled wii
blessings and joy, for these years have
been the best of my life. I love you.
Snow: Mommy loves you, boo. JawtA Csu^oAjSKfi, h. t
f
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JoPiN Anthony Crawford, D.O.
Swarthmore College, B.S.
Drexel Hill, Pennsylvania
vlom and Dad: Thank you for instilling the belief in me that
iiappiness surpasses all other goals in life.
loseann: It was great to have a smart sister around that chose to
tudy Physics, especially during my pre-med days.
iamson and Helen: Two polar opposites in the barking department,
i)Ut equally good companions for study breaks.
)oug Weiss: Thank you for the great advice - "Don't settle. . ."
vatie: Whenever you read this I want you to think back on when we
tarted this escapade. Thank you for enduring it with such beautiful
nthusiasm. You make everything easy because the cup is always
lalf full in your eyes. And after all, as you would say, "It's only
nedical school." All my thanks, love, and "nutsness".
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Raceel Euzabeth Croteau, D.O.
Eastern Nazarene College, B.S.
Quincy, Massachusetts
To Greg, my husband and best friend, how can I thank you for all you have
sacrificed. The support, love, and laughs you provided truly helped me
through each day. Ilove you more all the time! I promise we'll go back tc
Massachusetts soon!
To Dad & Mom, I am certain I could not have made it this far without youi
guidance, love, and encouragement. Words can not express my deep
appreciation and sense of indebtedness. Thank you for being wonderful
examples of perseverance and commitment.
To my brothers, Jonathan & Matthew, you guys are the best!! I love you
both very much. It's been fun growing up together... from exploring in the
woods to water skiing at the lake, we've made some great memories.
Thanks for all the good times, listening ears, and support.
To my extended family, thank you for your love and prayers!
To Nikki, Michelle, and Don, thanks for helping me get through med
school, it wasn't always fun, but it was certainly an experience.
Dear God, I must praise You for giving me the ability and determination tc
reach this milestone. Thank You for always being faithful. May I always
remain in Your will.
^
William John Dahms Jr., D.O.
"\'oii miss 100% of the shotsjou never take'
'Tty not. Do, or do not. There is no try"
Duke University, B.S.
Avalon, New Jersey
~ Wayne Gretzky
Yoda
( would like to take this opportunity to recognize some of the special people who
lave played an important role in my life. I dedicate this graduation to all of you. .
.
Vly parents, for their undying love and support. Mom, who always has, and still
ices take care of me. Dad, who taught me never to accept anything but my best
ind then some.
'Little" Pete. For the past 22 years, I've often wondered what we would be like
*hen we grew up. Today, I'm still wondering. Thanks for being there for me
tvhen I've needed you.
Vly grandparents, who never doubted their grandson would make them proud.
Duke Hockey. The team that taught me just as much as anything in life, especially
ibout how to be a man in the face of adversity.
Duke SN. Thanks for the good times.
\11 of my friends and relatives from Short Hills.
3COM colleagues. Congratulations to the class of 2000 on a job well done. The
oad we've traveled over the past four years has been arduous and fraught with
iacrifices. But we made it, and now we can do what most have us have waited a
ifetime for... Call ourselves doctors!
finally, to Tricia. The most wonderful, intelligent, beautiful, and loving woman
've ever met. It goes without saying that my life has changed for the better since
/ou became a part of it. Now. as we start our
lew life together (wherever that may be),
want youlo know that I love you now and
^/jjj/.^jjf^j^ -t'- J^ \ ~DO
wice as much tomorrow.
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Brian Joseph Davis, D.O.
Haverfofd College, B.S.
MillviUe, New Jersey
"...ij yo/i laugh, joii think, andyou cry, that's afull day"
Jimmy Valvano
To my wife Kelly, you have been sucii an incredible source of
strength and love. Thank you for always being there with you
unending support. You have been a perfect model of devotion to
excellence. I will never forget our magical wedding day. I am
looking forward to living and sharing every day of our lives together.
I love you.
To my brothers, Russ and Matt, you have both helped me grow
intellectually and spiritually. Thank you for your love and support
throughout the years.
Mom and Dad, without your support there is no way that this day
would be possible. I cannot tell you how much I appreciate your
emotional encouragement and how reassuring it is to know that your
prayers and love are always with me.
To the war room, both in and out of medicine, thank you for all the
laughs and good times.
"/ guess it comes down to a simple choice really, get busy living or
The Shawshank Redemption
Christopher A. Davis, D.O.
Widener University, B.S.
Springfield, Pennsylvania
"It's hard to detectgood luck. ..it looks so ii/iicb like something yon earned"
Fred A. Clark
rledical school has taught me about people. Without these, most
pecial people, medical school would still be only a dream.
fo God: Thank you for answering all of my prayers.
fo my best friend, my wife, Kellie-Ann: We Did It! n You are my
ove and my soulmate. I am so proud of you! Without you this page is
lot possible. We're having a blast together and the ride has only just
legun! Thank You.
klom and Dad: Thank you for always believing in me even when I
lidn't. Without your constant love and guidance, 1 would be lost. I
inly hope that I can be half the parent, spouse, and person that both of
'ou are.
Co the rest of my family (and KA's) and friends: Thank you for your
upport, understanding and love.
lugby, Phi Sig and Sue: Thank you!
lale: Where do I start? Thanks for everything captain! GFY
Mlly D and the rest of the PCOM family: It seems like yesterday, I
earned that the short coats were for students and the long coats were
or doctors. Well it's about time our coats do a little growing!
'ongratulations and thanks for the best roller coaster I will ever ride. ©
Melissa M. DeAngeus, D.O.
University of Pittsburgh, B.S.
Hermitage, Pennsylvania
"Work to become, not to acquire.
"
Elbert Hubbard
Mom & Dad: You have been a constant source of strength and guidance,
and I thank you for providing me with the means to reach my goals. I only
hope to give my children all that you've given me. My gratitude is endless.
Grandma(s) & Grandpa: I couldn't ask for better role models. Thank yot
for being my 'parents' when I needed you. I will work my hardest to make
you proud.
Jessica & Nathan: You are two of the finest people I know. Keep working
hard and having fun, and I know you'll achieve whatever goals you may set
I will always be your biggest fan!
Ang, Suzy & Deneen: If not for you girls, 1 definitely would have lost my
sanity by now. Your encouragement has meant more than words can say.
Thanks for being unconditional friends. I'll never have any better!
TDH: Getting to know you has been one of the most rewarding experience:
of my life. You truly are a blessing, and I thank God everyday that you're
mine. I love you with all my heart.. .thank you for loving me.
The Gang: Fun times had by all ! Thanks for the laughs and the memories.
Love and luck!
DoMiNiCK Anthony DeFrances Jr., D.O.
Washington and Jefferson College, B.A.
Elizabeth, Pennsylvania
Ay Angel: You supported me, helped me, and put up with me. I could not have
;otten through this without you. You are my strength and inspiration. You then gave
ne two beautiful boys. Thank you for helping me reach for and achieve my dream.
3od has really blessed me.
ilicky and John: When my life was coming together and I thought everything was
ust about perfect, you guys came along and showed me things could get even better.
k-lom. Dad, Grandma and Pap Pap: Thank you for all your support and for your
indying faith in me. You all taught me never to quit.
Aom, Dad, and Grammie: Thank you for allowing me to take your beautiful
laughter/ granddaughter to chase my dream. You have always made me feel like a
)art of your family (and never like an "in-law").
iary. Angle and Stacy: Thank you for putting up with me when I rambled on about
nedical school. Can you believe it? I AM FINALLY DONE WITH SCHOOL!!!
!ohn, Heidi, Jen, Shawn, Jehrih, Darren, Seeta and T.J.: You have all become
amily to us. 1 cannot tell you how much you mean to us. We were together through
.11 the blood, sweat and tears. You are very special to me and I could not have done
his without you. This will never be a "good bye"- just a "see ya soon". And to John
.nd Heidi, we look forward to raising our boys with Gabrielle.
)enny and Helen: Although you guys were across the country during these years,
ou were always in my heart. Denny, it was the poem "Man in the Glass" you gave
ne that 1 used for inspiration and as a guide to help me through it all. Thank you.
"inally, to God: I thank you for all that I have
p^
.
nd all that I am. I know that I have been truly l/g,„l^ d, ^ .5U»*«»Z. , /). O.
ilessed. '
Derrick Odell Dean, D.O.
Xavier University of Louisiana, B.S.
New Orleans, Louisiana
JoANiE M. Deatrich, D.O.
University of Maryland Baltimore County, B.S.
Boomsboro, Maryland
"There are only two ways to liveyour life. One is as tboii^vjj notlj/ng is a miracle.
The other is as though evetything is a miracle.
"
Albert Einstein
Words cannot express the overwhelming feelings I am experiencing as I
try to write my heartfelt thanks to all of my friends and family who have
given me the strength, courage and heart to become the person I am today.
Nothing in this world means more to me than the relationships I have been
blessed with. I thank all of you for your unconditional love, support and
encouragement over the years.
The memories have become priceless; the love shared unmeasurable; and
above all, the friendships created have also become irreplaceable. Wish-
ing everyone a fulfilling and successful career in addition to, a life full of
wonder, happiness and love. I will truly miss all ofyou so
May the road rise to meet you.
May the wind always be at your back.
May the sun shine warm upon yourface.
The rains fall soft upon your fields and,
Until we meet again
May God hold you in the palm of his hand.
-Irish Blessing
CwJV-^i^fc
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Adrian Charles Demidont, D.O.
Alvernia College, B.S.
Souderton, Pennsylvania
*'_4 man has made at least a start on discovering the meaning ofhuman life ivhen he
plants shade trees under which he knows full well he ivill never sit. '' ^. „ .
, ,^ -' D. Elton Tnieblood
was in need, you offered help; and when I
icre I am. My hope is that 1 can be there for y
nplishments ... I couldn't have been blessed
Dad: Every time that I felt like I couldn't do this, you told me I could . . . wher
needed love, you gave it without hesitation. Without you, I would NEVER be
IS you have always been for me. You can't know how proud I am of all your ac<
with a better example. I love you dad! Thank you!
Mom: Thank you for giving me this wonderful experience called life. We've shared so many laughs, chats, and tears . . . You a
the most caring, compassionate and patient person I know. I hope I can become a fraction as beautiful a person as you. You havt
taught me lessons on humanit}' that no book, professor, or coach could ever provide. You are a miracle ... I love you Mom!
Thank you for protecting me through so much!
Andrea and Arica: To my baby sisters I wish a world full of laughter, smiles, and happiness. We've come a long way together anc
been through some times, but we have stuck together. 1 am proud of you both and know that no matter how many miles separat-
us. our sibling bonds will never be broken. Arica, )0u have taught me that 1 can stand up against adversit)' and survive; Andrea,
\ou have taught me that simplicity is grand. Thank you for sharing my dramatic flare and love of life. I love you girls! Thank
Kip: My best friend! Over the past two years you have been my backbone. I could not have gotten through this without
everything that you have done for me . . . there is little 1 can say that can express my gratitude. You have helped insdll a confiden
m me that had never been there before and opened my eyes to experiences that have changed my life. Knowing you has helped n
grow so much! I look forward to sharing a life-long friendship! You truly are my STRENGTH! I love you Kip! Thank you!
Grandma Charles: This degree is dedicated to YOU! I know that you are watching! I always admired your quiet strength and
calm personality'. We shared such a passion for sports. We were so much alike gram! I know it's selfish, but I wish you were hert
CO see this! I miss you! I love you Gram! Thank you!
Grammy and Grandpop Demidont: Your ability to overcome the steepest of odds is inspirational! Both of you worked hard to
make it possible for a Demidont to become a physician. I love you both! Thank you!
My Family: Thank all of you for believing in me!
My Friends: Mary: what can I say? It was a pleasure! Thanks for always having my back and listening to all ofmy drama!
GOOD LUCK! Shelly: Attention all deedle-doots ... we have only just begun to know one another, the future looks terrific!
Christine: Been to Orlando lately? We have many more video documentaries to create. Your future is exceptionally bright . .
.
can do an\'thing! Jason: We have become separated by distance, but our friendship will always be strong. Thanks tor putting up
with me! SUbs, Miller, Larry: Here's to Rowl^
and books a litde less dull. Thanks for listening
My Classmates: GOOD LUCK TO EVERYONE!!
i Hall! Karin G: Your smile and brightness helped keep the darkness of studyir
^.d.^;j^^n>.o
John K. Derderian, D.O.
Ursinus College, B.S.
Hatfield, Pennsylvania
Mom and Dad: I would have never been able to achieve my goals
without your support. The two of you provided Michelle, Greg and I
with every opportunity. I can't think of a time when you ever put
your needs ahead of ours. What I accomplished was easier and only
possible because of the two of you.
Michelle: Since I can remember you have been testing the waters
before me. From elementary school to college you were always there
to guide me and help me. Whether it was making sure I got to the bus
stop on time or supporting me during a finals week, you would
always pass on advice from your experiences to help me out. You
wouldn't beheve how much this means to me.
Greg: You are a constant reminder of what it means to be a man of
his own mind and feelings. You never hesitate to tell people how you
feel or what you think. There have been many times that Tve asked
myself, what would Greg do or how would he handle this situation,
admire you for this talent and I'm sure I'll be asking myself that
question many times in the future. n i n t
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Victoria Joy Meskaitis Devan, D.O.
The Pennsylvania State University, B.S.
State College, Pennsylvania
One of the essential qualities ofthe clinician is interest in hmi/anity,
for the secret of the care ofthe patient is in caring for the patient Frances Weld Peaboc
Mom and Dad: How can I thank you enough for teaching me to beUev
in myself? You gave me love and you gave me life. You are always
|
with me. I love you. I
My Friends: I have been blessed with so many friends. You have
given me your enthusiasm and your patience. Your remind me of whal
inspires me. You have opened your hearts and your homes to me.
Thank you for your help during these years.
My Teachers: You make this process possible.
My Classmates: Congratulations! We did it!
David and Sean: I hope you also find your dreams. Keep working har
toward them, they will become things you can only imagine. Although
you will stumble along the way, just get up and keep going. I love youj
guys.
!
Phil: I love you beyond words. You helped me to launch this journey.'
you stayed to see it through. Your love and support have sustained me.
I want you with me all of my days.
Vincent Mathew DiGiovanni, D.O.
University of Scranton, B.S.
Dallas, Pennsylvania
"Life's notJust being alive, but being well. " Martial A.D.40-104
Yoii wouldn't do unto others that which you wouldn't do untoyourself." Dr. James Salk
Mom and Dad : Thank you for the encouragement, the motivation,
and the opportunities. I cannot begin to explain the respect and love I
have for you both.
Nicole : I love you more than anything. You are the reason behind all
that I do, and all that I am. You make me a better person than I ever
thought I could be.
Dan and Liz : The times we have had together and those yet to come
fill me with so much happiness and anticipation. I cherish you both.
Grandpa Olysn and Grandpa DiGiovanni : I dedicate my graduation to
you. You are always in my thoughts.
Neil, Kel. Tim. Ben, and Ed : We finally made it! I couldn't have
asked for better friends. I love you guys.
KiMBERLY Anne DiGuglielmo, D.O.
University of California, B.S.
Pleasanton, California
".
.
.
Duringjoiir times of trial and suffering, when you see only one set offootprints, it was
then that I earned you." Author Unknown
To my Stephen: I love you. Thank you a bilhon times for all the love
and support you have given me throughout the past ten years. You have
made this journey easier by standing beside me and giving me the
strength to accomplish my goals. You are a wonderful husband, a
fabulous father, and most importantly, my best friend. This degree is for
both of us because without you I wouldn't have made it this far.
To my Kaedryn: Thank you for being such a fun baby. I love you so
much and every day with you is a blessing from God.
To Mom and Dad: Your continuous love, support, guidance and
encouragement have made me who I am today. Thank you for the many
suiprises from the "fairy", the daily phone calls, and all the plane tickets
so we could be together as a family during the special times. I love you
both.
To Kenny, Sissie and Scotty: Thank you for so many times arranging
your lives around mine so we could be together. I love you all and, don't
worry, we'll be home someday soon.
To Aunt Marie and Unc:
throughout my life.
Thank you for your support and love all
\M^t])s(iJ^M-
Carol Anne Dillon, D.O.
La Salle University, B.A.
Maple Glen, Pennsylvania
"May there never be a dream beyond your reach or a star
that you are unable to touch once you get started onyourjourney.
"
"
I
Mary Klock Lahdon
I dedicate this page to my family. I must thank the two most
important people in my world, my Mom and Dad. You believed in
me more than I sometimes believed in myself. You encouraged me
along the way and demanded that I only accept the best for myself.
Because of you I have a future filled with happiness and success
awaiting me.
"One day you will see that it all has finally come together.
What you have always wished for has finally come to be.
You will look back and laugh at what has passed
and you will ask yourself, "How did I get through all of that?"
Just never let go of hope. Just never quit dreaming.
And never let love depart from your life."
- jancarl campi
ComI CUm MhfTh, QO.
John Matthew DiMuro, D.O.
Rutgers College/Kean University, B.S.
St. Joseph's University, M.B.A.
East Brunswick, New Jersey
Mai! looks into the abyss. Nothing stares back. At that moment man finds his
true character. And that is what keeps him out of the abyss. XX'all Street
Mom & Dad; To my true friends and confidantes, I could never have
undertaken this journey without your love and support. I don't know
exactly where I would be without your guidance and encouragement,
but I do know that I would be a lesser person if not for the both of you.
Your consistent devotion to my ultimate success has always inspired
me to achieve. In a lifetime, I know that I could never give back to
you all you have given to me.
Stefan, Mike, Eileen, and Howard: You all have been great friends
for the last five years. I don't know where we will all end up. but I
know that the world will be a much better place with the four of you as
physicians. We share a common bond that will forever link us together
and I hope that we always remain close.
And lastly to Lucy , my wife, best friend, and role model: Although my
life has been so tumultuous these past five years, you have stood by me
as my unwavering inspiration. After all we have been through
together, I can truly say "You complete me". I love you.
^
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Lawrence E. Donato Jr., D.O.
Mount Saint Mary's College, B.S.
Springfield, Pennsylvania
How about a Fresco? HUH?
Judge Smales
Four years of medical school really gave me the opportunity and
reason to question my decision to enter medicine. At times long days
and nights of studying were enjoyable and other times unbearable.
Being broke taught me the value of money, while being deep in debt
told me to enjoy it however I could. Like everything I have done
before, I could not have accomplished this without the help, love,
faith, and trust of ray Mom and Dad. The support I received from
my brothers, sisters and my entire family has always been
appreciated. I want to thank all my friends who stuck with me
through the years, I wish I could have been a better friend in return.
I found some of the best friends I have ever had in medical school
making it all worth while. Thanks for putting up with my annoying
quirks, doucheness, immaturity, Magic Johnson and the Bush
Administration. This would not be finished without thanking God
for always being there when I needed him, and the times when I did
not realize I did. ^ ^
LoRi S. Eanes, D.O.
Temple University, B.A.
Philadelphia College of Osteopathic Medicine, M.S.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
There is an old story that, ifwe were to treat evety person ive met as if they were the
Messiah, then it wouldn't make any difference if they weren't. Noah BenShea
Let the paper remain on the desk unwritten,
let the money remained unearn'd!
Afoot and light-hearted I take to the open road,
Healthy, free, the world before me.
The long brown path before me
Leading wherever I choose.
'Song of the Open Road"
Walt Whitman
It has been a journey filled with many blessings, and for that, I am
forever grateful. A stream of kind thoughts, encouraging words
and continued prayers. I am the dream of yesterday and the hope
for tomorrow. To my ancestors. . .thank you for paving the way.
To my family, near and far. . .you held me up, taught me to walk
and encouraged me to run. To the love of my life. . .thank you for
taking this walk with me. Your love has been the light in my life.
To those who I have touched...just when you thought you needed
me, I needed you just as much. Thanks, for the many hours of
comfort and conversation. To my study buddies... the facts may
soon be forgotten but the laughter and friendship will always
remain.
^7^^ ^QyiUL., 1>.C
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Jill Marie Eckert, D.O.
Gannon University, B.S.
Saint Marys, Pennsylvania
"jbid lift; is what we make it. always Ijas been, always will be.
Grandma Moses
Thank you to all my friends and family. Without you, this could not have
xen possible.
To my dearest Mom- Words cannot express how grateful I am to have you.
i'ou are my foundation. Your support, advice, and faith in me has given me
he strength to continue. I can always count on you to listen and encourage
ne. You are all that I am and ever hope to be.
[)ad-Thank you for your encouragement and your confidence that I can do
inything if I work hard. I love you.
Vlark, Chad, & Jeff- I am so proud to have such wonderful brothers.
Thank you all for your strength, love, and endless support. You are great
ole models, both as brothers and as friends.
jrandma & Grandpa-Thank you for your everlasting faith in me. Your
varmth and tenderness will always have a special place in my heart.
jrandma Bugs-Thank you for always believing in me. I know that Grandpa
s watching over us and I thank you both for your unconditional love.
fhaddeus-Words cannot express how lucky I am to have you. It has been a
ough road and you have always stood by me. I can't wait to spend the rest
)f my life with you. You are my best friend and I will always love you.
I would like to thank Kim, Nicky, and B.J. for your love and friendship.
t'ou truly are sisters to me. Thank you to all my aunts and uncles, cousins,
ind the Stager family. Your constant love and encouragement means more
me than I could ever put in words. x^ o^x? C^
Most of all, thank you God for everything. ^^^^^^^ '^c c ^.AjtAj^ V) (^
Tammy Lynn Eisentrout, D.O.
Salisbury State University, B.S.
Oakland, Maryland
"The flower that blooms in adversity is the most rare and beautiful of all"
Mulan
These last four years have been the most difficult and yet the most fun
time of my life. I'd like to thank all my classmates for a great four years
and I will dearly miss the many friends I've made.
Brynt- Thank-you for being a wonderful, patient, and understanding
husband. Were it not for your many pep talks, I may have made it through,
but with much less sanity. I am looking forward to finally being able to Hve
within the same house. It's been way too long apart.
My Parents- Thanks for teaching me to work hard. Cleaning all of those
cars was the best incentive to choose a career where I can afford to pay
someone to clean mine. Thanks for your support and never-ending grants. I
love you both very much.
Becky- We have had so much fun. Life just isn't the same without Monday
dart and daiquiri night. I can't thank you enough for the help with my
wedding. You're a wonderful friend. Remember, there's always the
painless tattoo parlor.
Scott, Robin, Mike, John, Eric, Roger, Jeannie- You are the best. Thanks
for keeping things interesting. You've made these years great.
Maverick- Thanks for the loving company. /**mnb
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MioiAEL E. Fath, D.O.
"Eperr man dies, not every man truly lives.
'
King's College, B.S.
Pittston, Pennsylvania
William Wallace
/lorn & Dad : Without you, this day could not be possible. You have
Iways been the greatest source of love, support, and understanding in
ny life. You are not only my parents, but also two of my very best
riends. You have made me everything I am today, and I am as proud
if you as you are of me. You have made sacrifices that only parents
ould make, and I thank you and love you both more than I could ever
ay.
ohn. Chris, & Amy Lynn : Although we don't always see eye to eye,
s is often the case with siblings, I just want you to know that I love
ou all, and I will always be here for you.
Christine : You have, at times, seen me at my worst, and have also
Tought out the best in me. I thank you for always being there for me,
nd flove you not only for who you are. but for who I am when I am
v'ith you.
Jana : I only wish you were here to see this. I miss you and love you.
'ou are in my heart and thoughts every day.
^aMuJ^e.^^^.0
Elizabeth Jill Feldesiger, D.O.
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Union College, B.S.
Scarsdale, New York
"Destiny is not a Diatter ofchance, it is a matter of choice, it is not a thing to he waited for,
it is a thing to be achieved. " ,Trrii- t • -r>
'^ Wiiiiam Jennings Biyan
MOM & DAD: Thank you for your unconditional love, encouragement, support, and
guidance throughout the years. I could have never made it this far without having you
to cry to during times of stress, confide in during times of uncertainty, and rely on
during times of need. I am so fortunate to have parents that I could count on, no matter
what. Words cannot express how grateful I am for all you have done. I am the luckiest
person in the world to have the two of you as my parents. I love you with all my heart.
MARCO: You are the iove of my life. Since the day we met, you told me that studying
would never interfere with our relationship - thank you. You have stood beside me.
dealt with my "quirks", and have loved me more than I could have ever imagined
possible. Thanks for being so understanding, loving, and selfless. I can't wait to be
your wife.
KIM: I guess we no longer have to say - "School? I don't want to talk about that!"
We've been through a lot together. I don't know how I could ever make it in life without
you. You are my best friend and the best sister anyone could ever ask for. You will
always be the wind beneath my wings.
To My Special Roommate Melissa & The Rest of My Friends: I can't believe four
years have gone by and we've made it. I'll always remember the good times we've
shared.
£%iLeJtK. \ MiJ.^^^^'ii.
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Scott David Fisch, D.O.
Columbia University, B.S.
Teaneck, New Jersey
" / only went out for a walk, andfinally concluded to stay out iiiilil sunchnvn, for goimj^ out. I
found, was really gomg in.
"
John Muir
PCOM's roommate list, Joey Morello, 3759 Lankenau, Movin' in with Mo, Day
1- can't turn down a new roommie. Orientation week partying. Anatomy table-
Shannon, Joe Nuzz, Jen, Georgie, Kegs after each anatomy exam. Passing out at
our first bash. Five Points, Halloween parties at phi sig, the cowardly lion, 6:30 &
1 1 Simpsons /Cheers/Coach/M*a*s*h - Sony, trippin' out, hearing noises,
waking Barrett, scared and convinced, Joey the savior. Big Purim Sudeh, Friday
night dinner and backgammon. Zonk, Kegs on the field, late nights with the
cadavers, PCOM basketball, party at the shore, cross country trip, 2823 Parrish,
2"'' year classes???, BBQs, hackey sack, trips to Kelly drive. Museum nights with
Timmy, Abby overboard. Boards/between nights festivities, Moeller country club
retreat, 3"" year rampage, "top of the world", fire hydrants, Carnival cruise, doing
the den, scaring the piss out of abby, Chanukah and Christmas party, G.G., 6 am
flee and breakfast, a night of vegatables,the Northstar and hippie Jay, Costa Rica,
fishing trips to the Wissahickon, Eagles games with Joe, moving out with Mo at 5
am, 713A South St. with Lowin.... Good Times and Good Friends. I never knew
medical school could be so much fun. To my friends and family who made it so -
1 love you all and may this only be the beginning!
John Brian Flaks, D.O.
Towson State University, B.S.
Baltimore, Maryland
U ake up tofind out that yoti are the eyes of the ivor/d, the heart has its beaches, its
homeland and thoughts of its own. t t r^* ' Hunter Garcia
MOM & DAD: Thanks for telling me the sky was the hmit. Thanks for everything you've
done for Laura the kids and me. We couldn't have done it without you. You knew it!
LAURA: You are so beautiful. You are as incredible as everyone thinks you are. You are a
great a mother and wife as my mother is. I love you more and more with each passing day
Thanks for trusting and believing!! Waking next to you everyday is a pleasure in itself.
Without your emotional support, we would not be here today. I love you forever and ever.
DYLAN: My first baby. You changed me forever. You are my sunshine.
QUINN: My middle child. Being also a middle child, we share a special common bond.
HUNTER: As I write this you're playing innocently with plastic sharks and dolphins and
dancing. "W'SAT?" you ask me. It's a shark I tell you. Everybody loves Hunter.
AARON & BARRY: Two of the best brothers anyone could ever want! Thanks for
everything your families have done for me from train fare to books and equipment.
GRACE: You're everything one would expect in a mother-in-law and more. Just kidding.
Thank you for the greatest gift of all, Laura, without whom life would not be so wonderful
MITCH & MARCI, HENRY & SHARON, LISA & BRAD: You're the greatest, thanks
TO ALL: You really all touch me in beautiful ways, thanks for all the support!
TO MY PCOM COMPANIONS: Chad, Fisch, (the only Yankee fan I ever truly liked!).
Barb, Melissa, Pinto, Craig... too many to mention. You know who you are. These times wr
live forever in my heart.
MY LIFE TEACHERS: Thank you Jerry Garcia, Bob Dylan, Jack Kerouac, Robert Hunter
and others whose words and actions have shaped my beliefs in a positive way.
RIP: Marcello Flaks, dear cousin in Israel with 3 young boys who succumbed to heart failun
at age 30. You will never be forgotten.
9Jl.-p/l-,-^^
Raphael G. Flowers, D.O.
S.U.N.Y at Old Westbury, B.S.
Long Island, New York
Brendan Micpiael Flynn, D.O.
Salisbury State University, B.S.
Columbia, Maryland
"J hare never let my schooling inteifere with my education.
"
Mark Twain
/ guess it don 't matter how old you are
Or how old one lives to be.
I guess it boils down to what we did with our lives
And how we deal with our own destiny
-John Mellencamp
Mom & Dad- 1 wish I could express how lucky I feel that
1 have the both of you as parents. I couldn't have asked for
two more loving, caring, understanding and supportive people
to guide me. You have shown me what is important in life - family,
education, sei-vice to others, and of course 100 mile bike rides.
I love you both so much. Mom, is this the "Big Leagues"??
Pat & Megs- You guys have been great to grow up
with, here's hoping we never fully grow up! Pat, I'll
be younger and faster no matter how expensive your bike is.
Meg, don't forget, I'm gonna want to go
swimming with one of those dolphins you'll
be training some day!
Carolyn- 1 am so lucky to have you in my life.
You put up with so much and each day I am reminded of how wonderful you
are. I know our adventures have just begun.
1 love you with all my heart. J^<tf*^ ^^i:^-^_ ^. <D
InGRID EnSABETH FOLLWEILER, D.O.
Villanova University, B.S.
Coatesville, Pennsylvania
This is not the end. This is not even the beginning of the end. It way however, he the end of
the beginning.
_ ^^inston Churchill
Mom and Dad- Thank you so much for the love and support you
have given me always. Thank you for believing in me, especially
when I was finding it difficult to believe in myself. Mom, you are my
never ending support and Dad you are my inspiration. There are no
words to convey how much I love the both of you!
Kristen- You are a great sister and a wonderful friend! I wish you the
best of luck with your endeavors in Colorado; but please come home
and visit sometimes!
Timmy- Thank you for your never ending confidence in me and for
putting the nonsense of medical school in perspective. Thanks for
being by my side throughout these four years! I love you so much!
Dolores and Shannon- Time really does fly when you are having fun
!
Can you believe we're finished?—Does this mean that we have to
start acting like adults now? Thank you both for making this experi-
ence a fun and enjoyable (Wait did
I say that?) one. You guys are the / - •
-t^
best friends anyone could ever have! ^^^^^^"^ ?^?e:5^6^«sfe^^^ v:i^
Martin
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Fowler Jr. , D.O.
Hahnemann University, B.S.
Philadelphia College of Osteopathic Medicine, M.S.
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania
Stefan Vincent Franciosa, D.O.
.Been There, Done That. . .
"
- Anonymous
Beaver College, B.A.
St. Joseph's University, M.B.A.
Blue Bell, Pennsylvania
Mom, Dad, Mark & Chris: What to say other than thank you so very much for always being available for a word of
encouragement, a bed or much needed loan. Your support certainly has not been forgotten or taken for granted. Thank
you all.
Zia and Uncle Ed: Your words of advice and support have helped me to complete this five year journey pretty much
unscathed.
Poogs: When you entered my life, I was totally unprepared for what I was about to begin. The last 2 years have been
the best two years of my life. I finally started to really "live". Your fresh new perspective on life provided me with a
rejuvenating energy that I though was lost or was never to be discovered. For this I must thank you. The love we share
is something I will never forget, no matter what the future may hold.
Big John, Mike, Eileen and Howard: What a last couple of years this has been! The MBA program would not have
been the same without the four of you. The laughs we shared and the friendships we created are forever. Best of Luck
to all of you! John, don't forget the banana!
J(4^t0^*IU4«4A. \.o.
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Chad Erk Frank, D.O.
University of Michigan, B.A.
Huntingdon Valley, Pennsylvania
"Never regret the past, for we are tiiade froi)/ the past; A.nd to regret the past is to
ourselves.
"
Anonj'mous
MOM and DAD: Thank you so much for all of your love and support.
You allowed me to freely choose a career path; and you have stood by
me every step of the way. I love both of you so much.
LAYNE and JAIMIE: To the best Brother and Sister anyone could
liave; and to my two best friends in the world, I love you.
GRANDPOP: I am so happy that you have watched me come this far.
Thank You for being by my side all of these years. I Love You.
GRANDMOM: My Inspiration! Your "Doctor" has made it. I know
you are very proud of me. I love and miss you more each day.
MOMMOM: To Little Mommom. I wish you were here with me
today. I will always Love You and Miss You forever.
POPPY: I know it has been a while. I think about you everyday. I
Miss You and I Love You.
To all of my friends, you are my family as well.
Thank you for the wonderful memories.
^; i?.D.
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Katpiryn D. Gaines, D.O.
University of Florida, B.S.
Mount Lebanon, Pennsylvania
Whcif lies behind us and what lies before /is are tiny waiters compared to what lies within ns.
Oliver Wendell Holmes
I owe my gratitude to so many...
First to Travis , my kindred spirit - we almost managed to lose each
other for good. Perhaps this entry will serve as a reminder to us of
how foolish we can be at times. I have always felt your love for me. I
am very grateful to you for your support. I will love you always.
To Andrew , my son - Andrew when you were born I was so excited
to start showing you the world. But as it turns out, it has been you
that has shown me. You have taught me more about love, respect and
understanding in your six blessed years with us than I knew existed.
To my parents - Mom, you are with me in my heart always. I realize
1 am becoming more and more like you as I grow older. After all, I
am your daughter. I miss you. Dad, thank you for supporting me.
You and Mom gave me a great childhood. I learned to be strong and
independent. Someone once said that a child can never repay her
parents for all their support. She can only raise her own children and
pass on what she knows. I hope I do a good job.
To my siblings - 1 am so thankful you guys are there. I will always
be there for you.
Finally, to my friends - thanks for ,
listening. I pray for all of us to have the "Ti^^^^jj^^j^^ J^^^^^^£,__, I2>,0.
happiest and healthiest of futures. ^^
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Brian Gallentine, D.O.
Waynesburg College, B.S.
Carmichaels, Pennsylvania
'The kind ofhumor I like is the thing that makes me laugh for 5 seconds and thinkfor
10 minutes." WiUiam Da\as
Mom and Dad: I could never thank you enough for the love, support, and compassion you hav(
given me over the years. The gratitude I have for the sacrifices you have both made so that we
could have the very best, is insurmountable. I never could have made it this far without you both
Thanks for always being there.
Heath and Chad: Well boys, it seems we've all grown up.Time really passes by quickly. It
seems like just yesterday we were down in the garage playing knee football, wrestling, and
giving atomic elbows. Who would of thought years later we would all be heading for careers in
the medical profession. Good luck to both of you in your future academic endeavors, and I wish
you both the best.
Garrett and Ethan:The joy and happiness you two boys have brought me in watching you grov
up, you will never know. Because of you two, I looked forward to every trip home, and dreaded
every time I had to leave. I will always be there if you need me.
I love you all more than words could possibly express.
Rachel: December 20, 1997 must have been the luckiest day of my life. On that day, not only
did I meet the love of my life, but also the best friend I could ever have. From that day, my love
for you has grown with every moment. Despite being hundreds of miles apart, our relationship
has blossomed, and is one that I shall treasure always. What else can I say chica, but I love you.
To the Occupants of the "Flop House" and other PCOM friends: Well guys, we finally mad
it through. It was a long four years, but those years have provided me with some of my fondest
memories, and some of my best friends. I wish you all the best where ever life's path may lead
you next.
_.*••« _
Nicole Marie Garofola, D.O.
hinii'^ your times oj trial and suffer,
carnedyou.
.Footprints
The College of New Jersey, B.S.
Mount Laurel, New Jersey
mben you saw only one set of footprints, it was then that
)Oine people come into our lives and quickly go. ..Some stay for a while and leave
ootprints on our hearts, andfor that we are never, ever the same.
vIOM and DAD: What can I say to the two greatest people in my life?
fhanlc you for your years of love, guidance, unending support and encouragement.
fou always had faith in me, even when 1 didn't. My dream of becoming a doctor is
low a reality— thanks for that Fisher-Price doctor's kit!!! Love you lots!!
vlike: To the best "little" brother a sister could ask for. Thank you for all the great
imes and unforgettable memories.
Vunts, Uncles, and Cousins: You gave me more than free food and a room; you
!ave me much needed love and support on my away rotations.
'COM Women's Rugby: We started this team when we grew tired of sitting on the
ideline cheering for "the boys". Just shows that we women can do anything we put
lur minds and hearts into. PCOM RUGBY RTTO!
^ly lab partners: Your friendship lasted much longer than one trimester. For that, I
im forever grateful. Long live Stella!!
A)j closest friends from HCHS, TSC and PCOM:
fou were always just a phone call away and knew how to make me smile. Special
hanks to Lisa, my personal pharmacist and best friend! ''Truly great friends are hard
find, difficult to leave, and impossible to forget"
fo the doctors of the Cardiology Group, Chris and "Mad Dog" -
rhank you for all the encouragement along the way, and showing me
vhat I was really getting myself into!
kJujokH-liiuAd^^^O.
Sean Kevin George, D.O.
University of Scranton, B.S.
Allentown, Pennsylvania
"Yo/i have to g.ve 100 percent in thefirst half of the game. If that isn 't enough, in the second
halfijoii have to give what is left
"
_Yo^ Berra
MOM & DAD: Simply put, I could not have accomplished this without
your love, support and generosity. You taught me that the values of caring, hard
work, and dedication would someday be rewarding - 1 finally realize that you were
right. Thank you for everything you have ever done for me. I love you both very
much.
LORI: To my beautiful wife whom I love deeply. Thank you for sharing your
life with me and for giving me your unconditional love. I want you to know that I
could not have done this without your love,help, and support. TTiank you for
everything you have ever done for me. I love you and look forward to spending the
rest of my life with you.
POP-POP: Thank you for taking such a special interest in my life. You are a
major reason why I am where I am today. I love you and miss you more and more
each day. Until we meet again, take care of the family from up above.
FRIENDS & FAMILY: Thank you for your support and many fond memories.
Your friendships mean everything to me and I hope that we remain the best of
friends no matter where we wind up.
CADUCEUS: To the best little buddy in the worid.
You make the roughest days seem like nothing with_
your litde smile. I love you bud.
\^ji^>^ 4-^^^, ^^
Roger Thiel Geits Jr. , D.O.
University of Scranton, B.S.
Taylor, Pennsylvania
"America's health care system is second only to Japan... Canada, Sweden, Great Britain,
.. n'ell all ofEurope. But you can thank your lucky stars we don't live in Paraguay!"
Homer Simpson
Mom and Dad: I DID IT! I can't believe the four years are over! I
just wanted to say that you are the greatest, most inspirational people
in my life. You have given me the strength and motivation to con-
quer what I thought impossible. I love both of you very much.
Mark and Marilyn, Ken and Erin, Lisa and Paul, and all neph-
ews and nieces: Thank you for standing by me through all these
years. I will never forget what you have all done for me.
Alex (My Buddy), Bill (Vasili), and Craig (Ozaw): Thanks for all
the memories. I don't think I would be sane right now without nights
at AC and the Den. Hope good times are yet to come.
Gnall: What's a dikfur? Always a good time man!
To everyone else that has been part of my life over the past few
years, I will remember you all!
Good Luck Class of 2000!
WANTED: Bodyguard to beat down all the women who will now be
after me. Shared benefits! Call for applications!
GO SKINS!!!!!!!!!!!
John P. Girod, D.O.
West Virginia University, B.A.
Masontown, Pennsylvania
"AIi7)i tJie road rise up to meetyou, may the wind be always atyour back. May the
sun shine warm upon yourface, and the rains fall soft upon yourfields, and until
we meet again, may God hold you in thepalm ofhis hand.
"
-Irish Proverb
These past four years have been some of the most exciting times of
my hfe. I am fortunate to have had the opportunity to spend this
time expanding my knowledge in preparation for a career in medi-
cine. At times, it has been difficuU, but all the hard work has paid
off. I would like to thank all those who have helped me in any
way.
Mom and Dad: Thank you for being such great role models.
Thank you for all of your support and being there when I needed
you most.
CJ and Jen: Thanks for your support, calls, visits and all of the
fun times .
Aimee: I cannot express to you how much your patience and
understanding, your love and support has meant to me. You have
sacrificed so much so that I could fulfill my dreams. We made it
Qiti f^M^ol
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Eric Michael Gnall, D.O.
"Damn/it ]bii, I'm a Doctor not a bricklayer.
'
University of Scranton, B.S.
Taylor, Pennsylvania
Dr. \j;ouard McCoy
Family - Thank you for all your love, wisdom, guidance,
and financial support.
Phi Sigma Gamma - Keep the House Alive Guys
!
Nicole - I consider myself the luckiest man to find my
best friend in my best girl.
Wnus Eugene Godin, D.O.
Philadelphia College of Pharmacy and Science, B.S.
Washington, New Hampshire
Whenjoii discard arrogance, complexity, and afew other things thatget in the way, sooner
later you will discover a simple, childlike, and mysterious secret: Ufe is Fun.
Benjamin Ho
The time has finally come and I guess it is time to finally enter the
world outside of school. I have to admit there were many times when
it was very difficult for me emotionally and intellectually, but I sure
had the absolute best times these past four years. Yusko, D's, and
Joe, remember all the wild times. We sought, we experienced, we
drank, we learned, we enjoyed, and we conquered anything that caiiK
in our path. I will never forget any of these memories, and look
forward to many more. None of this would have been possible
[
without the love and support of my entire family. Mom, Dad, Conie,!
Kristie, I love you all. You were always there for me and I appreciate
all you have done for me. Thank you so much for everything. I also
want to thank Edgar for being there for me all the time, no matter
what. He is the most patient and loving living creature of all time.
The stories he would tell if he could only talk. . . Mom and Dad,
this is for you. I love you so much. . . .now for the next step in this
long journey called life...
^^^o
Megan Elizabeth Goff, D.O.
Lafayette College, B.A.
Margate, New Jersey
Ay Family Thank you so much For all of your love and support. You're the best
family anyone could ever ask for. I love you all very much. Mom
and Dad, you have been both my biggest idols and my greatest fans.
Thank you for everything. Just think, no more dipping from "the pot"!
!oe - You've made the past two years the best ones of my life. I wish you
all the success and happiness in the world, you de.serve it. You're an
incredible person, and I love you very much.
jieidi, Dan & Chris - Thanks for making the first two years of school not only
bearable, but also a lot of fun. You can never have enough pesto!
Heidi & Jen - I had a great time living with you two. Good luck with everything.
The girls & the guys - You made these four years much more fun than I ever thought
med school would be. Thanks and good luck.
/oUeyball crew - 1 had a great four years with you guys. Glad we finally
won the Salvation Army league! I'll miss you.
{eaver Bombers - Fall 1999 Co-ed Touch Football Champs. It was awesome.
Spring repeat?
- Megan
Howard Brian Goldstein, D.O.
Pennsylvania State University, B.A.
Temple University, M.P.H.
ElMns Park, Pennsylvania
"Roads. ..ii'hire we're going ive don't need roads"
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SoDi H. Goldstein, D.O.
Yeshiva University, B.A.
Philadelphia College of Osteopathic Medicine, M.S.
... r • } , r Cherry Hill, New Tersev
Hn any project the importantjactor ts your behej. > j
Vithout belief there can be no siiccesspil outcome. "
wjDjgf,-, lames
[has been a very longjourney. If not for the love and support ofmy family I would
ot be where I am today.
'o my wife, Rena: You have been more wonderful than I could have imagined,
could not have done this without you. Thank you for your love, support, care,
nilcrstanding and devotion. I love you and thank you for being my best friend,
ikI liiggest supporter.
'() my son, Zachary: How you have grown these past few years. It seems just
cslcrday that I was showing everyone your baby pictures. It is hard to believe the
mount of love one can have for another person. As I realize one of my life's
reams, I look forward to sharing in your dreams too.
'o my mother: I'm sure that I have not said this enough, but thank you for
verything you have done for me. You mean a lot to me and I'm glad that we are
ble to share in this Simcha.
'o Mom and Dad: You are both very special to me. I am so grateful for your
5ve and support. Thank you for everything you have done. I am so happy to be
ble to share this with you.
'o Lenie: Thank you for everything.
b my Classmates: Congratulations and best
dshes on your future careers as physicians!
j;/;/f.A<fctb,,0.«
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Chad Michael Good, D.O.
University of Pittsburgh, B.S.
Jeannette, Pennsylvania
John Gould III, D.O.
University of the Sciences in Philadelphia
Philadelphia College of Pharmacy, B.S.
Macungie, Pennsylvania
I would like to thank all those involved in my life who
have supported, nurtured and loved me. I am very
proud of who I have become and feel blessed to have
been surrounded by special people all my life. No one
person has made more of a difference, however, than
my wife Kim. She has supported me in everything that
I have chosen to undertake for almost half of our lives.
She is unfailing in her faith in me and that is largely why
I have been able to become a physician. I love her with
all my heart and I am very excited by what lies ahead
for us.
"^J^w-^^^J^^^^ ^
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Jill Marie Grammes, D.O.
Muhlenberg College, B.S.
Columbia University, College of Physicians and Surgeons, M.S.
HeUertown, Pennsylvania
In loving memory ofmy mother.
<^-^. ;y/ta*w».N*^,^A
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Green, D.O.
Howard University, B.S.
Tacoma, Washington
'Do m/ffj where /he path may lead, go instead where there is no path and leave a trail. "
Ralph Waldo Emerson
My many THANKS are extended to:
GOD-whom provides me with strength, knowledge and the power
to persevere.
MOM/DAD-for the constant love and support given generously and
selflessly.
FRIENDS/FAMILY/SORORS-for supporting me on this journey
and who have made Philadelphia an easier place to live.
(305)STUDY CREW- Anise, Brenda, John, and Michele- We did
it! Buenas Suerte to you all! Much success wherever your paths
may take you. Michele- See ya' in Call for another 4!
KRISTEN- for much needed vacations.
ERIC- for your love and friendship. You will always hold a special
place in my mind and heart.
Anthony Peter Grello Jr., D.O.
Gannon University, B.S.
Boston University, School of Medicine, M.A.
Narragansett, Rhode Island
"III tbeoiy, there is no difference betiveen theoij andpractice. In practice there is.
"
"Halfthisgame is ninety percent mental.
"
New York Yankee, Yogi Berra
Laurie: Life leads you many places. Sometimes you don't know why. You are
why. You're my best friend. I love you more each day and look forward to our
life together.
Mom and Dad: I owe everything to you. My hopes and my dreams are my
realities because of you. You're The Best. You taught me everything I needed
to know before I went to school. Thank you.
Dawn and Jim: My only regret is that I don't see you and your beautiful family
more. But, over the distance I have come to further appreciate that you are the
best sister in the world and the brother I always wanted. I look up to you both
in every way.
Nanna and Grampa: Thanks for years of love and recipes—both come from the
heart.
Grammy and Grampy: You're with me now more than ever. I bring the
kindness and warmth you gave to me as a child with me to work every day.
Finally, to those who shared the past four years with me. Including my boys at
The Palace, the Florida and 4"' of July crews, my Backgammon bud and his
lovely assistant, the good fellas from the West Side, and my roomies at The
Oasis, thanks for sharing good food and good times.
Ekwensi Griffith, D.O.
Kansas State University, B.S.
Brooklyn, New York
Chelsea Renee Grow, D.O.
King's College, B.S.
Scranton, Pennsylvania
"The way I see If, ifyo/i irant the rainbow, you gotta put up with the rain.
Mom: Since I was a little girl, you taught me the importance of education,
drive and dedication. ...Through your love, you showed me how to
love selflessly and unconditionally... Because of your inner
strength, you've given me the courage and perseverance to follow
my dreams...Thank you for the guidance, love, and support.
You're in my heart every step of the way!
Dad: I'm so grateful for the values you've instilled within me, and for
the endless interest you've had in my education... last, but not
least, thanks for the 'smart' genes!
Mammy, Pop & Nanny: Thanks for being the most caring grandparents
ever! ...we finally have a doctor in the family!
Jay: Thanks for being a great listener and a stable shoulder to lean on!
You've given me peace of mind when I thought I lost mine!
Anita, Jessie, & Jen. ..I'm so glad we met! God knows we've had lots of
crazy times to look back on and many more good times to come!
No matter where our paths may lead, our friendships will always
be special! I wish you all the very best-you deserve it!
And to all you other very special people...thanks for the support,
friendships and votes of confidence!!!
Q^KS^ac^l!9&C2i
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George JopiN Gurdoci<:, D.Q
Wilkes University, B.S.
Dwyea, Pennsylvania
Gaye C. Gustitus, D.O.
Smith College, B.A.
Kingston, Pennsylvania
"lllioit'wn lion carbor/indum " Unknown
By God's grace I have been extremely fortunate to have
made it this far.
Thank you Dad and Mom for being the best parents I could
ever wish for. Thanks, Teddy, for keeping me laughing with your
brilliant sense of humor. Gram and Nana, you both inspire me to be
as loving and strong as you are. And to Jerry, my love and best
friend, thank you from the bottom of my heart for your unswerving
love and support.
Finally must I must thank all my fellow physicians for their
help and instruction, and two in particular, Dr. Edwin Lyons and the
late Dr. Sheldon Kluger, for being two great role models.
/^dj^^^, X>.
John Arthur Harrison, D.O.
h is n'biit we think ire knoiv, tiicit keeps /is from /earning.
Denison University, B.S.
Saegertown, Pennsylvania
Claude Bernard
Here in my 3 inch space, my only words to be documented forever in
yearbook history, are simply thank you all for making Med school a
memory which I will take fondly with me for the rest of my life. I
cound not fathom a better place or better people to have gone through
this endeavor with. Good luck to you all.
To my family, thank you for everything. There is nothing that I have
or have done that was not a direct result of all of you. You are the
greatest family in the world as well as the greatest people I know.
Joe, Timmy, and Scotty - As you already know. It was a journey of
epic proportions, never to be duplicated. I'll never forget it.
And as a final note, as one band so perfectly said it; "Such a long,
long time to be gone, and a short time to be there.'"
The Grateful Dead
/•Ka^ noAjooflTv O.O.
J4i;
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T. Daniel PIarrison, D.O.
Cornell University, B.S.
Utica, New York
"Strive forpeifection, settle only for excellence.
"
Author unknown
Mom and Dad Thank you for making me who I am. You guys have
always been the silent partners behind my success.
Your never-wavering support is all a son could ask for.
I love you both.
Tim and Liz I am proud of both of you. I know sometimes my
"help" is unwanted, but I truly want the best for you.
Continue to seek the happiness you both deserve.
The Boys Bilz, Jerk, and Cut- you guys have been there every
step of the way, and I will never forget that. Each of
us will realize our wildest dreams; it's only a matter o!
time. You guys are the best!
PCOM crew I never thought med school would be so fun. Thanks
for all the great memories!
My Melissa I'm so glad I found you, Melissa, you are my
inspiration. Every day is better because it is spent
with you. I eagerly await our future together, it is so
bright. Thank you for your continued love, support,
and friendship. I love you.^^^
^ I
.
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Shawn M. Hazlett, D.O.
Mansfield University, B.A.
Millerton, Pennsylvania
Intention is evetythin^.
.0 my family: Thank you for the freedom to do what I felt
/as right. You gave me the opportunity to succeed on my
'wn and especially to fail on my own. Special thanks to
ly brothers three: the landlord, the problem child with the
londe headed, angelic devil, and the witty one with the
uff tan.
b my friends (Those who truly understand my quote):
'hank you for the harshest honesty, the kindest of lies, and
11 of the careful politics that join the two. It is in your eyes
lat I truly see myself, and you that truly "makes the man".
3iJksw_ SlaAjLU D.O,
Pamela JocELYN Adrienne Heath, D.O.
Hood CoUege, B.A.
Fayetteville, North Carolina
Work for this world as ifjon are to lireforever, and uvrkfor your hereafter as if yon die
Muhammad ibn 'Abdullah (pb
I thank Allah for willing this for me, and sending help through people like: Roland. Ma. Trin;
Aunt. Brenda, Pat, and the rest of my family; David, Aasma, Firas. Ahmed, Hassan, Omar.
Ulrick. Dr. Borghaei. Dr. Deghigh, Joyce, Bukhari, Bruce, and other members of the Ummah
Charlene. Bryan. Lori, Darlene. Carlos, the Family, and SNMA; Gaye. Chris, and other cool
people. Yvette, I will never forget your kind offer in our first weeks here. Ben, it has taken i
a while to really appreciate what you did—thanks. Ed, thank you for speaking up for jusdce.
Alhamdulillah for the OMM treatments; kind words exchanged with many; numerous faculty,
attendings, residents, and upper-class-people who were more than just good teachers; Rob,
Shawn, and the security and plant operations departments, who were especially in my corner
and without whom the school would fall apart; my friends in the library; the deep conversatio
with Amy, Miriam, Kate, Al...; those who patiently listened to my misadventures; those who
asked rather than assuming or gossiping; the majority who looked past my exterior, the usual
misunderstandings, stereotypes, and misconceptions to the person inside; and numerous other
things, I guess everything and everyone else has made me stronger, maasha' Allah. I hope I
didn't forget anyone. Below:
1. Jose's Dive-Inn. Bulacan. Batangas. Philippines... before the volcano.
2. At our house in Fayetteville. NC. My mom—and a prize tomato.
3. You've probably never met my husband.
4. Need I say more?
5. Somethings "not kwite write" in this Singapore shot. Is it the tin foil?
6. You try riding a carabao without a saddle
in a party dress!
7. Me at age two (?).
8. My big "stister" (10+) and me (3+) on a
giant snowball.
THE OATH OF A K-RJSUMPHYSICIAN
Praise be 10 Allah, The Teacher, the Unique, Majesty of the
heavens, the Exalted, the Glorious, glory be to Him, the
Eternal being who Created the universe and all the creatures
within, and the only Being who containeth the infinity and the
eternity We serve no other God beside thee, and regard
idolatry an abominable injustice
Give us the strength to be honest, modest, merciful,
and objective
Give us the fortitude to admit our mistakes, to.amend our ways
and to forgive the wrongs of others
Give us the wisdom to comfon and counsel all towards peace
and harmony
Give us the understanding that ours is a profession sacred thai
deals with your most precious gifts of life and intellect
Therefore, make us worthy of this favored station with honor,
dignity, and piety so that we may devote our lives in serving
mankind, poor or rich, literate or illiterate, Muslim or non-
Muslim, black or white, with patience and tolerance,with
virtue and reverence, with knowledge and vigilance, with Thy
love in our hearts and compassion for Thy servants. Thy most
precious creation
Hereby we take this oath in Thy name, the Creator of all the
Heavens and the earth, and follow Thy counsel as Thou hast
revealed to Prophet Mohammad (pbuh)
"Whoever kilkth a human being, nut in lieu ofanother hiiitian
f}eiiig nor hecmise ofmischiej on earth, tt is as ifhe hath killed
all mankind And if he saveth a human life, he hale saved the
life ofall mankind
" (Quran 5 32)
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Nicole JouE Heisman, D.O.
Franklin and Marshall College, B.A.
Langhorne, Pennsylvania
'
,//i is not CI having and a getting, hut a being and a becoming.
Anonymous
Vlom and Dad: Words can not express how fortunate I am to have parents hke you. Your
.upport has been never-ending as I have traveled down this long and difficult road. I owe all my
;uccesses in life, and who I have become to both of you. Thank you for being the amazing people
ind parents that you are. and loving me the way you do. I love you.
Irian: I fell into the arms of the love of my life when I least expected it. In your arms I have
ound so much love, friendship, and patience. For all these things I thank you and I look forward
our future together.
icott: I couldn't have asked for a better big brother! I am thankful to have you and Elisa not just
lis my family, but as my friends. I appreciate the love and support you two are always ready to
'iffer me.
To my extended family and friends: I am so lucky to be surrounded by so many special people
md so much love in my life. Thanks for giving me the encouragement and understanding I
leeded to reach this day.
^liclielle, Racliel, and Don: Never forget Thursday nights and Taco Bell! We made it through
ogether! I wish you success in all future endeavors.
n memory of my Pop-Pop Sam, my inspiration: I hope I can carry on his legacy as a
ompassionate and gifted osteopathic physician.
n memory of my Grandmom Eva: I know how proud she would be if she were here today to
vatch her "doll" become a doctor. I can
inly hope I will be able to touch the hearts of my ^ , ., ji
'htknew''''''^'^''°"''''''*°''°^''''''°"' /W fdU MmUUCji-^.
Rebecca Anne Herman, D.O.
Philadelphia College of Pharmacy and Science, B.S.
Frederick, Maryland
Nothing ill life is more wondeiful thanfaith — the one great moiingforce which we
can neither iveioh in the balance nor test in the cnicihk.
Sir William Osier
To Mom and Steve : Words cannot express my gratitude for all of the
encouragement, love, and support that you have provided me over the
years. Your unconditional love has warmed my heart and soul in the
coldest of environments. Thank you for always beheving in me.
To Nate. Melissa, Nathan, and Ben ; You've always been there when I
needed you - for love, conversation, and laughter. Thank you!
To Sandra and Stephen : You two have brought joy to my Hfe since the
moment you were born. One of the hardest parts of my education was
having to spend time away from you. 1 hope you realize that I will
always be here for you - whatever life may bring.
To my friends : Venus, your friendship has always been a constant that I
can count on. Thank you! Kimberly, we have so many wonderful
memories together - I look forward to many more! Sean, your faith in
me has always given me strength. Tammy, you're friendship helped
make some of the unbearable bearable. I'll never forget all of the great
times we had.
To everyone who has made the past four years fun - you know who you
are - thank you so much for the memories!
Best wishes to all of you! /I
, ^^y \
Dolores Roman Hoey, D.O.
LaSalle University, B.A.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
To beliei'i' you can is everything.
/VnonymoLis
My Husband: Chris, for all the love and support you offered, I am forever
grateful. Thank you for believing in me and giving me the strength and
courage to keep marching on. I pray that we may continue to grow ever
closer. I love you dearly. Best Friend...May there always be us.
Mom & Dad: Ever since I was a little girl you have told me to reach for the
stars. You have encouraged my creativity and have taught me to have faith,
be independent and work hard. Your confidence in me has enabled me to
achieve my dream of becoming a physician. Thank you for all of the
sacrifices you have made to get me where I am today. My only hope is that
my children love and respect me as much as I do you. You're the greatest!
My Friends and Family: I am truly blessed to have you in my life. You
have stood by me every step of the way. Thank you for always being there
and for keeping me sane! This accomplishment is as much yours as it is
mine!
Finally...Thank You, God, for allowing me to become an instrument of
Your work.
Jjj;^fl4:-«xj-4- "fCeTv-^-ixJ /M&Cj^-'i'^^
Amy EnzABETH Hoffman, D.O.
Franklin and Marshall College, B.A.
Malvern, Pennsylvania
IJfe is about not knowviig^ having to change, taking the mon/ent and making the
best of it, ivithont knowing what's going to happen next. Delicious ambignity.
Gilda Radnei
My Family: There are not words to express what you've meant to me
throughout this journey. Your love and support, friendly ears and
homecooked meals, my escape to the beach house, bags of groceries
and a car full of gas. . .1 would have never survived the past 26 years,
let alone the past four, without you. You are always the ones I can
count on for encouragement and the reassurance that I will be a good
doctor. Thank you for being the Waltons, the Bradys, the Hoffmans.
I love you!
The Gang: I came to medical school never expecting to find any real
friends, thank God you proved me wrong! You have made it all
bearable and you've kept my feet on the ground, or as close as they
come! Thanks for sharing yourselves with me and allowing me to do
the same. I look forward to our futures together as physicians and oui
forever together as friends.
Jesus, Mary and St. Jude: The threesome that really got me into
medical school! Ah, the power of prayer... don't give up yet, I still
need a residency!
Oy^/f>^*^^o
A. Wayne Howard, D.O.
University of Pittsburgh School of Pharmacy, B.S.
Bald Eagle, Pennsylvania
I want to thank my family for their support.
To my mother who continually applauds my efforts.
To my sister for assistance in getting me here.
To my brother for advice.
To my wife for understanding.
To my daughter, Rachel, for those Friday afternoon hugs and
greetings. May you find happiness always. You certainly
make our lives wonderful.
KA'J.-.i-jJ)
Timothy R. Howard, D.O.
The Pennsylvania State University, B.S.
New Kensington, Pennsylvania
' To live happily is an imrardpower of the soul"
Marcus Aurelius
Mom, Dad, and Todd- 1 can't thank you enough for all your lov
and support in helping me along this long road to becoming a
doctor, and for your priceless guidance and wisdom throughoulj
j
every aspect of my life. You're the best!
!
Friends- I've made great friends over the past four years. I
couldn't have done it without going insane if I didn't have the
fun times, humor, and outlandish adventures(or misadventures)
with all of my friends.'
Scott, John, and Joe, you guys are super friends. You guys hav(
all made this one of the best experiences of my life. Here's to
2823 and all the great memories, and even better reunions!!
THANKS!!
/UW lj;aii/'*i^
^
i:>.'0
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Todd Michael Hrabak:, D.O.
Diiquesne University, B.S.
Murrysville, Pennsylvania
"Ifyon can't siriugfiw)/ the branches, then stay in the bushes.
"
NONNA - Thank you so much for your guidance, support and confidence in
me. You have been a shining Hght in my life. I love you, thank you, and
appreciate everything you and Grampy have done for me.
NANCI - Through your excellence, dedication and hard work, you constantly
forced me to push myself to my limits of which I am forever grateful. I hope
you can provide the same motivation to Austin and Alexander. I love you and
you can always count on me.
MOM and DAD -Throughout my life you gave me the freedom to make my
own decisions, yet your guiding hands never let me stray far from my goals. I
can not thank you enough for the love and encouragement you have shown me
and I only hope to live my life as honorably as you have lived yours. ECC,
"When the goin' gets tough the tough gets goin""
SABRINA - You have amazed me with your never-ending patience,
understanding and continual support. This life I have chosen is one of many
long-nights and lost holidays and will require an understanding greater than I
could ever imagine.
I love you and I am so happy you
are my wife - Remember the poem.
'?d^?K?Uz^. ^-0.
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Marcy Lynn Jackovic, D.O.
Carlovv College, B.S.
Philadelphia College of Osteopathic Medicine, M.S.
Mount Lebanon, Pennsylvania
Here's to the nwiien who wear the pants, And the men who iron them!
"The women of spirit'
My life has been blessed by a supportive family and many true friends. I would like to thank...
Mom & Dad: You're a living example of true love, loyalty, and hard work. You've devoted
your lives to your children and helped us seek and achieve our goals- no one could ask for more.
You're the best!
Grandma: I did it. Gram! Now the hard part starts, right!? Don't worry, 1 know I'm you're
favorite!
Marilyn: Thanks for being my second mom and for all your prayers- I think they helped.
Grandma J: You're dearly missed! I know you're shining down upon us!
Grace: I know you're the prettier one, thanks for keeping me humble.
Anne: I'm glad one of us will be a concert violinist. Go see the world for me!
Andy and Al: "Mercy Marcy" will forever be burned in my brain! Al, the back rubs made a
difference!
Libby and Gary: You were my home away from home. Bridgette and Alissa always made my
weekends brighter! Thanks for paving the way Lib!
Mark. Kim, and the kids: You've always made the day brighter. You're a beautiful family!
Janis: You'll always be my best bud! Thanks for all you're kindness! We still have to get to
Graceland!
Rose: I wish all your hopes and dreams come true. Your dad was a great inspiration; I will
always strive to keep humanism in medicine as he did so eloquently.
Suzanne: You were a great savior for me. We certainly had our fill of fun times together.
Jill: Well, we made it! How 'bout another punch for old times sake!
THANKS EVERYONE!!!!!
1 LOVE YOU ALL!!!!!!!
GOD BLESS XOXOXOXOXO ^-r/^-^^-l^^^ «3rt^>t<»z'-'<^, ^- ^' Tx.A.AZ: Q*i^i ^:-^'^^ ^<^
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AniseJackson-Henry, D.Q
Howard University, B.S.
Washington, D.C.
" The race is not for the swift, butfor he who endures"
"Our life is a gift from God, what we do with that life is ourgift to God "
authors unknown
To My Husband, Barry: 1 could not have done this without your love and support.
Through all the rough times you have been my source of encouragement, my shoulder to
ry on. No matter how difficult things were for you. you let me lean on you. Don"t think
,t went unnoticed. I know we earned this degree together. Remember what you always
old me, " If you want good, your nose has to run". I love you always.
To Mom and Dad: Thanks for always believing in me and supporting me. I could not
lave done this without you. Mother, you have always guided me, not just with words
)ut through your actions. You have overcome many obstacles and sacrificed much to
lelp me achieve my goals. Dad, you have always been there for me. Like a rock, not
aying much but firm and solid. I know I can always depend on you.
Po My Children: Junior, Brandon, Marcus And Jasmine - You are wonderful
hildren. You have endured much with a mother who is often away studying and when
iresent often distracted by exams and deadlines. Please know that I love you and
.ppreciate your patience and understanding.
To tiiose who started this journey with me, but had to leave before it was over-
irandmother Gladys, Grandmother Nana, Mother-In-Law Greta, and My Darling
)aughter Shannon: A piece of me left with you, but a piece of you is always with me. I
niss you so much but memory of you inspires me every day.
To Family and Friends: So many have helped in so many ways and I appreciate it all.
.'our help and support started well before I got to medical school. You always
ncouraged ine to do my best. Whether it was babysitting, riding to Philly with me or
istening to my complaints, I want to say thanks.
"o Kim, Michelle, Brinda and John: It was great! You guys made an arduous task
laster and a long journey shorter. Thanks. (U^^^MY,^^, ^0,
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Darren Robert Jacobs, D.O.
Philadelphia College of Pharmacy and Science, B.S.
Mays Landing, New Jersey
"Only those who dare to failgreatly can ever achieve greatly.
"
Robert F. Kennedy
Mom & Dad: Thank you for your unconditional love, support and
guidance. You mean a great deal to me. I love you both very much.
Laura: I feel very fortunate to have a sister like you. Thank you for
your encouragement and support.
Pop-Pop: Thank you for the chemistry lessons. Your constant and
unrelenting push towards learning and education has a great deal
with where I am today.
Irv: You have played an enormous role in my development as a
physician. Thank you.
Jen, Jehrib, Seeta and Shawn: Thank you for the good times we
had. You made these past four years an enjoyable and memorable
experience. I wish you all the best in the future. Keep in touch.
C2^-»»t*inC^P*«»-^^^ :2?^.
Jamison Seth Jaffe, D.O.
The Pennsylvania State University, B.S.
Richboro, Pennsylvania
lo not sp where the path mciy lead, go instead where there is iw path and leave a trail
Ralph Waldo Emerson
(ioni: I love you so much. You are the most special person in the world to
ne. Thank you for all of the love and encouragement you have given me
hroughout college and especially the past four years. You have always
)een there for me, not only as a wonderful wife, but also as my best friend,
fou will always be... my sweets.
V'lom and Dad: The motivation and support you have given me has always
nade me feel that I could accomplish any goal I set out to achieve. The
)pportunities you have provided for me have allowed me to reach my
iltimate goal of becoming a physician. All of my accomplishments in life
ould not have been achieved without such loving and caring parents.
Tarrie and Eric: You two have been the best brother and sister I could
lave asked for. I hope you both appreciate the special relationship we
lave as much as I do. I will always be there for you.
vlom-mom Dora, Pop-pop Irv, Pop-pop Art, Uncle Mark, Aunt
Jhawn, Harlee, Jake, Evelyn, Bernard, and David: You have all made
his four year roller coaster ride possible with all of the encouragement
tnd support you have given me.
YvETTE Lorraine Ju, D.O.
Towson State University, B.S.N.
RockvUle, Marylatid
i^jvmxu ^ 9^ ,i>.t
Victoria Louise Falcone. D.O.
Temple University, B.A.
Upper Darby, Pennsylvania
IJfe is what happens to you ivhik yo/i'ir busy ///akinz^ other plans.
John Lennon
Mom & Dad: All I have accomplished in life is because of your
unwavering love and support. Whether I wanted to become a musician,
veterinarian, or physician, you always stood by me and sacrificed doing
whatever necessary to help me achieve my goals. (Even if that meant
doing my wash or driving me all over the place.) You are truly the best
and I dedicate this degree to you both.
Cindy & Chip: I am so lucky to have such a fantastic sister and brother-
in-law. Cindy, you always keep me on track. You are my example of
maximum efficiency and creativity. Chip, thank God you joined the
family to provide a calm balance to the Falcone frenzy.
Tom: Little brother, I have to thank you for all of your help. ..especially
the last minute editing and fixing of my never ending computer problems
at all hours of the day and night. You are destined for great things.
Seth a.k.a. Ruvio: You are my balance in life and my best friend. I don't
know how I would have survived the last eight years without you. Thank
you for sharing the best times of my life.
)ImM^
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Brinda Sri Kantpia, D.O.
Franklin and Marshall College, B.A.
Madison, New Jersey
You gain stmigtb, courage, and confidence by evety experience in u'hich you lookfear in the
face. . . You must do the tbingyou cannot do. Eleanor Roosevelt
Mom, Dad, and Anna - Thank you for your enduring
support. Your love and compassion have made me into
the person I am today. Your dedication to my education
has made me into a doctor. I couldn't have asked for
anything more. Thank you for not compromising in that
which you believe, your strength and morals empower me.
My good friends - You have made me strong through
experiences unparalleled.
Laughter truly is the best medicine!
Finally, you are all invited to my house in Tuscany!
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, B.A.
Chadds Ford, Pennsylvania
'here are two things to aim at in life: first, to get whatyou want; and, afier that, to enjoy it.
)nh the wisest ofmankind achieve the second.
Logan Pearsall Smith
' am proud to share this accomplishment with my biggest fans
To my parents: Thani< you for your unconditional love and support throughout every day of my
ife,
klom: Thank you for always knowing intuitively what I need most, whether it be an ear to listen, a
ihoulder to cry on, an objective opinion, or to share my triumphs. Our special relationship is a
reasured gift.
)r. Dad: Thank you for believing that your little girl could reach the stars. Your faith in me is most
:herished.
lay: Thank you for teaching me, by example, not to lose sight of what is most important in life.
jrandma and Grandpa Parkin: Thank you for being a special part of my life. I am so thrilled to
hare with you this accomplishment and so many others.
jrandma and Grandpa Kaplan: Thank you for your enthusiasm for my dream.
iamison, Jonathan, Matt, and John: Thank you for making the tough times bearable and the good
imes great! I wish you all the best for the future.
vlichael: Thank you for your love, encouragement and
upport (and pharmacology lessons!) I cherish the time ^j
that we
'
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uture.
Lisa Joy Kaplan, D.O.
Shannon Kearney, D.O.
Muhlenberg College, B.S.
Wyomissing, Pennsylvania
The act of caring is tJoe first fme step in the power to heal.
KuLSUM Kahn, D.O.
West Virginia University, B.A.
Staten Island, New York
It is good to have an end tojoiinuy toward; but it is tl.ie jouniey tijat matters in the end.
Ursala K. I.e Giiin
To my parents: Thank you tor your constant support and inspiration. It is
comforting to know that with every choice I made in life, you have always been
proud. Most of all I thank you for all that you have taught me and for the
goodness you shared. I am very blessed to have parents like you—Cookie. P.S.,
this does not mean you get free manipulation!
To my sisters: Laughter is the best medicine! 1 admire you both and love you
dearly. Thank you for the years of wise advise, and for the numerous moments
you lifted me up when I was discouraged. You guys make my life so easy and so
much fun. To Eric, I can't imagine anyone more wonderful for my sister. If I
need a knee replacement, I'll come to you first!
PCOM friends: A mere four years of sleepless torture just to repeat it again. At
least we get paid this time. Despite the tests we took on lectures we never had,
the headaches we endured from months of cervical HVLA, the nights we spent
learning the wrong drugs, I had a great time along the way. To the Girls—You
guys made the time go by so much faster. I hope we all keep in touch in years to
come—that means you too Marie. JB, what happens in... stays in... MM, now
who will be the voice of reason? LF, remember the little people!
To ED—I am very fortunate to have met you, who else would see foreign films
with me? I love the AMAZING (you know I had to write that!) things we've
done and the special times we had. You are
a great person and a wonderful friend.
iiciu LU i ic Liidi;; iiiiiigs c c
ONATHAN D. KlLROY, D.O.
^"^-1 'J3*
State University of New York Maritime College, B.E., B.S.
North Hampton, New Hampshire
I dedicate this achievement to Laura and Grace; they surely have
endured more than I.
A couple of thoughts that I have tried to keep in mind these past few years:
"What you set your heart upon surely shall be yours." R.W. Emerson
"The secret of health for both mind and body is not to mourn for the past,
not to worry about the future, but to live in the present moment wisely and
earnestly." Buddha
...a final thought to keep in mind during the years to come:
"He is the best physician that knows the worthlessness of most medicines."
B. Franklin
^^^J^^^l^Jl^, Dc
Andrew Chul-Wook Kim, D.O.
United States Naval Academy, B.S.
"Noiv all has been heard; here is the conclusion of the matter. ' ^
Fear God and keep his commandments, for this is the whole dutj ofman. For God will brinv
every deed intojudgment, including every hidden thing, whether it is good or einl
"
Ecclesiastes 12.13-14
"Blessed are the poor in spirit, for theirs is the kingdom of heaven.
Blessed are those who mourn, for they will be comforted.
Blessed are the meek, for they will inherit the earth.
Blessed are those who hunger and thirst for righteousness, for they will be filled.
Blessed are the merciful, for they will be shown mercy.
Blessed are the pure in heart, for they will see God.
Blessed are the peacemakers, for they will be called sons of God.
Blessed are those who are persecuted because of righteousness, for theirs is the
kingdom of heaven."
On hearing this, Jesus said, "It is not the healthy who need a doctor, but the sick.
But go and leam what this means : 'I desire mercy, not sacrifice.' For I have not
come to call the righteous, but sinners." (Gospel according to Matthew 5.3-10,
9.12-13)
Oh Lord, allow me to live daily what my teachers have taught me.
Alexander Lazarus Kjrifides, D.Q
Muhlenberg College, B.S.
Medical College of Pennsylvania, M.S.
Wilmington, Delaware
"Find ajob that you love and you'll never work, a day in your life. " .TqUj-. p Grier
Mom and Dad: I don't know how to thank you enough for everything you
have done for me. Dad, you were the perfect role model and I hope that or
day I will become as great a physician as you. The love and support I
received from both of you has allowed me to reach my goal. Through the
good and bad times, you were always there to encourage me. You never lo;
faith in me and always help me get back on my feet whenever I fell down.
You are the best parents a person could ever hope for, and I love you both.
Yiayia: Wish you could of been here to celebrate this day with me, but I
know you were looking over me these last 4 years.
Michael and Vasil: I am lucky to have two brothers that I know I can count
on at any time. You both were always there to encourage me . Thanks for
everything, you are the best.
Bill, Craig and Roger: We've been through a lot these last four years.
Thanks for the good times and all the laughs. You guys have been great.
a£^.,u>^i.%^,^A
Neil Steven Kline, D.O.
University of California at San Diego, B.A.
San Diego, California
I thank my family and friends for all of their support and confidence.
Selari Beth Klugman, D.O.
Pennsylvania State University, B.S.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Far and away the bestpn:(e that life offers is the chance to work hard at work ivorth doinl
Theodore Roosev it
Mom and Dad: I am finally done! It has been a long road. I would like to
thank you for your love, support, and calming words when I was stressed. I
did it!!
Grandmom and Pop-Pop: Thank you very much for aU of your love and
support.
Scott: In your own way, you have always pushed me to do my very best. I
am where I am today because of you.
Pallavi: I want to thank you for showing me that real friends do still exist. ]
will miss all of our late night conversations. I wish you and Deepak all the
best.
Fred: To my very best friend, words cannot express how much your love
and support has meiuit to me. You have been my own personal cheerleader!
You have cheered mc up when I have been down and made me laugh wherl
I wiuited to C17. Your strength and confidence in mc have helped me I
become who I tun today. For that, I thank you and love you. I
//; memo)-\ (>fniy gnmdparents,
David and Juliette Kluginan. Jihxi W^^jlu^n<^»^.^ h.
Carlow College, B.S.
University of Pittsburgh, M.P.H.
Zelienople, Pennsylvania
If one advances confidently in the direction of bis dreams, and endeavors to live the life ii'hich
he has imagined, be will meet success unexpected in common hours. Henry David Thorcau
Jennifer Rebecca Kost, D.O.
Mom & Dad: Thanks for all of your love, support and encouragement. You have
inspired me to work hard and make you both proud. I couldn't ask for better
parents. I love you both very much!
Grandma: Thanks for all the little cards you sent while I've been away at school.
They really cheered me up.... And the money was greatly appreciated too!
Ben & Doug: You guys are the best! Thanks for believing in me. We've had a lot
of fun over the years. I look forward to the future and all it holds!
To my friends: For the friends back home. . . Thanks for all the phone calls and
emails! I don't know how I would have gotten through these endless years of
school without you guys. For my PCOM friends... I am so grateful that I could
make this journey with such a great group of people. You're laughter and support
has made this all more bearable. It wouldn't have been fun without you. I wish you
all the best that life has to offer!
When Ifind myselffading, I close my eyes and realize my friends are my energy.
- Anonymous
Kathy: I surely didn't know what I was getting myself into that fateful day I sat
next to you in class. WHAT A RIDE! Thanks for always making me laugh when
things got tough. You truly are a great friend,
and deserve the best! I expect to be on the
-Jjl/i'tHiill^ ^» K^4jt. *^> ^»
guest list for any parties that will surely be *
famous
!
Pauline Kouyoumdjian, D.O.
La Salle University, B.S.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
"I can do everything through CHRIST who gives me stre
PHILLLPIANS 4:13
I dedicate this page in loving memory of my father
JOSEPH KOUYOUMDJIAN.
Dad, you will forever be alive in my heart.
This degree would not have been attainable without your
unconditional love and support. Your prayers and your belief in me
gave me the courage to go forward in life. I can never repay you for
all the sacrifices you have made as a single parent. You deserve a lot
more than the few words of acknowledgment scribbled on this page.
uiaixmL lioiiyOamdjiaaj'X)-0
Matthew Robert Kozma, D.O.
Pennsylvania State University, B.S.
Lancaster, Pennsylvania
".I //(/ we know that hi all things God works for the good ofthose ii 'ho love him,
wl.w have been called according to his purpose. " Roj-nans 8' ''8 (DW^
'Xfter many years of dreaming, after many years of hard work and deter-
Tiination, after many years of unconditional love and support, I must pray
ind give tremendous thanks.
! thank God for the support and guidance through medicine and life.
fhanks also for bringing Nicole into my life.
Mom, Judymom, thanks for showing Doug and 1 the way to a genuine
smile/laugh and a caring touch. You showed us the importance of
education. May we always "speculate."
])ad, Bobbio, thanks for giving Doug and I a solid "Koz" foundation, and
or showing us how to have a selfless heart. You taught me to aim high
ind to limit my "expectations." Thank you both for the sacrifices you
lave made and for standing by Nicole and I. Go PSU.
)oug, thanks big bro!
To my "other" mom and dad, and the rest of the family, thank you for
/our love, help, and support. I'm especially thankful for still having
'regular" shoes.
^Iicole, you are more than wonderful. Thanks for standing by me, loving
ne, and holding me. You bring my world to life, and your smile sets me
ree. May we always help others and /j
^nspire one another. I Love You
!
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Amy Keaoiman-Weiss, D.Q
University of Maryland,B.S.
Cherry Hill, New Jersey
"Do notgo where the path may lead, go instead where there is no path and leave a trail.
"
-anonymous
Mom and Dad: How can I ever thank the two most important
influences in my life. The values and morals, in which you instilled
in me, have made me the person I am today. Thank you for all the
support, guidance and love.
David. To my love, my husband. Thank you for always being
there, your understanding and support has meant the world to me. I
am my beloved and my beloved is mine.
Caren: "My sister, myself. The ties that bind sisters- especially
twins- are fierce, fragile, and forever." Thank you for being my
best friend
^ZMl^i^(i^^''^^V>M
Krista a. Kupres. D.O.
Lehigh University, B.A.
York, Pennsylvania
Piglet sidled up to Poohfrom behind. "Pooh!" he whispered. 'Yes, Piglet?"
"Nothing, " said Piglet, taking Pooh's pan.'. "Ijust wanted to be sure ofyon. ".
A. A. Milne
4om: Congratulations! We made it! Thank you for your endless support, encour-
gement, and friendship always, but especially over the past five years. I admire you
ar all things - your love, courage, optimism, and patience. I share this degree with
ou, as you have certainly been by my side through every test, moment of panic and
rocrastination, as well as each sigh of relief I
)ad: We have come a long way! Together, we have struggled through the Ten
'ommandments, Saturday moming swimming meets, and now medical school -
1
now that you have been behind me each step of the way! Thank you for always
elieving in me more than I do!
imy: I thank Mom and Dad again for giving me one of my best friends! You have
Iways taken such good care of your "little" sister! Thanks for being so sensitive,
UN, and supportive, especially during my months in D.C.!
,ittle Gram, Nana and Gramps: You are my biggest fans and strongest support-
rs! Thank you for all of your prayers, support, cookies, and monthly letters on bird
ationary! Pop-Pop - thanks for helping to lead me down this path!
'hris: Can't imagine the past four years without you! You have been my best friend,
ly entertainment, and a constant source of encouragement! How incredibly lucky I
n to have shared that first shot of Jameson with you - it was the beginning of some
f my happiest times! I look forward to many more!
COM Friends: I never thought medical school could be so much fiin! Thanks for
laking the tough times bearable and for creating
lany reasons to celebrate throughout our four
;ars! Congratulations! I love you all!!!
Marian Gail Landau, D.O.
Pennsylvania State University, B.S., M.S.
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
"W ome/i should be tough, tender, laugh as tnuch as possible, and live long lives. The struggle
for equality continues unabated, and the woman ivariior who is anned with wit and courage
will be among the first to celebrate victory. " In All Ways A Woman, Maya Angelou
LoRi Ann Lavelle, D.O.
King's CoUege, B.S.
Duryea, Pennsylvania
Afoot and Ikhthearfed I fake to the open road; Healthy, free, the iror/d before me. The long
brown path uefore me leading wherever I choose, w i» \vtu,>
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the following people:
God - Thanks for granting me the greatest gifts of life—the opportunity to
become a physician and the health of my family.
Mom and Dad - Without you by my side, this achievement would never
have been possible. Your words of encouragement and guidance have
shaped me into the woman I am today. Words cannot express the apprecia-
tion I have for the numerous sacrifices you have made. I thank you and love
you with all my heart.
Billy - You are the best brother any sister could ever want. Thanks for
always being there to help me through the toughest of times. Your strength
and wisdom will always be appreciated. I wish you the best of luck in your
future endeavors in the medical profession. One day when you're a surgeon,
t can tell you "You're shot".
My friends at school - Thanks for the best four years of my life. Can you
relieve we've made it this far? Good luck in your careers.
Pat - Thanks for the endless love and devotion you have given to me.
You are my best friend, and I look forward to creating more beautiful
'nemories together.
Wah Sang Lee, D.Q
Boston University, B.A.
Philadelphia College of Osteopathic Medicine, M.S.
New York City, New York
I give my deepest gratitude to my mentors who have inspired me.
They are the people who search for truth, in medicine or in life,
with an open heart. They lead by example and have the courage to
follow their own path. They bear in mind the greater good and are
self-sacrificing. My parents, sister, brother, friends, you have all
helped me become a better person.
uU^ i o.oi
University of Pennsylvania, B.A.
Philadelphia College of Osteopathic Medicine, M.S.
Scotch Plains, New Jersey
That it will never come again is ivbat makes life so sweet.
Emily Dickenson
Alison Joy Leff, D.O.
Ay father I thank for giving me the reason and abihty to care for patients.
Ay mother I thank for giving me the heart and empathy to want to do so.
Ay sister I thank for teaching me patience and understanding of those different
rom me.
Ay Grandma Betty I thank for giving me the confidence to be who I am.
Ay Grandpa Jack I thank for giving me the ability to allow others to be who they
re.
Ay Hasi I thank for teaching me about caring for others.
/ly Poppy I thank for teaching me to care about myself.
/ly family I thank for never letting me be less than I could, and always believing
lat 1 could be so much more. You are everything that I have become.
o Loren, whose friendship began on day one of college and stood the
est of time,
o Kathy whose desire to do what is right is only surpassed by her ability to do
0.
Jen whose open heart allows her to care for all,
"o Sharon whose attention to detail allows her to make others feel special,
"o Jamie whose humor has sustained me throughout these years,
"o Karin and Patty for being there when I needed you,
my true friends, there is nothing I wouldn't do for you and I wish you all
he best from my heart. ^ ^ , ^^
"^
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Nicole Terese Leo, D.O.
Pennsylvania State University, B.S.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
7 'be first ivealth is health.
-Ralph Waldo Emerson
Mom and Dad: 1 dedicate my accomplishments to you because they would not have
been possible without your unconditional love, support, and guidance. You deserve
congratulations on your success with our family. Through thick and thin, with never
ending sacrifices and compassion, you have built a strong and loving family that can
only continue to thrive. You have given the three of us the strength, courage, and
wisdom to excel. Words cannot express my gratitude to you. 1 am proud to be your
daughter. You are my inspiration. I love you with all my heart!
Dave: 1 could not ask for a better "litde" brother. Believe it or not, you kept me
sane! Thank you for all the laughter. Never give up on your dreams. 1 know you'll
succeed. 1 will always be here for you. I love you!
Kathleen: My beaudful little sister, 1 know I don't have to tell you how much you
mean tome. Thanks for dealing with those late nights with my lamp on! 1 cherish
all the tiine we've spent together. 1 will always be by your side. 1 love you!
My Family: You have all supported me and played a role in my achievements. 1
could not have done it without you and will be forever grateful.
To "The Crew": You ail know who you are! You have been my other support
system. Each of you has touched my life in some way and made these past four
years at PCOM unforgettable! Can you believe we're Jocfora!?
PCOM Friends: Thanks for all the memories. Best of Luck!
Congratulations to the Doctors of the New
Millennium!! ATuAI. ^. 3^.0.
Daniel A. Lewis, D.O.
La Salle University, B.A.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
'To make a great dream come true, thefirst requirement is a great capacity to dream; tl)e
id is persistence - a faith in the dream.
"
Hans Seh'e, M.D.
M om and Dad:I don't have the words to tell you just how much both of you mean to
me - you have always been my greatest source fo strength. Your support and love were
endless throughout this entire ordeal and it never went unnoticed by me. This degree is
i
as much yours as it is mine and I just want you to know that I love you both very much..
Paul and John: I wouldn't have made it without the two of you. Through the endless
ups and downs we weathered the storm together and never once lost our sense ofhumor.
I just hope that, as the years go by, you don't stray too far from me (after all, somebody
has to strike you guys out! !
)
Brian: I followed you into the ocean a long time ago and you led the way ever since. We" ve been
friends since the age of four and I know that's never going to change. Thanks, captain,
for everything.
Since 3"* grade you've given me a lifetime of memories. Through grade school,
high school, and college you've been at my side the entire time. The world made
room for both of us, John, and I can't help but think that our little pink houses are right
around the comer.
Thank you for being my older brother all these years.
I look at you and I just thank God I stayed late that day way back in November. This
past year has been the best of my life. You showed me who I was inside. Nicole, and I
thank you for that because I never realized just how incomplete I was before I met you.
You taught me sincerity and, most importantly, you accepted me (mistakes and all) for
John:
Jimmy:
Nicole:
who I ani. I love you so much.
^C^ ^iuu^ J^- 0.
Donald Thomas Lewis, D.Q
Elizabethtown College, B.S.
Richboro, Pennsylvania
"Yo/i may be disappointed ifjottfail, but you are doomed ifyou don't tij"
Beverly Sills
I can't believe this da}' is actually here - I'm a doctor!
I have to thank my parents most of all for all of their hard work they
have done to help me get where I am today. Their dedication and
love means more to me than they wiU ever understand. I wish health
and happiness to them and the rest of my family.
Without my friends at PCOM I don't know how I would have sur-
vived. I hope you know how important you are and forever will be.
Medical school is a tough long road and without you, it would have
been impossible! Evenings together at Presidential, studying and
laughing, will forever be etched into my memory. I will always re-
member walking to exams from our apartments no matter how
inclement the weather. Neither snow nor hail kept us from taking
those exams and then checking our answers together at the booths in
the cafeteria.
I have learned a great deal here at PCOM, but the biggest thing I
have learned is that there is so much more to know.
Being a doctor means always having to be a student.Thanks to every-
one for making my dream come true! ^_
Mark Stephen Liccinl D.O.
Boston College, B.S.
Chester, New Jersey
Whether yon think yon can or thinkjou cannot -yon 're right.
"
-Henr\' Ford
To Mom and Dad: Not much else to say other than thank you so
much for e\'er\thing over the last four years — I never would have been
able to accomplish this without your guidance and support. You've
always been there for me and I'll never forget that.
To PP, CF, BS, BL, MK JM ,NK ,MB, MC, CJ, MM (the enor-
mous one), the master's class, and everj'one else I forgot to mention -
this made medical school a lot more fun than I could ever have imag-
ined. We've all been too close over the last four (or five) years to not
keep in touch. This whole experience would have dragged if it weren't
for all of you
To LC, SS
,
MK: It has been a great eight years since we first started at
BC and I know that you'll all be following me to my place of residency
and employment so I'll see you at the water cooler. It's been a great
journey and I know that we'll always be close — I'U be at all the re-
4/^^ g^s
MiCHAELANN LiNNEY LiSS, D.O.
Grove City College, B.A,
^ >lf\
Slippery Rock University, M.P.T.
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
iri/l he more disappointed by the things yon dichi 'i do than hy the oms yon did. So throiv off theTwentyyearsfro
hoiriiiies. Sail a)ray from the safe Ijarbor. Catch tije trade winds inyour sails. Exploi
Mark Twain
\.
The most worthwhile undertakings and accomplishments in life are never done
alone. This is because we are at our best when we have the support, friendship
and love of those around us.
Stephen: You have taught me to be a stronger and braver person. You make me
feel anything is possible with perseverance and determination. Medical school ha;
been a true partnership for us. You have given me incredible and unconditional
support over the past four years. I want you to know that the accomplishment I
am most proud of is our marriage - and it just keeps getting better. 1 love you,
parking spots.
Mom and Dad: You have been supporting me the longest and I know my circui-
tous approach to my goals must have been stressful to watch at times. Yet I know
what unconditional love is, because I learned it from you. You have also taught
me the most important measure of a person is in how they treat others. My
patients will thank you. 1 love you both.
Meghan and Bill: We have become such good friends along the way, which is the
best thing that can happen to sisters and brothers. I love you both!
Jackie and Jack: You are my family in Philly!
You are also the finest that people can be
in this world Thank you both.
^.a
University of Pennsylvania, B.A.
Yardley, Pennsylvania
Scott
J.
Loev, D.O.
'To he /giinnuif of one's ignorance is the malady oj ignorance
/\mos Bronson Alcott
Mom & Dad: Thank you for your unconditional support, confidence,
and love. I appreciate you allowing me to pursue "whatever makes me
happy."- 1 think I've finally found it. You have given me everything I
could ever ask for, most importantly the values of a strong/close
family and my "everlasting" education.
Beth: You truly are my best friend. Thank you for always being
there for me as I will always be there for you.
Glenn: No one could ask for a better brother. Thank you!
"Summing up, it is clear the future holds great opportunities.
It also holds pitfalls.
The trick will be to avoid the pitfalls, seize the opportunities,
and get back home by six o'clock." - Woody Allen
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Nancy Lynn Luongo, D.O.
Cabrini College, B.S.
Linwood, Pennsylvania
// takes courage to grow up and ttini out to be irho yon really are.
E.E. Cummings
Mom: Thank you for teaching me the valuable lessons in life. Your
unending love and support have always carried me. I love you.
Remembering Dad: Your spirit lives on through the lives you have
touched. Thank you for inspiring me through your love of me and of
medicine. I love you.
Family and Friends: My journey is much more meaningful because
of you. Thank you for ALWAYS being there. You did not let me qui,
when I was frustrated and overwhelmed. I will always be grateful for
that faith. You were always there for me when I needed an ear or a
shoulder. Thanks for sharing the laughter and the tears. It feels so
good to have so many people be so proud of me. You guys are the
best! I love you all!
Joseph Stephen Machuzak, D.O.
Wilkes University, B.S.
Marion Heights, Pennsylvania
Mom and Dad- Thanks for all your support, not only in medical school,
Dut also throughout life. I realize we have been going through some
ough times as a family lately, but without your strength and emotional
encouragement, none of this would have been possible. Here's to many
riore years of fishing together.
VIegan- Not only the love of my life, but also my best friend. Thank you
"or showing me how to be a better person. My life would be empty
vithout you. I look forward to many more years together.
jD's, Yusko, and Godin- Thanks guys for making the last four years
;ome of the most enjoyable yet. Who would have thought we could have
;o much fun? Yusko, good luck in Mexico. Godin. I hope photography
:lass pays off. And D's, good luck at managing the Pink Pony.
Jeaver BombersA^olleyball- Thanks for the memories. I hope we can
:eep it going in 2000 and beyond. Hcrxs^ fY)cjucLg^
^ Qo
Michael A. Magro Jr., D.O.
©B[m.
La Salle University, B.A.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
People spend all their time niakJng nice things, and then otherpeople come along and
them. —Sorry, must dash! _ The Doctor
Mom and Dad - Thanks for all your love and support over the years. I
couldn't have asked for two better parents - who let me be who I wanted to
be. I love you.
Phillip - To the young man that thinks he's Donnie Brasco - thanks for bein
a great brother.
Francesca - Finding you has been the best thing to ever happen to me.
You're my best friend, my great love. Thanks for always being there when-
ever I needed you.
Grandmom and Uncle Vince - Thanks for your love and support. I love
you.
Uncle Nick - Thanks for looking out for me.
Gwen and Gary - Thank you for your love and friendship.
Dave and Stacy - Thanks for being two of the best friends a guy could ask
for.
Finally, I need to thank two important people who I still carry with me in m
heart:
Aunt Jo - Thanks for all the years of laughter and love you gave me.
Nanny - It was so hard saying goodbye last summer. I'll never forget all
that you did for me, and the love that you showed me.
I'll always love you.
piucAjtujf hu^, ho
Marshall JopiN Malinowski, D.O.
United States Military Academy, B.S.
Jefferson, Ohio
"// is one ofthe most beautiful compensations of life, that no man can sincerely tiy to help
amlber ndtlmtt helping himself" Ralph Waldo Emerson
Thank you to everyone that sacrificed to help me accomplish this.
Suzanne. These past four years reinforced all over again the reasons that
I married you. Thanks for your understanding, support and for always
being the one who knew that I could do it. You cheered louder than any
one else when things went well and picked me up first when something
didn't. You helped make a dream come true; Fll spend the rest of my life
to make yours. I love you.
Lauren. My baby girl and best buddy. You arrived in the middle of all
of this and suddenly Mom and I felt complete. Thanks for helping me to
rediscover the world.
Mom and Dad. This is not my accomplishment but rather a reflection of
the person that you taught me to be. You gave me the foundation and
provided the freedom to let me grow. You taught me perseverance and
how to believe in myself. Thank you for your love.
Kevin and Hope. You have always made me feel like one of the family.
I wouldn't have made it without your
support and I sincerely appreciate all that
you have done. AL//^
y
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W Jamie Malone, D.O.
Dickinson College, B.S.
DanviUe, Pennsylvania
During the firstperiod of a man's life, the danger is not to take the risk.
-Kierkegaard
Mom and Dad- You both have been supportive of everything I have done-even the
unusual and the few truly stupid things. Not only are you both the greatest role models I
could have asked for, but you are the two most kind and good people I know. My
health, successes, and happiness are directly attributable to you. Thank you for being
the stable constant in my life always. I love you both.
Chris and Kate- You guys are awesome, and my closest friends. I truly treasure my
time with both of you. and look up to you both more than you realize. Go Los Malones.
Sarie-your breath smells.
Max-you run slow.
Griffey-quit dumping in the house.
Loren- Your energy, persistence, passion for life, and loyalty set you apart. Thank you
for taking care of me when I was sick, and for always looking out for my best interests.
I will always treasure your friendship.
Jojo- Sometimes wet underpants, sometimes dry underpants. In either case you've
always been a great friend. Never forget our legendary spring breaks-at least we have
lots of pictures to enjoy.
Andy- Sometimes brown underpants, sometimes white underpants. Who we kidding,
most of the time brown underpants. I know we'll be great friends forever, wherever we
are. I'll never forget O.C. Maryland, the Danville years, and the big Dick years (your
little dick years).
The Posse girls- 1 will never forget "the girls". You've given the information that has
made me a truly a dangerous man. Kathy-thanks
for carrying my sorry ass through all those hours
in the library. You ladies are first class babes and y /n / f-^ ^
I love you all, t^
. (/L-M^KO
Heateer Lyn Mann, D.O.
Trenton State College, B.S.
Oakland, New Jersey
(//// »ion' potential than I am actuality. Does// 't that lean' so much room for sj'owth?
-Leo Buscaglia
Hard to believe another four years has passed by.
Hard to believe we will head out from here as doctors, a blessing to
the world around us.
As the memories float through my mind they whisper words of
happiness, struggle, wonder, doubt... but ultimately, inner peace.
Each of us has accomplished this great feat. Not to show it off to
the world saying, "Hey, look what I did ", but to offer it as a gift so
that others may flourish. That is my hope.
My thanks go to all of you for helping me grow into who I am
today.
My love to my family for raising me with compassion and a warm
hand to hold.
My love to my friends for being a mirror into my soul.
My love to my companion and soul mate for being more than he
can ever imagine.
SuzAN Entwistle Marspiall, D.O.
American University, B.A.
Columbia University, M.A.
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania
The sormi' that has no vent in tears makes other organs weep.
Henn- Maudsley, MD (1835-191
WITH GRATITUDE
TO THE ADMINISTRATION:
Charlotte Greene— for the opportunity (and my wedding cake)
Richard Kreibel — for getting me there
Chris Donovan, Marcia Pastella and Bruce Fairfield— for making me look good
TO MY MED SCHOOL FRIENDS:
Lori Eanes (study buddy), Yvette Ju (dinner date), Ed O'Dell (all- around friend), Loren
Ballestas (terminally happy), Kathy Schaeffer (road trip of/for a lifetime), Ben Stenzler
(battle buddy), Chris Neglia (crazy with you)
TO MY PARENTS:
Nelson and Eleanor Entwistle,
For the blood that is within me and in that is medicine, and in that is you.
Bill and Nancy Marshall,
For your steadfast support of us and of our endeavors/capers.
TO MY LOVE:
,[ohn, is there another world but ours?
You can 't always get what you want.
No. you can 't always get what you want.
But ifyou try some time,
You might just find.
You get what you need. Yeah, yeah.
The Rolling Stones
^yJ^^^J^\4^yJd€M^
John Mark Matsinger, D.O.
La Salle University, B.S.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Godgrant me the serenity to accept the things I cannot change, the courage to change the tijing.
I can, and tlie wisdom to know the difference. t-.i c • r>' " The berenir\' Prayer
Dream... and as you dream, remember that only you can make your
dreams come true.
Reach... and as you reach, remember that success takes time, devotion,
and sometimes a Httle disappointment.
Believe... and as you beheve, you will find reaching gets easier, setbacks
get more manageable. Life becomes more meaningful.
Renee Duvall
First, I would like to congratulate the class of 2000 on a job well done.
Also, I would like to thank my wife, Tanya, my daughters, Jaclyn and
Victoria, and my family for supporting me through a very long four
years. As time and tests passed, you stood by me, supported me, and
encouraged me, never letting me forget that there was a light at the end of
the tunnel. This degree is as much yours as it is mine because I could not
have done it without all of you.
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Jennifer A. Mazzoni, D.O.
La Salle University, B.S.
Fairless Hills, Pennsylvania
Eveiyone has talent. What is rare is the courage to follow the talent
to the dark place irhere it leads. Erica Ton?
This page is dedicaled to my family, especially Dolores Pohl who will iilways remain the wind beneath my wings.
Mom and Dad: It is hard to believe this day has arrived. Words can not express my appreciation for the support,
stiength. and mostly love you have given to me. This day would not be without you.
Through your example I have learned life's biggest lessons. Thank you for being who you ate: my parents, my
mentors and my best friends. I love you.
Matthew: There is no one in this world who can make me laugh like you. I am a fortunate person to have a
brother who is also a best friend. You always had faith in me especially when I needed it the most. You are a very
talented, creative, intelligent, hard-working person. I am so proud of the man you have become. Two words for
you— Ota- ChingH!
The Family: Every single person has been a source of inspiration to me and I want to thank you for being such a
strong and positive factor in my life. We all know who keeps us togetlici" and she will smile upon us forever.
Frie™fc:pasLaiKLpresentConwell(SAJi3AIBAtJ<IU!FMidli&Jlrf,IIXJl\LTC-J\IBAmAID,SCJ':^^
Bill iuid the Beach. Without you 1 would dclinitcl) he admitted to a psych hospital. Jen and Jen and T. You have
seen me through the good and bad and 1 know we will remain close for our lives. The stress of medical school wa;
lessened becau.se you never let me forget who 1 am and why I chose this path. Thank you for your words of
encouragement all these years. I have been blessed with good people in my life.
Friends ofPCOM: You all will be excellent physicians in whatever career decision you make. Thank you for
some of the best years of my life. The friendships we have made in med school are unique and only understood by
those in them. I wish you every success in the future .
AL,KS4:.B,SSJVIL3S3LJM,SF,TH.CDJ»PJNLJN- 1 thank God for that '99 wait hst letter because our
friendship would never be. We have survived much craziness and so much more lies ahead. Thanks for the
laughs, the "serious talks", the study sessions— Mark, studying was one of the most entertaining aspects of my
life. 1 will miss those days. Al, Kathy, Loren and Sharon— you will forever be in my mind and heart no matter
where om caieers take us. "All Imil the pudental nen-e'." Brett- // /i vi ' iv -
we have proven that we don't need to be in tlie same class to i/£'1i-'w>Jr^^^^Vt-X^'.** '- l'^
remain friends. I'll meet you in the Keys in 40!!!!
Terry
J.
McAnallen, D.O.
Geneva College, B.S.
New Castle, Pennsylvania
"iuii/iiiit]im. Vm only a doctor!!"
Bones McCoy
lom & Dad: Thank you for being the excellent role models you are. You
;t very high standards for all three of us to live up to, and you did it by
icample. The passion we have for life, our drive to excel, and our desire to
ve everyday to the fullest I attribute to the both of you. Because of you, life
. good, we are better people, and the world is a better place. For this I am
rateful!
arah Rose(my daughter): You are my angel, my princess, my life. In
Du, I see much of me. I only hope that Fve been able to set an example of
le type of person that you'd wish to see in yourself.
ackie:
1 what seems barely days ago, you vowed to be my wife
,1 fact 1 1 years has past, nearly one third of my life
nd while I know my "bright ideas" have caused you grief and fears
know someday you'll laugh at this, and wipe away your tears
ut in the interim my love, have patience and understanding
Tause my love for you is eternal, but my
tudent loans are outstanding.'.'.'
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JosephJohn McComb III, D.O.
University of Scranton, B.S.
Gloucester, New Jersey
People are always blaming their circumstances for what they are. I don't believe in circum-
stances. The people who get on in this world are the people who look for the circumstances th
want, and, if they can'tfind them, make them. George Bernard Shaw
To my family: You have always given whatever support possible throughout al
my endeavors, thank you all. Mom: Your love and sacrifice for me always
amazes people, but no one more than me, I love you and hope that I've made yo
proud. Liz: Thanks for coming to my aid in my times of blunder, love you too.
Meg: My new bride, and the pretty Dr. McComb. You have been by my side
since the beginning, and for some wonderful reason have chosen to stay with m(
forever. I have known from our first date you were meant for me, and I for you.
What a tremendous journey we are embarking on together: marriage, residency,
children are only the beginning of our fabulous future. All my love, forever.
Rocco, Kenny, & Al: Together we are the biggest idiots ever, but what fun we
have. Thank you for dealing with my insane schedules, and for being the best, 2
most dependable friends. Long live Bill Bradsky
!
PCOM Crew: 1 cannot believe the incredible group of friends I have found dur
med school. I know this is not the end of our adventures. Thank you all for gre;
memories and best wishes with the future.
orientation at arena's, meg, neil diamond, anatomy lab, table 42, faaaaascia, studying in the rock, pu(
rico, finals, parties on the rugby field afiier exams, bachelor part)' in baltimore, parties at 3962, flat roi
shoulder surger)', bayou, puerto vallarta, pans, maui, san Francisco, studying forever, great fiiends, fi
h&p -2 hours, rugb)', adantic cit)', phi sig, saem in Chicago, ft nassau wireless ???, semi-formals, first
code, first code that worked, barreta, green door, playstaaon, cocktail part)' - the aftermath, springst
kc prime, fogel, ent final, boards, I'm going to do emed, no obgyn, no surgery, no emed, no anesthe:
og)' -yes, roommates, flanders, crab fest downstairs, around the world 97, 8 people in the dakota, ba
golf, thinking call was fun, truck stolen, car stolen — twice, ^—»^ ^ ^ ^ <5
—
green briar, lincoln green, creepy guy herb, lean into the ^
—j^^^T. ^-^nf^yAi, '''^
saw b. guy, rural in die small ravine of pa, the two jesters. ^^
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Mary Elizabeth McComb. D.O.
: Lst morn- ever come to you without leaving better and happier.
BuckneU University, B.A.
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania
1 owe a htai-tt'elt tli;uik you to my entire family for their boundless support dermlhhijj, I have ever done in my
life. It is wonderful to feel so loved and supported by you. Always know 1 am here for you and your families^ too.
Dad: Thank you for being such a great father to me and to our family. Your dignity, strong work ethic, and
strengtli of conviction and character are an example to all of us. The encouragement and love you and mom gave
me are a large part ofwhy I am where I am today. Thank you for always being there when I need you. I love you!
Mom: You have been my loudest cheerleader! Thank you for always believing in me and for teaching me to
believe in myself. Your liglitliearted manner brings welcome levity to my life and our frequent shopping trips are
such a bright spot in my memories. I love you, mom!
Tom: You are everything a big brother is supposed to be and more. You are my role model. Your advice and
support are an integral part of my life. You are both a superb physician to your patients and a wonderful parent to
your children. If 1 can be half of the physician and parent you are, I will do well.
Colleen and Daneen : My beautiflil big sisters! Thank you for always being at the other end of the
ibone (or computer) with funny stories and a kind ear. Who else but my sisters would listen to all the
vorries, problems, and concerns that plague me on a daily basis and keep me entertained with the events of
/our lives? I enjoy and appreciate the comic relief and practical points of view you offer to me.
oseph: I feel so proud and so blessed to have you for my husband. I cannot imagine a more
\nndeiful or more perfect person with whom to spend the rest of my life. Your joie de vivre is my favorite
juality. 1 love and resiiect you immensely. Thank you for making my life so rich, exciting, and happy!!
Last, but not lexst, tliank you to the wonderful friends 1 made over the past four years. You are all
such intelligent and kind people, I know you will be excellent
doctors. I feel so fortunate to have gotten to know each of you. ^ /I ^ .^/i A /
Vxmkyouforyourfriendship andfor maliingmedical school /JV.c
. l'i.(l,(^(fW U
SO miicbhin!!!!
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Matthew Thomas McElroy, D.O.
The Colorado College, B.A.
Gunnison, Colorado
'The radical truth of reality is that we are all One. Thomas Merton
As I graduate from medical school, I am filled with gratitude and
thanks for the many people who inspired and guided me.
Mom: I learned that a good run, a clean bathroom and a nice meal
make for a great day. Dad: "you boys load up the motorcycles and
we will ride". You guys gave me nothing less than warmth and
love, and a bunch of wood to chop.
Patrick, Tishy and Crit: I am proud of you; you are all succeeding
in your own way. It is just a shame you can't seem to beat us in the
Christmas hockey tournament.
Joe: you have always given me someone to look up to and laugh
with. You are a great friend. Go broncos.
Dr. Fogel, Dr. Kriebel, and Dr. Egan: You have challenged and
inspired me. You make medicine exiting and noble.
Erica: I fell hard and fast for you. You amaze me. I am grateful
for your love and your commitment to us. I love you.
Go in peace to love and serve the Lord.
^^2r^ -fn^-^, OX
Scott Paul McGlynn, D.Q
La SalJe University, B.A.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
One kams by doing a thhii;; for though yon think you know it,joii have no certainty
untilyou tiy. Sophoclc s
Risk more than others think is safe.
Care more than others think is wise.
Dream more than others think is practical.
Expect more than others think is possible.
Cadet Maxim
MOM : Thank you for giving me the courage and determination to chase my
dreams. You have always been my hero. I love you.
DAD : Thank you for giving me your support and help. Soon you can Captain my
ship.
HEATHER : Thank you for being you.
.
.for being a shoulder to cry on. . .an ear to
listen.
.
.for being my best friend and the love of my life. You are the greatest. I V U.
POPPY : Thank you for all that you have given us in your quiet and humble way.
BILLY and KIM : Thanks for all the wedgies. It's great being your little brother.
MY NIECES and NEPHEWS : Remember! You can do anything you set your heart
to. I love you all but especiiilly you Emily.
CHRISTOPHER and MOMMOM : Thanks for looking out for me. Wish you could
be here.
MATSINGER. RARNF.S C.RF.T T Q- It has been one heU of a road. I am glad that
you guys walked it with me.
Good luck to the rest of the class of 2000 ! ! ! !
! ArTr:> /W^>3*vWv----—-- D-
AmsoN ICate Mesaris, D.O.
Muhlenberg College, B.S.
Montoursville, Pennsylvania
Remember who you are.
Mufasa, "The Lion King"
I would like to thank my family. Grandma, Mom, Dad, Meghan,
Darcey and Judd, my friends, Tim, Tara, Erin, Emily and Jonathan in
helping me reach my goal of becoming a doctor and being there when
I needed them. I would like to thank my Philly cats; JJ and Garcia foi
keeping me company and helping me study. I love you all.
To my classmates,
As important as your obligations as a doctor, a lawyer or a business
leader will be, you are a human being first, and these human
connections with spouses, with children, with friends are the most
important investments you will ever make. At the end of your life,
you will never regret not having passed one more test, winning one
more verdict, closing one more deal. You will regret time not spent
with a husband, a child, a friend or a parent. Our success as a society
depends not on what happens in the White House but on what happen
inside your house.
Barbara Bush QMot^ ^- Pltaauu/o oSO
Holly Engle Metzgar, D.O.
Moravian College, B.S.
Red Hill, Pennsylvania
'God, grant me the serenity to accept the things I cannot change, the courage to change the things
can, and the wisdom to know the difference.
'
The SereniU' Prayer
V'ou who are on the road
Must have a code that you can live by
\nd so become yourself
because the past is just a good-bye.
Teach your children well
Their father's h
vVill slowly go by
'\nd feed them on your dreams
The one they pick's
The one you'll know by.
Don't you ever ask them why
f they told you, you would cry
5o just look at them and sigh
\nd know they love you.
\nd you, of tender years
Tan't know the fears
That your elders grew by
And so please help them with your youth
They seek the truth
Before they can die.
(Can you hear and do you care
And can you see we must be free
To teach your children what you believe in
Make a world that we can live in.)
Teach your parents well
Their children's hell
Will slowly go by
And feed them on your dreams
The one they pick's
The one you'll know by.
Don't you ever ask them why
If they told you, you would cry
So just look at them and sigh
And know they love you.
-C, S, N & Y
"Tell your heart that the fear of suffering is worse than the suffering itself. And that no
heart has ever suffered when it goes in search of its dreams, because every second of the
search is a second's encounter with God and
iwith eternity." -Paulo Coelho
KwoN Miller, D.O.
Michael L. Miller. D.Q
University of Pittsburgh, B.S.
York, Pennsylvania
'Today, I coiisuler myself, the luckiest man on the face of the earth.", ^< ,
Mom and Dad : Thanks for the love and support. The fact that I made it
this far is a testament to the character that you instilled in me. You're the
best parents a kid could have.
Teri: You made the last couple of years the best of my life. I always had
something to look forward to. Thanks for always being there for me.
My Brother and Sisters: Thanks for always being proud of me, regardless
of what I do.
Larry. Schultze. Matt Barry. Mike "The Duke" Silber. and the rest: It
was a great 4 years. The laughs and memories were worth all the long
nights of studying. We still need to settle one more "top 10". Thanks for
being great friends.
loe Nvzio: Your work ethic and dedication is an inspiration to me and
everyone around us. I look forward to our next trip to Lukes.
Chris Baer: My best pal for many years. The fact that you encouraged me
to go to medical school changed both our lives. I think it worked out pretty
well. I look forward to 12 more years of story telling.
THjU/^mU ZlHjJJU^O.
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RicpiARD George Miller, D.O.
University of Pennsylvania, B.A.
Nesquehoning, Pennsylvania
"Ifwe couldn't laugh, ive iivuld allgo insane. Jimmy Buffett
Mom, I love and miss you very much. You were a beautiful and
exceptional person, and I know that you are still with me, our family,
and everyone you have touched. Thank you for being the greatest
mother of all time. I love you forever.
Dad, you have always been an inspiration and wonderful father.
Thank you for your support and encouragement over the years.
Nikki, thanks for being the best sister a brother could ask for...you
have always been there for me, and I hope you know that I will
always there for you, too.
David, you are not only my brother but also one of my best friends. I
hope we can always have great times like only you and I know how
to have.
Thanks to all my family, friends, colleagues, and teachers for having
confidence in me and helping me succeed thus far.
Good luck fellow classmates.
We are doctors now.
wm
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RosALEE K. Miller, D.O.
Albright CoUege, B.S.
New Ringgold, Pennsylvania
Joseph P. Moeller, D.O.
Melissa Pandora Murray, D.O.
Ithaca College, B.A.
Bronx, New York
Mom and Dad: I can't put into words how grateful 1 am for all that
you have done for me. I could not have accomplished this without
all your love and support. I love you both very much.
Brett, Billy, Amanda, and my L.I. family: In many different ways
each of you have enriched my life with fun and love that has helped
to make this day a reality. Thank you.
Phil: We have had many memorable moments over the past five
years and I look forward to many more. You were always by my
side supporting me, even from 12,000 miles away. Thank you for
the unending love and laughter you bring into my life.
Friends: You have given me some very special memories and a lot
of laughs along the way. Liz, you were a great roomie, we got very
close over the past four years and it better stay that way. KK, JB
and MA my new roomies. I love you crazy girls. And for all those
who tuned into CNN with me and
listened to me say "Should I go to /I^jUoua, P. /ku^'^^^ D. o
Israel or not?" Thanks.
Christopher Anthony Negija, D.O.
La Salle University, B.A.
Frederick, Maryland
CJhA«:;^i>^xK*^ Ol- -TU^U^ , li
Troung Nguyen, D.O.
]OHN NiCASIO, D.O.
City CoUege of New York, B.S.
Hunter CoUege of C.U.N.Y, B.S.
New York, New York
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Jennifer Anne Novotney, D.O.
Dartmouth College, B.A.
Boston University Medical School, M.A.
7 In- best and most beautiful things in the ivorld cannot be seen or '
ci'eii touched. Thej must be felt with the Jjeati. . Helen Keller
Mom and Dad: I would not be where I am in life without you.
Thanks for all of your love and support over the years! "Happy Day
Anne!"
Jamie: Your love and patience has carried me through these past four
years. I could not imagine a more perfect partner for a lifetime.
Friends: I feel so fortunate to have friends like all of you. Through
the good times and the bad times, you have stood by me. Thank you
for making life a little bit easier and definitely more fun.
If I can stop one heart from breaking,
I shall not live in vain:
If I can ease one life the aching.
Or cool one pain,
Or help one fainting robin,
Unto his nest again,
I shall not live in vain.
Emily Dickinson
^UWW^A "TJtf/fbl^ ; Po,
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Joseph B. Nyzio, Jr., D.O.
Philadelphia College of Pharmacy and Science, B.S.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Thanks to my family and friends for your support throughout the past four years.
Knowing that you are always there and that you understand has made the journey
that much easier.
A special thank you to my wife Katy, for your patience, selflessness, companionship
and unwavering love. 1 would not have been able to stay as focused on my studies
without you. especially your nightly trips to Rowland Hall with my dinner and
snacks. But most importantly I thank you for giving me my beautiful son Joseph 111,
who has given me such joy, even greater motivation, and a new perspective on life.
And finally, a short but true story. In my third year of pharmacy school I became
frustrated and disinterested. My mother, sensing my angst, imparted some auspicious
wisdom. She said " just get your degree in pharmacy. Even if you are unhappy with
your career choice you can work part time earning a respectable income, while
searching for something you enjoy. And why don't you pick up your saxophone, its
been a few years since 1 heard you play. I'll bet you can make some money doing
that. Who knows maybe you'll want to go back to school some day." 1 incredulously
j
responded, you must be joking. Well, if it weren't for my pharmacy degree and
j
working seven years in the nightclubs playing my saxophone, 1 would not have had
the opportunity to return to school and certainly would never have realized this
dream. Thank you for your strength, ^->^ , ^ __ . —p, ^
inspiration and spirit. y'^^P^ \ '' i7flS'~~
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Edward Robert O'Dell, D.O.
Montclair State College, B.S.
Palmer College of Chiropractic, D.C.
W 11, 1lever you can do, or dream yon can, begin it. boldness has aenins, power and magic in it.
Goethe
"Daddy, we miss you when you 're at doctor school. "
Chelsea and Patrick O'Dell, ages 4 & 2
To Lisa: "It must be difficult being a medical student with a family." I
have heard this comment countless times over the past four years, and
each time I have responded inadequately. I knew I could not possibly
describe all that you had sacrificed and endured in order to allow me to
fulfill this dream. We alone understand how often it would have been
easier to simply give up. Your commitment to achieving this goal
allowed me to stay focused on the relatively simple task of obtaining this
degree. You quietly tended to the far more difficult task of maintaining
a home and caring for at first our two and then our four beautiful children.
You continue to look optimistically to the future despite endless hurdles
and knowing how difficult the next few years will be. So now it is me who
will receive the accolades. It is my name on the diploma. People will call
me "Doctor". I will tell them to take a moment and to look behind the
scenes at you and the children, where the real accomplishment has taken
place. I am proud to share this achievement with you.
^^fe.te^/8 Oltl^^^.o.
David O'Neill, D.O.
Temple University, B.A.
Cheltenham, Pennsylvania
"Concernfor man himselfand bis fate must alwaysform the chiefinterest ofall
technical endeavor
"
Albert Einstein
I would like to thank my family and friends for giving me the
emotional support I needed to achieve my goal of becoming a doctor. I
would especially like to acknowledge Michele for sticking with me and
marrying me. I know we will be together forever. I also would like to
thank my parents for backing me up through out my education. I would
also like to thank Dr. E. Noble Wagner who helped me when I first
applied to Medical School and helped my family when we needed him
most. In addition, thank you Dr Lewis D. Polk for a crash course in
working in a bureaucracy. And finally, I would like to thank all my
attendings, instructors, professors and patients who have opened my mind
to the infinite possibilities of life and enabled me to see them.
1 know the true meaning of the saying , "The art of medicine is long
and life is short". I would like to think there is enough time for me to
become a master of this art. I will strive to be the best physician for my
patients while keeping their feelings and wishes always paramount.
J?—- I <3>--
Andrew R. Ogden, D.O.
Juniata College, B.S.
Hollidaysburg, Pennsylvania
I would like to thank my family and friends for making these past
four years such a great experience for me. More importantly, I
would like to thank Chris, Joe, and Bill for being some of the
best and closest friends I have ever had. Thanks guys. Always
remember, no one had more fun than us.
/f aJ~ ^0,
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James Ohr, D.O.
Saint Joseph's University, B.S.
Saint Joseph's University, M.B.A.
Frackville, PA
lAlljoii can do is try to use the best ofyour ability, and with all the input and knowledge
\mi get, then hope that the decisionsyou make are based upon what is morally right.
Ronald Reagan
To my family:
Thank you all from the bottom of my heart for simply being involved in my life.
The love I share with each one of you is the very essence of me.
My only wish is to be capable of providing my children with the ideals of family
enjoyed:
a mother who gave her life to us,
a father who was admired by me to the point of becoming him,
an older brother who always fulfilled his role as "big brother",
and a younger sister whose very presence was sure to bring a
smile to my face.
\'ou mean everything to me.
Michael
J. Orris, D.O.
Craig Ricpiard Oser, D.O.
Temple University, B.B.A.
Huntingdon Valley, Pennsylvania
"The positive thinker sees the invisible, feels the inta,
"Expect to win.
"
and achieves the impossible.
-Craig Oser-
Mom To the one person in this world who always believed in me, never gave up on me, encouraged
me, and inspired me. I thank you for all of your support, dedication and unconditional love through th
years. None of my achievements would have been attainable without you. I love you for the person yi
are and the man you made me.
Arnold I would like to thank you for being there for me when times were bad. I realize that none of 1
would be possible if not for you. Love you!
Mark & Keith You guys have been more than just brothers to me. You are also my best friends. We
have been through a lot over the years and have grown closer because of it. I still remember all the
trouble the three of us got into together those were the days. How about all the jokes we used to f|l
on people. I remember studying on weekends and the two of you would call me up at 2:00am on your
phones (half drunk) and call me a geek for studying. Well, it finally paid off. I love you both!!!
Rachel Even though I only know you since the middle of my third year it feels like I know a lot longell
guess that can be a good thing or a bad thing ©), I would like to thank you for brighting up my life w
your high energy, big bubbly smile and great accent. I am glad you are a part of my life. Love you lit
Rachel.
Annie "Baby" I still remember when I was a little boy how you would bathe and feed me. I have con
a long way since then. I am happy that you are here to see me graduate. I wish Poppy, Auntie, and
Uncle where here to see. I love you all.
Lisa & Debbie 1 am glad that the two of you are part of my life and can share all of the happiness.
Mv Friends To Bill "Big daddy Pimpis" Pittas, Alex "My buddy doll" Kirifides, Roger "Bud bundy"
Getts— You guys have made medical school fun. I take with me some great times and some life long
friends, I still don't know how I went to the DEN with you guys until 2-3am and made it to 8:00am
lectures. I am going to miss those days. You guys are the best! Special mention to John "to cool NY
attitude" Nicasio, Joey "clean shaven" Nyzio,
Tommy "The sleeper" Presenza,
Joey "The stud" Cavallaro,
Laurie "The legs" Brigandi, Janine "The yenta" Barsoum
(O-u*^ ^Sa^j O.C
Pierre Kpiatchadour Palandjian, D.O.
Wilkes University, B.S.
Peckville, Pennsylvania
You don't need to climb higher, run faster, soar snifter than anyone else who Ijasflown,
Allyou need is the wisdom to seek happiness, and the courage to make ityour own.
"
'
Myron Spencer Davis
Aota and Dad: Mere words cannot express my gratitude and love for you.
t is through your constant encouragement, sacrifices, and unconditional
ove, that I have been able to achieve my goals. A son could not have been
)lessed with two more wonderful, devoted, and selfless parents. You are
ny heroes, and I will always strive to make you proud.
Catherine, Robert, and Diana: Growing up with the three of you as
,;iblings has been incredible! We are so fortunate to have such a close,
oving family. I have always cherished the memories of being your little
)rother. Thanks for the years of advice, strength, and friendship.
Claudia: Of all the amazing things that has happened to me these past four
vears, you are the most amazing of them all. ThankYou for all the wonder-
ful moments we have shared these past years and the immense joy you
)ring into my life.
Friends: These past four years have been the most exciting, challenging,
ind memorable years of my life thanks in large part to the friendships I
lave made- T.H., M.L., R.M., J.M., C.F., M.P. J.K. Todd, I concede, you
ire the Cup champion. Best of luck to all of the class of 2000, and 1
uncerely wish all those individuals who have shared part of their lives with
ne all the best. Also, thanks to my friends -
—
^
^-7~^
pf the class of 200 1 for many fond /t^ ?C /iz^^ax..^^ ^.a
nemories. o
David Jason Patton, D.O.
Grove City College, B.S.
Northumberland, Pennsylvania
Eimy intern makes mistakes. The important thing is neither to make the same mistakes tn
nor to make a whole bunch offi/istakes all at once. Qj- Pearlstein The House ofGod
Four years ago, I was graduating from college and heading to medical
school. I was newly married and starting an exciting new life. Well, it
certainly has been exciting. At times, I didn't think I could make it; at
other times. I didn't want to. Through it all I have felt the arms of Jesus
holding me up and carrying me through. Now, here I am four years of
marriage later with a two year old son. What will the coming years hold
for me? — successful career? more children? — No one ever knows, but
I'm sure it will be exciting, and I'm sure that God is in control of whatever
happens. To Him goes the greatest thanks.
Tricia and Caleb - It's good to be a family, huh? Thanks for your patience
Thanks for your understanding. Thanks for everything. I love you.
Grandpa, Grandma, Dad, Nancy, Danny and rest offamily - Thanks for
supporting me in whatever I do. I always know that you believe in me.
John, Mary, and extensive family of in-laws - No one has ever felt like so
much of a member of a second family as I do. Thanks a lot.
My friends through college and medical school - You each mean something
special and unique to me. Thanks. ^ /^
P^,;|;//aYK. Do
University of Pittsburgh, B.S.
Freeland, Pennsylvania
\etter n[f is apoor man who is well and strong in constitution than a rich man irfjo is severely
fjTicted in body. Health and soundness are better than allgold, and a robust body than countless
ches. There is no wealth better than health of body, and there is no gladness abovejoy ojheart.
^^
Sirach 30:14-17
1 would like to thank God for giving me the insight to recognize
my dream of wishing to become a physician, and my parents for allowing
this dream to become reality. It is through the unwavering support and
unconditional love of you, mom and dad, that I am the person I am today.
You have inspired and taught, as well as, ingrained within me the virtues
of modesty, integrity, honesty and pride. I love you both more than words
can ever justify, thank you for everything.
I have been fortunate enough to make life-lasting friends while in
medical school. Charlie, Pam, Mike, you have shown me the gold standard
of true friendship, and you have made this trip amazingly fun and filled it
with many incredible memories. I have also dragged some life-long
friends with me through this experience, Jared, my little bro, and Gill.
With both of your help, we have upheld and tested that old adage- work
hard, play hard!
And finally, for confirming my belief that everything happens for a
reason, I would like to thank my reason, Caroline, you have stood by me
and, no doubt, will continue to stand by me as our journey continues. You,
I love for so many reasons. Thank you for coming into my life, you have
changed it immeasurably.
JoHDSf William Peters II, D.O.
Mattpiew Gennaro Pinto, D.O.
Lehigh University, B.A.
Voorhees, New Jersey
"7 have never let my schooling inteifere with n/j education.
"
"The human race has one really effective weapon, and that is laughter. " ivf i, t-'
Mom & Dad: I would like to thank you for your guidance, support, and
encouragement, for it has made me the man I am today. I have come to better
appreciate the selfless sacrifices you have both made on my behalf, and for this, i
career as a physician is dedicated to the both of you. You will always hold the mi
special place in my heart. I love you both.
Stephanie: Thank you for always being there, both as my sister and as my friem
Your cards of encouragement always seemed to arrive at times when I needed
them most. Thank you.
Grams: I am so lucky to have a grandmother like you in my life to look up to.
Your love and constant support has enlivened the sense to succeed in me. You
have been more than just a grandmother to me, you have also been my guardian
angel.
Pops: I know it always gave you much pleasure and joy to see your
grandchildren accomplish even the smallest of things. This time I've
accomplished something great, and I can feel the glow of your pride and
happiness shining down upon me.
Nanny: You were always such a big part of my life, and your spirit is strong
within me. Our Sunday mornings spent drinking coffee and telling stories
remains one of my fondest childhood memories. I miss you and I love you.
Maria: The past six years has been an adventure, filled with love, happiness,
tears, and laughter. Thank you for your patience and for helping reach this
milestone. No matter what the future holds,
you will always and forever be my first true
love and my best friend.
Vasilios Ioanou Pittas, D.O.
Beaver College, B.A.
Quakertown, Pennsylvania
'Work as ifyou doii'f need the money, dance as ij nohodj is n'atchh% and love as ifyon
never been hurt" Unkncjwn
l7ta|i7ia , av KaTa(pepa va 5(0 tiio (laKpia Ke va avepco Ttio yuAa, rjiav
neiSr) |ie auKcove oto\)(; a)|io\)(; to\j evat; yiyavxaq.
»ad, I want to thank you for always being there for me, and for teaching me how
) be a man.
iK^g, iioXeq (popeq ev^a |i7r8p5et)Tri otek; OKoxeiveq cope(; Tri<; ^(ori(; jiou,
la rtOTE 6ev xoc(|)iKa eTievSri ei^a eoeva yia imfyha
lom, I want to thank you for always believing in me, and for always pushing
le to strive higher.
Ivi and Maria , a brother could never ask for better sisters; we have been
irough so much together, good times and bad times, and yet we always man-
ned to come out on top. Thank you for making me feel like 1 can depend on
ou for anything.
he Boys , Oser, Alex "My Buddy" Kirifides, Chad, Rog, Mallis, Andy, Tim,
nd everybody else, you know who you are, I want to thank you guys for making
lese last four years of my life the best ones; even at the most miserable of times
'e somehow still managed to have a good laugh!!! Isn't that what it's all about
nyway? (Oser, thanks for always making that pen available, 1 owe you buddy).
.ttendings. Residents and Interns , thank you for sharing your knowledge with
le and teaching me a lot of what I need to be a great physician. 1 will always
)ok up to you.
ind finally, to All the Beautiful Ladies that
|ave been a part of my life, what else is left to vcti i/ioj >• rvt^ftw
.
O. 0.
;ay, but "you are welcome"(just kidding).
^^^^^BHI^^^
IQ
^^Hffir ^'^ Mi^^KS
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Greg Leland Potter, D.O.
Colorado State University, B.A.
Colorado Springs, Colorado
"I love the smell ofnapalm in the morning. ..it smells like. . .victory!"
ApocalypseNo^
Dedicated To My Family And Friends
Mom: Without your love and continual support, I would be no-
where. This degree is a reflection of your work and sacrifice. I
cannot in words express how much you mean to me. I pray thesi
simple words help you to gain an idea of the intensity of love ant
respect I have for you. I love you.
Dad: Our dreams and aspirations are so closely paralleled. I
attribute my perseverance and spirit to your teachings and per-
sonal example. I love you.
Glen: Never before have I seen such devotion to a plan than in
you. Your achievements reflect your intelligence and emotion.
Any woman would be blessed if you allowed her into your heart.
JuUa: I had given up hope of finding anyone so dear. Your humc
and good heart are so welcome. You feel right. I want you in my
life. I love you.
Kristiane, Mike, Bryan and Keith: Each of you is an extention of
my faiTuly. You have pushed me to the highest level.
,y^^-l>J'
Jl/^^H^H
r5^HW^i
:^>^^^H L ^ 9m ^^^^_^^^^gj
'"fl P^H
-^^^1
^9 "3
t»«^^Hw
Carolyn E. Pozesi<:y, D.O.
Villanova University, B.S.
Langhorne, Pennsylvania
'I've learned that whenyou'vepushedyourselfas far as yoii thinkyon can go, you can
always gojust a little bit further.
"
Live and Learn and Pass It (in Volume III
lom and Dad: I cannot put into words how thankful I am for all of the
icrifices the two of you have made so that I might have this opportunity. I
ften think that the two of you believe in me more than I believe in myself
nd for that I am eternally grateful. This accomplishment is as much yours
s it is mine! I thank you both for your commitment to our family and your
nconditional love and support. I can only dream of being as wonderful a
arent as the both of you are to me. / love you!
Jeorge and Greg: Over the years I have been so fortunate to know that
ly two brothers were always there looking out for me and keeping me safe,
hank you both for your constant encouragement. You guys mean the
'orld to me
!
like: My bestfriend, my love, my life! This would mean nothing to me if I
ouldn't share it with you. You have been by my side each day of these
5ur years and for that I am so thankful. You are my source of inspiration
nd motivation. I look forward to every day because of you! I will love
ou always!
Lnd Finally
ongratulations PCOM Class of 2000!
hanks for the Memories! / /^w^ C /-A^v'^ D.Olu <f/ ,Z).
Thomas
J.
Presenza, D.Q
St. Joseph's University, B.S.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
W'e are called to act withjustice, we are called to love tenderly,
We are called to serve one another, to walk hwr/blj with God. A h-^Tun by David Haas
Mom and Dad: I love you both very much. Your lives have served as the template for my
moral and intellectual development. Your drive has driven me. Your honesty has kept me
honest. Your compassion and service has taught me the true meaning of love. I have so much
which to be grateful and you aie at the top of my Ust.
Lx)uis: We are very different in so many ways, but despite our differences, a friendship has
evolved, which is firmly rooted. We challenge each other to achieve goals that might not
otherwise come to fiuition.
Rita: My btde sis, you are a big presence in our family, the life of the party! But, that is notw
I admire most about you. Your greatest asset is your kind heart. You are genuinely nice to aU
l^)eople and tmly live your life by the great commandment. I am very proud of you.
Lizzie: My fiiend, you and I share so many ideas, hopes and dreams. At times I feel we share
tlie same mind; we seem to communicate without words. At the veiy same time, we see the
world through very different eyes; you, more sensing, and 1, more analytical. Your perspectiv(
helps me to become a better and more complete person. Even at our young age we have share
so many adventures, but so many more lay ahead in our future together.
Grandinoni firehouse: I appreciate your selfless giving and unconditional love. You have
given me so m;tny fond memories over the years. You have taught me a lot about the meanin
of family and I feel honored to call you grandmom.
Grandmom beach: You have taught me a great lesson - the value of today. I will strive nev
to take the people and things around me for granted. I miss you dearly.
LP Posse: We've experienced many late nights at the bars and many early mornings in the su
We threw the Big Beach Bash. Parts I and U. If your friends jumped off a bridge, would you?
Who used to bike Straight outa Compton? Recent years have been rough and I may not have
been around as much, but I know that I can always
count on you. /f^ ''^L^ 7") ^
,!Pi^
r^-^i^^ae^ ;i/7—
"7- v"
'
711^
The Pennsylvania State University, B.S.
Hershey, Pennsylvania
v'ive nt Vivas (Uve, thatyou may live)
\\ard things are put in our ivay, not to stop /is, but to call out our courage and strength
'- Anonymous
id: Thank you for guiding me and giving me strength to overcome the obstacles in my life.
(indma Boone, my Guardian Angel: Words cannot express the impact you've had on my life. You
1 ched my heart and influenced ni)- life more than you will ever know. I miss you every day and thank
( i for the relationsliip we had. I love you always.
Im and Dad: How can I ever thank you. You have supported me in everything I have done. You gave
a ma]), but allowed me to choose my own path. You have traveled every step with me, comforted me
11 1 felt down, calmed me when I was anxious, helped me through rough times, encouraged me, and
L'l' k't ine give up. I know I never would have made it without you two. Thank you for teaching me two
I It' best lessons in life . . . that all that matters is that you do your best and that everytliing happens for a
son, 1 love you so much!
Jeff: You are such a wonderful brother! (You have to be for putting up with me) Thank you for always
iig tliere and for all your help. I am so proud of you! You are tmly the wind beneath my wings.
) Dpy, Granddad and Grandmom: You all played such an important part in my life. I am thankful for
; time we had together. Thank you for teaching me the value of friends & family. I miss you all!
y, Jen, and Karen: What can I say? You mean the world to me! We have traveled so far together. We
;4htd, we cried, we partied, we stressed, we dated, and we were dateless. Thanks for so many wonderful
niories. I look forward to many more to come.
! vensi and Davis: My adopted brothers. Thanks for being there and making my life fun! Never lose
ch' y}: 1 miss our Sunday night talks ~ "It's all aboutyou babe!" and Davis: "Wao 'syour daddyT
e gang: Thanks for all the fun times! I will always remember. ... Puerto Rico, the ROK, first year at the alumni
i I ;iiid parties hosted by SF, JM, & KB, the house of the blue whale, ice cream biking in SH with CP, Wildwood
In.s, I'uerto Vallarta, the LHC, Phi Sig parties, around the world,
; iind lest, rugby games, and San Antonio. Here's to many more! V^iv_iML» U-c I J/LLL-^ f
1 igratulations Class of 2000! Best wishes in your future!
Jeannie L. Price, D.O.
^•ifii^
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Jennifer Chdristine Reap, D.O.
University of Scranton, B.S.
Scranton, Pennsylvania
"JznfbiisiasMfinds the opportunities, and energy makes the most of them.
Henty HoskinI
Mom and Dad: Thank you for your unconditional love and support.
Because of you, I grew up believing that I could achieve anything with
hard work and dedication... and here I am. I know there were sacrifices
made along the way, and for that I will be eternally grateful. I couldn't
have made it without your guidance and confidence. Thank you for
always believing in me. I love you both.
My sisters, Karen and Amy:
Karen: I can't thank you enough for answering my late night phone
calls, PSU games and those frat parties! I treasure the friendship that has
grown between us.
Amy, my "little" sister: Thank you for listening to my stories and
complaints. I'm especially glad that I had a shopping and movie going
buddy on my weekends back home!
Shawn, Jehrib, Darren, T.J., Dom and Seeta: Throughout these four
years, you have become my second family. I have always had a shoulder!
to lean on and an ear that would listen. Without you, I couldn't have
made it. The fifth floor of Evans will forever hold some great memories!
Thank you for weekend trips, restaurants, bad jokes, but most of all, your
friendship. No matter where we end up, . ^^
you will always be in my thoughts. Up/yv/v^.iA.^ ^ftAC^ j uO.
Jacqueline Reardon Jones, D.O.
Temple University, B.S.
Levittown, Pennsylvania
"What lies behind us and what lies before us are small matters compared to what
lies within us. " R^lph Waldo Emerscm
To my beautiful people, you all have contributed to the making of me; I
thank you deariy.
Mom and Dad: Thank you for your support in the last 4 years. More
importantly, thank you for 25 years of love, faith and encouragement. I
couldn't have done it without you.
Kelly: You are truly my better half! Your kindness, laughter, courage, and
strength are my inspiration. I am lucky to have you as my sister and friend.
Coleen: Our friendship has stood the test of time. Thanks for your endless
support and faith in me, even when I was just being Jackie.
Jaime: The only person who could put up with me through medical school,
I never could have made it without you.
Rebecca: Nothing happens until I shai^e it with you. You don't need my
half of the brain anymore; you already know what I'm thinking.
Tom: Who knew the words "so you play rugby" would be so meaningful!
I am blessed to have you in my life; you have made me complete. You love
me in spite of me! For that, and for your support and encouragement, I will
thank you every day of my life. 143.
No^ujAaw W. ^t<c^i<n~> -^{<V«<? ^^•
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Ronald Allen Rimer, D.Q
Grove City College, B.S.
Butler, Pennsylvania
//'/ have been able to see farther than others, it was because I stood on the shoulders of
giants. Sir Isaac Newton (1642-n2
Mom: "Shit, Damn it, Hell," we did it! Your love and support never
let me settle for anything less than my best. You are the strongest of
women with the softest of hearts. Everything I have good inside you
have given me. I love you.
Dad: You are the best man I know. I hope one day I can be as good a
husband and father as you are. You gave me the opportunity to run fo
my dream. Thank you for all the sacrifices you and mom continue to
make. By the way, could you spot me $50?
Andy & Tim: Andy you are a wonderful sister. Thank you and Tim
for letting me be such a close part of your new family. I promise not t
screw it up too much. Tim, before I forget, could you help me move
again?
Morgan: Life is like a Happy Meal. When it boils down to it, all you
want is the damn toy. It's the little things that make life all
worthwhile.
Gina: You make my heart smile. I look forward to spending all my
tomorrows with you. I love you. Now that I'm a physician— wanna
play doctor?
Judy Jennifer Roberts, D.O.
Pennsylvania State University, B.S.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
'Yon gain strength, courage, and confidence by every experience in wlxicbjoii really stop to
lookfear in theface You must do the thing whichjou thinkjou cannot do.
"
Eleanor Roosevelt
'Say extraordinaiy things by using ordinary words."— Schopenhauer
To my femily: Thank you for being my "rock". . .for being there in good times and bad, and
"or believing in me when no one else does. Your support in my every endeavor is priceless.
('ouVe always been my biggest fans. Especially. .
.
Mom and Dad: For your unconditional love. For reading to me when I was little, and
caching me when I didn't think I wanted to learn.
Bart: You let me use your half of our brain on important days. You have always been,
ind will always be, my bestfriend.
Charles: For the one of a kind art, and much needed study breaks. I will always be happy
o help you with your homework, or anything else. I am proud of you.
Grandmom: For being on my side. And always asking, "did you have any fun?"
Aunt Chris: For being a great role model a7id a good cook!
:'epper the dog: Those daily walks were good for both of us, and getting up early for you is a
small price to pay for all you give me! You are such a wonderful listener and loyal study
partner. You will always know more medicine than I do!
'COM family: We laughed. . .we cried. . .we cried some more. ... There was more than
nedicine—there was romance, violence, even a car crash or two—everything that seems to
le in good movies. "Tzanks" for the memories! The diarrhea song. Coffee. Rugby,
mowboarding. Osteopathic lesions. Stella Pseudomonas. LBI. Skydiving. LONG walks,
lessen. South Street. Late nights. Early mornings. The M.E.. Montana.
Though a little one, the master-word looms large in meaning. It is the open sesame to
very portal, the great equalizer in the world, the true philosopher's stone, which transmutes
Jl the base metal of humanity into gold And
he master-word is Work." —Sir William Osier \
,
V^*' \ \fy I j-. . "v^yr^
Jessica Lyn Roberts, D.O.
Loyola College, B.S.
Philadelphia College of Osteopathic Medicine, M.S.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Some people say they haven'tjetfound themselves. But, the self is not something one finds,
it is something one creates. Thomas Szasz
NANNY: My guiding light. My angel on e;u1h. What would I do without you? Sleepoversi
movies, and shopping would lack something if it weren't for you. If I could be as compas-
sionate, selfless, and loving as you, I will have learned more than any textbook could ever
teach me. I love you more everyday.
MOM & DAD: My oldest and dearest friends. You inspire me with your love and support.
You have given me more than I could ever wish for in life. This long journey wouldn't have
been half as rewarding if I couldn't share my achievement with both of you. My love and
respect for you is infinite. No matter where I am, I always carry you both right in my heart,
love you.
BRITTANY, CHANNEY, & CHELSEA: My Sisters. . .My best friends. I am proud of
evei^thing that you have become and I couldn't think of three more beautiful people to have
with me as I become Dr. Roberts. You have taught me the meaning of unconditional love an
trust. Life is full of wonderful surprises.
.
.Live every second. Sisters, Sisters there were
never such devoted sisters. .
.
TOM, DON, AUNT DONNNA, POP-POP, PATTONS, & PJ: My cheering section.
Thanks for all of the laughs, hugs, and love through the years.
CHELSEA & ANITA: My Girls! Life leads you many places but, I am glad that it led me
to you. Medical School is our biggest achievement but, our friendship is our biggest treasure
Looking forward to more crazy times. I love you both.
ZVIKA: My Baby . . .My Love. From the moment you walked into my life, everything has
become brighter. I fell for you instantly. I don't know whether it was that beautiful face,
funny laugh or sexy accent but, it is hard to imagine that you weren't always in my heart. Yc
c:rja^cQ.^£T^^K^iX
Michael Anthony Romeo, D.O.
You only live once — but ifyo/i work if right, once is enonojj.
Allegheny College, B.S.
DuBois, Pennsylvania
Joe E. Lewis
My gratitude to all those friends, relatives, and teachers who
encouraged and supported me.
A heartfelt thank you to my parents for their constant love and faith
in me. To my father for his direction and to my mother for her
devotion. I am blessed to have such extraordinary role models.
A special thanks to my brother Tony, who has shared so generously
with me.
And to Jody, thank you for everything.
Adam S. Rosen, D.O.
S.U.N.Y. - New Paltz, B.S.
Richboro, Pennsylvania
On the mountains of truthjou can never climb in vain: eitheryou will reach apoint higher up today, oryou mil be
trainingyourpowers so thatyou will be able to climb higher tomorroiv
Nietzsche
Life is a journey. There are many opportunities to step off the well beaten path and open new doors
and explore new horizons. I am grateful for all of those interesting souls I have met from all over
the world during my travels and while pursuing my hobbies. But being driven is what allows me to
pursue all of my interests with a passion. Passion is what gets me out of bed so that I may appreci-
ate life and I look forward to whatever it is that I may experience that particular day. Experience,
fortunately and unfortunately, comes from poor judgement.
iL-^^.b.ci^
Lisa Ann Rossell-Seed, D.O.
College of Notre Dame, B.A.
Johns Hopkins University, M.S.
Experience is not what happens tojoii; it is what you Voorhees, New Jersey
\do with what happens toyo/i. Aldous Huxley
dedicate this page to the memory of my younger brother Ronnie, who
vithout him I would not be the person I am today.
iod: Thank you for your many blessings and for always being at my side.
lother and Dad: You are both my heroes. Your love, constant support and
;uidance have helped me in more ways than I can ever tell you. Thank you for
Iways being there, and for all of your sacrifices along the way. I love you!
!)ale: You make my life complete. Thank you for all you do to make everything
asier, more wonderful and for always putting a smile on my face. You are my
lest friend, and I love you with all my heart. Every day is a better day because
ve are together.
^Christopher: Thanks big brother for always listening and encouraging me along
he way. You are the best!
'"riends and Family: Thanks to all of you for your understanding, love and
lelief in me. I am fortunate to have you all in my hfe.
ieeds: Thanks for the wonderful welcoming into your family.
'COM Friends: Thanks for the great memories. Good luck in whatever
'ou do and much happiness.
Katpiy Lynn Rumer. D.O.
Ursinus College, B.S.
Line Lexington, Pennsylvania
"Do notjollon' where the path may lead. ..Go instead where there is no path and leave a tra,
Anonymo
Mom: Looks like we finally made it to the part where "We vv/W look hack on all this am
laugh". Thank you for being such a devoted mother... For giving me a childhood filled
with wonderful memories I will always cherish...And for all the love. support(emotional
and financial), guidance, and friendship that has made all this possible. I love you. (But
don't think you're off the hook yet... I still have to get through internship and
residency. ..ha ha)
Teri: Thank you for always making hfe so interesting.. .what would we all have done
without our little cherub. May all your dreams come true.
Ron and Lisa: How can I ever Thank you for your constant love and support. (See
Ron.. .leaving Lockheed wasn't such a bad idea after all. . .another 10 or 15 years I may
have paid off enough on my loans to afford a new stereo.
. .ha ha)
Ryan and C.J.: My absolutely gorgeous nephews...Thank you for all the silliness and
laughter.. .just the thought of you brightens my day in even the darkest moments. 1 love
you both with all my heart.
My Friends: Where do I begin...Thank you for dealing with me through ah the
insanity. ..for always believing in me.. .but most of all. . .thanks for all the laughs and fun,
THE BEST IS YET TO COME (And if this plastic surgery thing works out...nips and
tucks for everyone.
. .Not that any of us will need it,of course. . .ha ha)
Dad: Becoming a Physician has been my greatest win.. .not having you here to share it
with is my greatest loss.. .how bittersweet. Please know I'd trade anything to have you
back.
.
.1 think of you everyday . .
.
1 miss you terribly...! love you. J(1j^ ^z^..,^.^^ ^,^.
Andrew Ruppersberger, D.O.
La Salle University, B.A.
Newtown, Pennsylvania
EVERYTHING HAPPENS FOR A REASON!
reach lofty goals one must first be surrounded by special people who provide them
ith motivation and support. I am lucky enough to have those individuals in my life.
AURIE: My wife, my companion, my soulmate. You have been a very special part <il
ly life over the past 10 years. You stuck by me through it ail and tolerated my many
lood swings. My love for you grows stronger everyday and because of you I know that
ue happiness does exist.
:VA: You are my special gift from God. I can not express the joy I experienced when
ou were bom and entered my life. When 1 come home and look into your eyes I
member what is tmly impoitant in my life. 1 will always be there for you and I
romise to be the best and coolest Dad I can be.
iOM and DAD: Thank you for your unconditional love and support. You have
lught me so many valuable lessons in life and your words of wisdom have helped me
irough some difficult times. All that I am and ever hope to be, I owe it all to you.
;REGG: You are the best little brother a guy could ask for. Our accomplishments in
fe may be different but our bond as brothers will always keep us close. Thank you for
eing proud of me.
IIKE: I will never forget the two years we spent as roommates. The late night runs to
'at's. Waiting until the night before to study for tests. Watching Clerks and Chasing
vmy one hundred times, and taking the day off from class to visit Red Bank, New
jrsey. And remember what Jay and Silent Bob always say. . .Snootchie-bootchies.
RIENDS: 1 want to thank all of you for a fabulous four year's. I will always treasure
le times we shared together, especially Florida and Myrtle Beach. All of you made
ledical school fun, enjoyable, and unforgettable, /^.r—
-j
,vlways stay in touch. f-\ VCl«-.J^VmjL\iV^xju^ ,^ •O
>
JasonJohn Sanderson, D.O.
University of Pittsburgh at Johnstown, B.S.
New Bloomfield, Pennsylvania
"I drank what?"
Socrates
The years at PCOM have been difficuU. Some say they have been th
most difficult years so far, and others say these will be the most
difficult of our lives. Perhaps this is true: all the hours spent studying
when I could have been out doing anything else, all the stupefying
exams taken when my brains simply couldn't hold anymore
information, and all of those nights up late when I could have been
snuggled up beneath the sheets. To some, it's a nightmare that they
prefer to forget, but that's not how I remember it. When I think back
on my years here at PCOM, I remember close friendships, the kind
that last forever. I remember wild parties, study groups, and
conversations over lunch. I remember the anxious excitement I felt ir
the first day of anatomy lab, wondering if it was all too much for me
to handle; and I remember the last day of anatomy lab, wishing that it
would never have to end. Yet everything must come to an end, and s(
the medical school years will melt away behind us. But there is a
special bond between us all, and I will remember that forever.
Qa^^J^^J^, t>.o
MONIQUE M. SCALLY, D.O.
Temple University, B.S.W.
Drexel Hill, Pennsylvania
"We need not only give what we have, but give who ire are.
'
'\nonvmou
I am truly lucky to have so much love and acceptance in my
Hfe.
Mom and Dad, Thanks for your love and support it means
more to me than you will ever know.
Irish and Ben, Thanks for sticking by me. I love you both
forever.
Amy - the little notes and the surprise ducks helped me get
through the hard times. I could not have done it without you!
Always remember: It's all ballbarings!!!
Larry, Trisha, Joana and J.J. - for all your support and
understanding(and money) through my many years of school.
You and your children made school much more barable.
Uncle Harry P. Scally D.O. - You are an inspiration!
Bradford Joseph Scanlan, D.O.
Juniata College, B.S.
Lewistown, Pennsylvania
'1 have studied man as a machine. I am an engineer.
"
Dr. Andrew Taylor Still
Mom and Dad: To the two who have made me the person I am today, thank you t
all your love and support. You have helped make my dreams a reality, I could nevi
have ccomplished this much without you. 1 love you both dearly.
Maggie: You are the girl of my dreams. 1 cannot thank you enough for all the kini
words of encouragement, love, and support you have given me when times were toi
You have been my inspiration and motivation. 1 am blessed to have you in my life
Jeff: You will always be my little brother. We have shared many great times togei
Thank you for helping me see that life is not found in textbooks and journals. It is
people with whom you surround yourself that are important.
My Grandparents: Your dedication to family and friends will always be with me.
A grandson could not ask for anything more. You are always in my thoughts and y
influence will be with me forever.
Kevin: 1 could not ask for a better friend. Thank you for keeping me focused on n
goals. Those endless nights of studying are surely paying off and 1 will never forge
all those great times we have shared together. These "face peelers" are nothin
DFFL Gang: Who said a little competition was not healthy? You guys are the bes
friends anyone could have. Good luck to all of you with your future endeavors.
Class of 2000: To the best PCOM class yet, what can 1 say? We have made it and
have made it together. Please do not forget you roots. Best wishes.
1 could not possibly mention everyone who has had an impact on my life and my
medical career to date, there are just too many of you. Thank you all for your love,
kindness, instruction, guidance, and support.
It has meant so much to me. \tu^d 'p". Jf*^^, f>
wp|JNK. J^^^^
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Kathdleen M. Schaeffer, D.O.
University of Scranton, B.S.
Yardley, Pennsylvania
"One of the essential qualities ojtije clinician is interest in humanity, for the
secret ofthe care of the patient is in caringfor the patient. " pj^nces Weld Peabf)d\'
Aom, Dad & family: Thank you for your love and support that
lelped me develop into an independent thinker and a compassionate
)erson. You showed me that hard work would help me realize my
;oals and dreams. I hope you will share in my joys and sorrows as a
ihysician. I love you all!
jlric: I thank God for the day you came into my life with such
lersistence. Thank you for making me laugh and supporting me in all
ny endeavors. I look forward to May 13, 2000 and the beginning of
)ur married life together, hopefully in the same state! I cannot wait to
pend the rest of my life with you, my soul mate!
Uison, Jen, Loren, Sharon, & .lamie; The past four years would not
lave been bearable without you. Thank you for making medical
chool fun and keeping me sane in my leadership endeavors. Take
are of each other next year.
lank. Danielle and Hale: Thank you for being student advocates
;nd guiding me in the right direction in taking care of student issues,
will miss having the opportunity to drop in for a chat or to discuss
ny "issues". You truly are assets to PCOM.
K(Mm\ ^.ixhtf^L-D.
QlRISTOPHER M. SCHULZE, D.O.
University of Miami, B.S.
Nazareth, Pennsylvania
No man is an Hand, intire of it selfe; every man
is a peece of the Continent, a part of the maine; if a
Clod bee washed away by the Sea, Europe is the lesse,
as well as if a Promontorie were, as well as if a Mannor
of thy friends or of thine owne were; any mans death
diminishes me, because I am involved in Mankinde;
And therefore never send to know for whom the bell
tolls; It tolls for thee.
John Donne
William Salvatore Scl\lla, D.O.
University of Scranton, B.S.
Clarks Summit, Pennsylvania
AlthoJi«h the world is veryfull of sujfering, it is also full of orercowing it
Helen Keller
Thanks to my friends. You have made school fun and I have learned
so much from all of you.
To my parents: You are my inspiration and role models. You truly
have taught by example. Thank you for all of your generous gifts.
Thank you for teaching me respect, generosity, and compassion.
To my brother and sister: We have shared so much growing up.
Your accomplishments and hard work continues to motivate me to
achieve my best.
To Jean: Thank you for your patience. I am excited to start our lives
together. You are always in my thoughts. I am a better person
because of you. I love you, and I will always be there for you.
Finally, I need to thank God for all His blessings and love.
Matthew David Scripps, D.O.
Gannon University, B.S.
Lower Biirrell, Pennsylvania
Doubt Defeats Desire A nnnvr
This page is dedicated to all of my family and friends, without who
none of this would have been possible.
To my family: My brothers and I are lucky to have the two
greatest parents in the world. Mom and
Dad, I love you both very much. Thank
you for everything. Mark and Mikey, my
two brothers, my two best friends.
To my friends: Thank you for all of the laughs and good
times. It wouldn't have been the same
without you.
"Well, look at that! This is the end of the book, and the only one here
is. . .ME! I, lovable, furry old GROVER, am the Monster at the end of th
book. And you were so SCARED!
I told you and told you there was
nothing to be afraid of." — Grover Monster
-Tn ^ Tn
Matthew Ray Seely, D.O.
University of Utah, B.A.
Farmington, Utah
Spajk tenderly to thew, let there he kindness inyourface, injour eyes, inyour smik, in the
'armth ofyourgreeting. Always have a cheerful smile. Don't only give your care, hut give
our heart as well.
"
Mothc-r Teresa
have traveled to great distances to reach this day. Physically it has
quated to over 18 trips across the U.S., meant driving over 80,000+
niles, and resulted in sleeping many a night in my car. It has give me
he opportunity to work with people of every age, race, and
)ackground. It has surpassed all my expectations. There is no way to
.how my gratitude or my appreciation to those who have made this day
)0ssible. I must thank my parents for giving me a firm foundation.
vly mother for her support, love, and giving me life. My father for
caching me patience and how to be a man. My Uncle Frank for
.bowing me how to be a doctor and his guidance through my medical
oumey. My Aunt Janet for her wonderful meals and friendship. My
lear friends. Holly and Cecilia, and all those not mentioned, for
naking medical school enjoyable and endurable. And finally God for
ill that is in my life. May I endeavor to always emulate this gratitude
ind appreciation in my personal and professional life.
\ <^ ^
* r
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MichaelW Semelka, D.O.
Pennsylvania State University, B.S.
North East, Pennsylvania
"IfI can givejou one piece ofadvice, it would he this: 'don't ever takeyourself too
seriously. ' This is something I'm sure of.
"
joe Kenne^f
I am truly grateful to all of the following:
God
Mom and Dad - You are the two greatest heroes and role models anyone
could hope for. Everything I have and everything I've done is because of
you.
Frank and Carl - To my best friends and brothers; blood is thicker than
water.
Grandpa - What I wouldn't give to sit on the swing with you one last time.
Jack and Josh - Thanks for always being there; beer is thicker than water.
Inhabitants & Guests of the War Room/Flophouse - You guys have
made these last four years, um, educational.
Sr. Irene Spacht, Denny Gray, Bob Repko, Jim Young - With the
exception of my family, you were the most positive influences on me while
growing up.
Robert Fogel, Joe Kenney, John Kalata - With the exception of my
family, you have been the most positive influences on me since growing up
My three girls of medical school - Amanda Love, Marian Clark, and most
importantly, Melanie. You always bring me up. Mel. Thank you.
C^2__>^2avvlX^, D.C
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SPiAH, D.O.
The George Washington University, B.S.
Fairless Hills, Pennsylvania
'T/m difference between success and failure is never giving up.
tlom and Dad : I want to thank you from the depth of my heart for all that
'ou have done for me and given me in life. All your lives you've worked so
lard to make sure that I was given every opportunity to pursue my goals and
Ireams. Because of you I am who I am today. Throughout my
[ccomplishments and failures, you were the ones who stood right by me with
'our unconditional love and support. And for that I will forever be greatful to
'ou. I love you.
)eepak : My best friend, the love of my life. Where do I begin? Words
annot describe just how happy 1 have been since you entered my life. You
ust came in and captured my heart with your charm, sense of humor, and
inconditional love. And you've continued to show me the meaning of true
ove with your patience, honesty, and sincerity. 1 look forward to spending
)ur lives together... forever. I love you sweetie.
>apana : I've watched you from when you were the cutest little baby to the
leautiful young lady you are now. Can you believe how fast time flies?
joon you will be starting an exciting new chapter in your life as you graduate
ligh school and enter college. I wish you all the success and happiness in
ife. Your intelligence and determination will definitely take you far. Just
)elieve in yourself.
)on. MicheUe, Shari : We did it! Woo-hoo! Thanks for the countless
nemories, laughs, and support throughout j^
he four years. You guys are the best. /rajUAYI JjlAM.
EP9|6i
^
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Shanapian, D.O.
Penn State University, B.S.
Schuylkill Haven, Pennsylvania
Mom & Dad : Words can't express the gratitude for the years of
support and love. It has been a long and hard journey that would've
ended short, if you weren't there to guide me back on the right path.
As I grow "older", I hope I will be able to repay a small portion of
all that you have given to me.
Brother & Sister : Steve, I'll always enjoy the debates we have
about politics and the law. Best of luck to you in the future. Just
remember I'm still your brother and be kind to me when you
become a lawyer. Vicki I know I always tease you about how easy
your life is, but I do now how hard you've worked to get where
you're at. May the future hold many years of happiness. To the
both of you- I'm glad how close we've grown together through the
years and remember I'll always be there for you.
Friends : Thank you for all the years of support. You made the
tough times bearable and given years of great memories.
^xn;^.^^^ C\- b'V--^x^lv<^SL<^^'
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AjAY Sharma, D.O.
Washington and Jefferson College, B.S.
Moon, Pennsylvania
It' V are nothings but nothing is sometliing.
M)' Master, many \'cars at;r
To my family...
v'our unconditional love gives me the soul to
Ight til the bitter end.
To Jamie Simon, Jackie Reardon, Ron
ilimer, and Garvey Choi...
love you all and thank you for your lifelong
"riendship.
"omedy
Bonnie. ..For me to poop on!
jarvey...you're a puppet show!
^et's watch Japornamation!
Reamer.. .Buck teeth, Big forehead, Butler,
^A... plus. ..Scar on left cheek!
vlaaaaaaaahhhhhh...you buncha f***s!
^et's go shoot some guns after our exam!
vlaybe...Barbara!
leff ..Neurotransmitter X for Sex! Don't talk
nuch do ya? What are you—MUTE!
Vlr. ""Rogers" Neighborhood. ..sure you wanna
ive with us?
lamie and Jackie. ..Boobies, Boobies!!
tVhere's my little Hindu?
Keep Looking
Some w
You do
Some w
II tell you that you're wrong
il all the wrong way
" tell you that you're wrong
That you don't know the way
The^/ enjoy cheapness
Don't show your weakness
Don't let them bother you no
Oh no
It's no use sitting down
Don't walk round with a frown
Oh no... Aah.. keep looking
It's no use sitting around
With your head in your hands
Oh no, keep looking
Don't lay awake at night
Thinking about your worries
Thinking about your problems
Thinking about your troubles
Keep looking
If you never let it show
They're never gonna know
Aah
Keep looking
Sade Adii
">/i.<»^v>'rL,€t
Brian Raymond Shunk, D.O.
t
t^
s fr Iff;'-
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Penn State University, B.S.
Douglassville, Pennsylvania
Maj the Force be ivithjoii. Star Wars
The journey begins.
Mom and Dad: Thank you for your patience, love, and support. Withoi
your help, I would still be wandering without a destination. You have
helped me more than I could ever say.
Jill: Your love is eternal. Somehow, I managed not to drive you crazy,
ITl have to try harder. Even though we've spent so much time together,
wish we could spend even more. There is no one I love more than you,
probably even after 82 years.
Nathan: You won't be able to read this for a few years but I never thoug
life could be more interesting and new until you came along. You grow
right in front of me. We have so many things to do, I can't wait.
Jennifer and John: We have so many memories and so many more to
come. There hardly seems time for family outings anymore, but we need
stay together. I will always cherish our family fun. I love you both.
To the rest of my family and friends, past and present, I am who I am
because of your individual contributions. I thank you for all the happy
moments we have all spent together.
6-^ R'MJLJ^ D.
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Michael B. Silber, D.O.
Muhlenberg College, B.S.
Livingston, New Jersey
"Today, I consider myself Ihe luckiest wan on fix' face of the earth.
"
I..G.
I owe all of my success to the love and support of my close family and friends.
Sarah: Late night phone calls from Rowland, weekend visits, you were always
able to put a smile on my face. You become more and more a part of my life
everyday.
G-Ma: For as long as I can remember you have always been there for me. You
are a very special part of my life.
G-Pa: My goal in life is to be as good a person as you were. Thank you for
believing in me. You will continue to be with me every step of the way.
Dave: It has been both a privilege and a joy to watch you grow up. Thanks for
all your pats on the back whether things were going good or bad. I am glad that
you are my best friend and proud that you are my brother.
Mom: What can 1 possibly say!! Everything I have in life I owe to you. Because
of your support, your guidance, your confidence, and your unconditional love, 1
have been able to achieve my goals. Thank you so much for everything you have
done for me.
Be careful and 1 love you all very much,
Michael %uUi. \Ji^ D.(J.
Eileen Patricia Simak, D.O.
King's College, B.S.
St. Joseph's University, M.B.A.
Nazareth, Pennsylvania
'
'Do/? 't compromise yourself. Yon are all you 've got.
"
Janis joplin
Mom: You are the bravest and most beautiful woman I know. You exemplify wha
it truly means to be a mother. I thank you. Pat, for all of your love. I love you more
Dad: You have always encouraged your daughters to do more, be more. Thank
you for always supporting me and for letting me know when to slow down. 1 love
you.
Kathleen. Colleen, and .Toleen: You are all so very special to me. 1 am lucky to
have such gorgeous and strong women for my sisters. I love you.
Kristina: You are the one who has shared with me all of life's moments. You are
my dearest friend, my sister. I was blessed that day in speech class.
"Thankyouuuuu" and 1 love you.
Linda (Jimmy Jams): We have been through the hardest years of our lives
together and 1 thank you for always being by my side. You can always make me
laugh - "Shut up!" 1 wish you much happiness and success. Love you! - Kenny
A.K.A. Puffy).
Howard. John. Stefan, and Mike: To my favorite four gentlemen. You all have
made this trip a Httle easier. I don't know what I would have done without you.
Lab Gang: You are the funniest group of people I know. Thanks for all of the help
and tons of fun!
PCOM Friends: Jennifer, Fred, Samantha, Helen, Lori, Cristina, Vicki, Kimon,
Bill. Kevin, and Charlie. You each have a special
place m my heart. Thanks for everything.
^,c£u^a^<Lr>.A.. ?.^, I^A
Jaime JuDE Simon, D.O.
iiiid I tank the road less traveled by.
Iowa State University, B.S.
Springfield, Pennsylvania
Robert Frost
Jacqueliner- In four short years you have become one of my deai'est
fiends. Thanks for some of my greatest memories. "Thelma and Louise"
b Nanna and Budzarelli- my httle inspirations. You are what has kept
ie smiling everyday. I love you more than I could ever express!
.aika Lou- My oldest and dearest friend, my sister. Even though you
aven't been here in person, I think of you every day. You are always in
ly heart and I miss you! Now move to Philly ! !
!
/lommom, Poppop, Mommom, and Poppy- Thank you all, and I love you
eeply.
)onny- We did it! Thank you for loving me like only you do. You are
iy true love. I could never imagine spending my days without you.
You're still the one" 6/16/01 - Simon-White,
.ly parents- Mom, the saint on earth and my true bestfriend . and Dad, #1
)oc, my hero, and Daddy- A lifetime of support, guidance, and encour-
gement has made me who I am today. You have taught me to walk with
ly head high. And most importandy, when my head falls, you lift it up
nd keep me going. You have taught me how to live, breathe, and love
nconditionally. I realize how fortunate I am to have the two of you every
ay. I cherish you. There are no words to express my gi-atitude and love,
love you and thank you from the bottom^-i
. I' „^ n^ r^
fmyheart. ^^bum^)d^r)O^3.0.
Robin Jean Simpson, D.O.
Ursinus College, B.S.
Warminster, Pennsylvania
I bavefought the good figh/. I hare completed the race. I hare kept the faith.
2 Timothy 4:'
Mom & Dad: I could not have done this without you both. This day is not only my achievement but you
as well. You both have been a constant source of love, support, encouragement, and faith. Everythii
that I am is because of you. A daughter could not cherish their parents more than I do for the both of yo
I love you both very much!
Kim: I could not be more proud of all that you have accomplished. You have always been my mentor ar
an inspiration to me in many ways. I have always known that I could count on you to be there to listt
and lend words of encouragement while making me laugh the whole time. I love you and miss you wi
all my heart, and even though you are miles away I am always with you too. Always remember, "" 1 cou
never love anyone as I love my sisters."
Lindsay: To the most beautiful person I know from the inside and out. You are such a sweet and carir
person that it is very easy to love you as much as I do. I will always remember our talks and your sil
sayings that always put a smile on my face. I will never forget your sweet letters in college and yoi
humorous emails in medical school to keep me going through those hard times. You have not only bet
my sister, but also my best friend and I will value you always.
Patrice & Jaymie: You both have meant so much to me as my best friends. I love you both as my sister
I will never forget how you both have supported me and made me laugh when times got hard. Some
the best times that I have had in my life have been shared with the both of you. I know that there are sti
many more good times to be had!
Scott: We made it! The day we met opened a new chapter in my life. You have been my salvation in
many ways. Your companionship, love, and friendship has guided me through the last two years and I ha\
cherished every moment. 1 can't wait to see what the future holds for us. I will love you always.
My Grandparents: 1 know that you are all with me, as with every day, looking down with much pric
and love. Mom mom and Pop, I miss you and send my happiness and love in every prayer. Nana, I wi:
you were here to share this memorable time in my life. .. I miss you ! Pop pop. you are always in my prayer
Chiclet: To my little angel, you will always be my first baby girl. I love you!
My Friends: Thanks for making these last four years a hoot because of your friendships. I will never forgi
the crazy memories. Best of luck to all of you and hopes*«jjv-^
.^ ^^j^A^ -a Yi A
for a very successful future. ^rnVtmrM, mf^^wmftm^^^» «/«V,
Anita Jane Sinese, D.O.
Temple University, B.S.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
'ontjniiotis effort, not stngntb or intelligence, is the key to unlocking ourpotential
"
Sir Winston Churchill
AOM & DAD: Who would' ve thought I would be here today, the first doctor
n our family! I could not have done it without your constant love and support.
Thank you both for your encouragement and advice, and I will continue to
nake our family proud!
rONY: Bro! You work so much more than I as a chef that I'm beginning to
vender! You have always been my big "little" brother backing me up in all
orts of situations, offering patience and encouragement. Good luck in your
xciting career-vo» owe me dinner!
lERRY: What can I say? I've had the best times of my life with you, and
'ou've seen me through some rough times. You will always have a special
)lace in my heart. Thanks for making me laugh and cheering me up when I
vas going crazy.
(EN & NICOLE: You guys are the greatest! You guys have been through it
ill with me. Both of you are lucky enough to find two great guys to spend the
est of your lives with. Jen, you will be my nurse, and Nic, you will have the
)leasure of teaching my bratty kids when I have them!
I!HELS & JESS: There's not enough room on this page to even begin to say
vhat crazy times we've had. No matter
vhere we end up in training, we will
ilways keep in touch - CLASS OF 2000
ules baby !
!
O^iQof^^JrJ'^.O.
J.
Andrew Skiendzielewski, D.O.
Dickinson College, B.S.
Danville, Pennsylvania
"7 thought I could. 1 thought I could. I thought I could.
"
Watty Piper in "The Little Engine That Coul
To my roommates-Jamie "Stinky" Malone and Jason "Jojo"
Sanderson: No matter how difficult things got, it was always
comforting to know that we were all in the same boat. Thanks for al
your help. Long live Murphy's!
Next, to my family: You were all so good at knowing when I
needed to be left alone, quietly listening when I needed to vent, and
offering advice when I asked for it. The amazing thing is that you
all did it in your own unique way. Thank you all. I can't tell you
how lucky I feel to be part of this family.
To Heather: For the past three years, you have been a great friend
and an incredible source of support-I couldn't have asked for more.
You did more for me than you'll ever know, and I thank you for that
Finally, to Poppy: Even though I can't see you, I know that you're
with me. Thanks for everything.
Thank you all for helping me keep everything in perspective.
^iLfZ'—14
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Christopher L. Spizzieri, D.O.
"Actually I'm a student ofall the sciences"
Elizabethtown College, B.S.
Pennsylvania State University, M.S.
Steelton, Pennsylvania
Emmett L. Brown, Ph.D
To the good Lord above: Thank you for so much. Too much to try
explain now. It all begins with you. Thank you for your blessings.
To my beloved wife, Maria: You endured the worst of it all, no
question about it. The late nights and missed dinners, the commuting,
he temper tantrums. This wouldn't have been possible if you
vveren't the woman you are. I love you little one.
To my family: You supported me, believed in me, and helped me
each my goal. Grandma would be proud, of all of us. I know she is
-.till "lighting candles and saying prayers". We miss you.
fo my friends and colleagues: Ha-Ha I made it. I know you all
tvere wondering who is this fool commuting from Harrisburg.
rhanks for all your help. Letting me bum living space, food, money.
You guys were great.
CMM^Iffl^A4f»ff^O0.
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Benjamin Michael Stenzler, D.O.
r '^3^r wSfllH^^^^r1
!
University of Delaware, B.A.
Columbia, Maryland
"Do not anticipate trouble, or worry about what may never happen. Keep in the sunlig
Benjamin Frank
1 would like to express my deepest feelings and greatest appreciation to:
My parents and brother Jake: your love, support, and guidance have enabled me t(
accomplish feats I never imagined. Because of you I traverse the world and its
obstacles with interest, excitement and self-assurance.
Ed: I lucked out. 1 couldn't have asked for a better roommate. The memories,
stories, and laughs from these past four years living with you will serve me for a
fetime.
Marie, Kulsum, and Janine: I consider my time with you untouchable and
irreplaceable. You are each and collectively beyond comparison.
Heather: for I continually admire and am amazed by your creative and lively
spirit.
To all the rest who 1 have encountered: even if the moment was brief, the impact
on me is everlasting! Whether you recognize it or do not, I am thankfully shaped
by all of you.
1 wish you all the best.
'^s/.^jfu.^y^ %, ^X^v^Ay^/L^ D.c
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MiCHELE StRAI<CA, D.O.
Cedar Crest College, B.S.
Montague, New Jersey
^ Ufe is meant to be embraced, not endured; Savored, not simply survived;
So enjoy the adventure and No worries ©
^^H
^S^E 1I^^H
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Jennifer Ellen Strong, D.O.
Berry University, B.S.
Lansdale, Pennsylvania
W''hen ill doubt, tell the truth. It mil confoundyour ene/mes and astoundjourfriends.
Mark Twain
Family:
Whether it was education or sports, your unending support has
allowed me to believe in and accomplish my dreams. Without a
doubt, you are the reason I have made it this far. Thank you. I
love you all.
Kath:
Remember all of spontaneous dinners.
Shannon:
"I had a wooden whistle, and it wouldn't whistle..."
Burton:
Sniff lick woof nm nm.
Friends:
Thanks for the fun times. PWRFC, Lake Tahoe, Sky Diving,
Pseudomonas and C. jejuni, the "Pooh, pooh song"
C^^i^o
Italo A.R. Subbarao, D.O.
"Never be afraid to succeed'
Duquesne University, B.S.
St. Joseph University, M.B.A.
Hollidaysburg, Pennsylvania
Congratulations to my classmates and colleagues.
May your life be filled with happiness and success.
Let us not forget to say thanks to the PCOM family
that gave us this opportunity and believed in our
ability. Finally may we never forget those
moments of laughter, hardship, and joy that speak
from the walls and auditoriums of Rowland and
Evans Halls. I dedicate this to my grandfather,
Italo Sanguineti, Gracias a Dios por todo. Ciao.
^.l/'^j/^^Wm
Karen Ann Szczepanski, D.O.
Cornell University, B.S.
Schenectady, New York
"1 ou 've got to dance like no one is watching and love like it's nevergoing to huti.
"
Unknown author
Mom and Dad- Thank yon for always inspiring me to reach higher. You
have been my constant support and encouragement. I couldn't have made
it without you and your love. I love you very much!
Mike- I am so proud of you! Congratulations on all your success! Thank
you for being the best friend and brother anyone could ever have!
Kathy- I am so glad we've been roommates for the past four years!
You've been a great friend and very tolerant of my clutter! I wish you all
the best in the future!
PCOM Friends ("The Gang") - From the ROK to our many vacations to
good old Lankenau Avenue we've really made medical school more fun
than it was supposed to be. I can't believe it's almost over. Thank you for
being wonderful friends. You've made me laugh when I wanted to cry anc
made me keep going when I wanted to quit. May you all have in the futun
everything you have always dreamed. I am proud to call you my fellow
colleagues. Congratulations- we made it!
aW^ j^K^M^tieU^
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SUZANN SZEWCZAIC D.O.
Gwynedd-Mercy College, B.S.
Chalfont, Indiana
Mom and Dad, Without your love, support and example, I would not be the
person I am today. You have been my best teachers. Thank you. I love you.
Cathy, Stephen & Paul, I am so glad I have you. I am proud to call myself
your little sister. I love you.
Billy, Chris, Kevin and Baby Fallon, You guys are so special. I will always be
there for you. I love you.
To my wonderful extended family, I am so grateful for my big family and the
happy memories we share. You are so good to me. I love you.
MomMom and PopPop & Grandmom and Grandpop, I have the best
guardian angels. I love you.
To my PCOM Buddies, I could not have done this without your friendship.
Love you guys.
Katie, I am so glad we became friends. Thanks for everything. Love you.
Mar, You are truly more than a friend. We have shared so much; best of all has
been laughter. I love you.
Bob, You are the love of my life. I am
blessed to have you in my world; you make
it complete. Thank you. I love you forever.
J^^—^
David JoPiN Thomas, D.O.
Allegheny College, B.S.
The University of South Carolina, post-baccolaureate
Hermitage, Pennsylvania
"One cannot change the past, but can create thefuture.
"
D.T., circa 1994
To my Parents, Aunts, Uncles and Cousins: I sincerely thank you for the
28 years of continued support you provided to me in so many wonderful
ways. I am truly blessed with such a large and close family. I especially
thank you. Mom and Dad. for guiding me through the world and offering
your wisdom, even during those few times when I might have been
resistant to your advice. You raised me well.
To my best friend and Wife, Michele: I am certainly glad you tried to
steal my seat on the airplane! I thank you for your endless support and
encouragement throughout this medical school adventure. I know it has
been difficult being apart for more than half of the last two years, but we
made it! As each day passes, my love for you grows stronger. I look
forward to the rest of our lives and the continued adventures that we will
share together.
To all of my friends: I will always fondly remember the many nights in
the War Room(s), Penn State football games, and the many other great
times we enjoyed together! I hope we will all stay in touch in the years
^o^^r •b.o
Darlene Yvonne Tinsley, D.O.
John Carroll University, B.S.
j
Cleveland, Ohio
I
"As a prisoner for the l.jird. then , / uriie yoit to live a life iporthy of the calling you
'have received." I-phesians 4;1
Mom— my strength, my coach, and the strongest, funniest, most beautiful
woman I Icnow! I couldn't have done any of this without you! Thanks for
sharing in my joys, tears, and ALL of my successes! You taught me the art
of being human. I LOVE YOU DEARLY! Daddy— I miss you still and
wish you were here to see this victory and others to come! You taught me
self- respect, pride, and for fighting for my right to be where I am today.
Felicia
—
you're the best little sister anyone could ask for! I've always been
proud of you ! I'll always be there for you! Angel—Your journey has only
begun! Never lose sight of your self-worth and integrity. You are a queen
and I expect only the best from you! Lil' mother, my Heart and Soul,
Momu, my Southern Belle, I love you both! Kisses to April and Lou, my
four legged babies- thanks for the silent encouragement. Reformation
—
thanks for your prayers and love! Thanks to all of my family for always
believing in me!
Lori—Pow-Pow!; AJ—K-Ka-Kow!
Special thanks to Alicia, Ulrich, and Karen
—
you guys were my v/all and
I'll NEVER forget you!
^
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John P. Tortu Jr., D.O.
Rowan University, B.S.
Bristol, Pennsylvania
"Kemove all obstnicfions, and when it is intelligently done, Nature will kindly do the rest.
Harwony only dwells where obstmctioiis do not exist.
"
A.T Still
After FIVE years at PCOM, Vm finally at the end of the beginning.
The OMM Fellowship has done more for my "hands" than 1 doubt could have
been attained without it. The RUSH I get every time a patient gets off the tabi
again able to move... I'm doing what I'm supposed to do with my life.
Madelyn, your willingness to keep the homestead together, kids and
all, making the sacrifices, allowing me to make the sacrifices needed to con-
tinue on this journey for our future, has made this difficult decade (has it been
that long?) easier to overcome. We've done it together. 1 Love You!
Mom, thanks for all your support and cheerleading... 1 hope Dad is
proud... I DID IT! 1 Love You.
Mom & Dad, your undying support of me, Madelyn, Ashley and
Matthew has been a blessing. I truly have no idea where we would be if you
two were not there for us these past five years. We owe you our undying love
and affection... as well as complimentary OMT whenever needed.
Alex Nicholas and Steve Sanet, my friends and colleagues, have helpe
me to attain the ability to treat the patient as effectively as I am now able to do
Your friendships mean the world to me.
Thank you to each and every patient who has graciously allowed me t
practice my art on their bodies, assisting me in my endeavor to become truly
great in the art of Osteopathic Medicine.
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Shawn Michael Tweedt. D.O.
University of Scranton, B.S.
Athens, Pennsylvania
U"/i,i/ Qi'eat things ivoitld yon attempt if you knew you could notfail;'
Robert H. Schullcr
VIom and Dad: Thanks!! You have given me not only the support and desire
o reach my goals but, more importantly, you have instilled in me the strength
)f character to become the person I am today. Thanks for your love and never
ending support in all of my decisions. I love you both very much.
Oave: Hey big brother, what can I say? 1 made it! I guess I must have learned
something from you after all those years of following you around, competing
A'ith you in chess, monopoly, boat races, the barrel roll and of coarse the
nfamous bike race. I've learned more from you than you'll ever know. Thanks.
Oespina: You're the sister I never had, so, of course I have to thank you for
/our sisterly advice and for keeping my perspective real.
To My Grandparents: Of course I owe everything I am to you. Grandma
'auline and Grandpa Ervin, thanks for teaching me the awe inspiring respect for
ife, through our summers on the farm and our strong family foundation, that led
me to this career. Grandpa Lawrence and Grandma Grace, I know you are
watching over me and we both know that you will always continue to guide me.
iean, Bill, Suz: I can't imagine these last four years without you guys. From
oking around in anatomy to trying to "blend in" when Dr Fogel was teaching
t's been fun! Although our careers will
ake us on different paths, no matter what
he distance those paths are never too yZ4/U*^t (^^-^«**^^*y o a.
ar away!
^ ^ ^
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Michelle Vasko, D.O.
University of Rochester, B.S., B.A.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
IV'e are always getting ready to live, hut never living.
Ralph Waldo Emerson
Mom and Dad: Thanks for your unconditional love, support, and never-
ending sacrifices. You have always been there for me when I needed you
the most, and always pushing me to do my best. Without your guidance, I
wouldn't be where I am today.
Julia: Thanks for putting a roof over my head these past two years. You
are a terrific sister and an even better friend. I'm sure you'll be waiting for
the day when I finally earn some money and start paying for things!
To all my Friends: We made it!! Thanks for being my extended family
through medical school. Thanks for all of the great times- Thursday Night
TV, study sessions at Taco Bell, walks to class, and endless other memories
Good luck to all of you in the future.
Carl: Words can not express how grateful I am to have you in my life.
Thanks for believing in me when I didn't believe in myself, for your words
of encouragement, and for helping me de-stress when I needed it the most.
I can't wait to spend the rest of my life with you.
Go to bed. Whatever you're staying
up late for isn't worth it.
-Andrew A. Rooney
j4^U/u/^l/c^i^4<^,p.(:^
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Shannon Lee Viteixi, D.O.
Gwynedd-Mercy College, B.S.
Audubon, Pennsylvania
Piiif^/i' doll '/ ccire hoii' much you k.noiv initil they know hoir w/ich you care. "
An()n\-mous
oni and Dad- 1 owe all of my accomplishments to you. 1 am so grateful for all of your hard
irk and the sacrifices you have made for me over the past twenty-five years. Thank you for
lieving in me even when I didn't believe in myself From the time I was a little girl, you
Light me to reach for the stars. You are the source of my strength and determination. Thank
)U for your encouragement, support, love and especially for knowing when I need a hug. I
ve you with all of my heart.
ana and Karia- My best friends! I am so lucky to be your "little sister". I can't imagine
owing up without you both. I have so many fond memories of the three of us as little girls,
tank you for always looking out for me and for the endless words of encouragement. I love
lU.
ihn and Steven- Thank you for making my sisters' dreams come true. You will always be the
others 1 never had.
ssica Lee, Amanda and Jake- My angels! You are true miracles for our family. You have
ought so much joy into my life. I love your never ending hugs!
ana, Poppop, Monimom and Paca- I am blessed to have the four of you in my life. Thank
lu for all of your love and support. I am so happy you are sharing this day with me.
ebbie and Stephanie- Thank you for being wonderful friends. I could not have done this
ithout your friendship and knowing you two are always there for me.
y friends at PCOM- I could not have made it through these past four years without you.
tank you for all of the wonderful memories. I will cherish our friendship forever. I wish you
I happiness and success in the future. Congratulations!
Iiucli- I treasure everyday that we spend together. You have given me so much happiness,
pport and love over the past few years. Thank you for always making me smile! 'You have
uched my heart in a way that I never imagined.
ove you.
imily and Friends- From the bottom of my heart,
hank you for believing in me. I love you all!
(^f4^i.'Xy^^,iP:^c.^l/C^^
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Kendra Fawn Waters, D.O.
Albright College, B.S.
WeUsboro, Pennsylvania
Ufe is not afree ride. Each and every one ofus has an obligation, a duty, a moral
mandate to assume responsibility for the care and nurturing of others. -r,-. -ii p , u
MOM and DAD: Thank you for being the guiding hght along the
path to my goal. Your love and unconditional support have turned
my dreams into reality. I love you both.
JILL: You are my sunshine. Thank you for all your inspiration,
and for being there when I needed you most. You are an excellent
teacher. Keep shaping the young minds of the next generation. Go
Griz!
RACHEL: For always going the extra mile. . .never stop running.
You have grown into a beautiful young woman (although you may
always be 10 in my mind). I admire your strength and talents.
KEITH: For my hiking partner. I look forward to exploring the
trails of life with you.
Kevin Robert Weaver, D.O.
Juniata College, B.S.
Johnstown, Pennsylvania
"I'he fmihk with being in the rat race is that even ifyon win,you're still a
rut." Lily Tomlin
Mom, Dad, and Michelle: 1 can't thank you enough for ail of the
love and support you have given me over the years. I couldn't have
done it without you. I am truly blessed to have such a wonderful
family. Thanks and I love you.
V'icki: Thank you for standing by me throughout medical school. I
oiow it hasn't always been easy. You have been terrific ! I love
you and I am looking forward to spending the rest of my life with
i'ou.
!i
iVIam, Pap, and Granny: I am privileged to have such wonderful
grandparents. Thank you for always being there for me. I love you
ill very much.
jang from medical school: Hey guys we finally did it! All those
lours in the war room finally paid off. I am sure you will all be
successful in the future. I was very lucky to have found friends like
/ou.
A~ ux.
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Andrew Mark Weinberg, D.O.
Lehigh University, B.S.
University of Virginia, M.E.
Westport, Connecticut
Medicine has been quite a shift from my eailier career as a mechanical
engineer on submarines and later as a patent examiner. Near the end
of college, I worked with two fellow engineering classmates to
develop a lifting seat wheelchair for muscular dystrophy patients. I
never imagined the impact the project would have on my goals in life.
When I reflect on that project, I remember the satisfaction it gave me
to work with patients on a personal level. I didn't find that feeling
elsewhere and so I changed careers. Recently I ran into one of the
college classmates who worked with me on that summer project ...his
remark to me was "...saw you on the local News last year...". He is
now a patent attorney. The other classmate became a priest after years
in the automotive industry. I congratulate those who stumble upon a
passion early on, but for those that do not, I feel it's never too late to
follow one's dreams. All my love to my family, friends, and
fiancee— thank you for your love, kindness, and emotional support.
^^^^9iJkiU/lJju/nllf^/i^k
Holly E. Weiner, D.O.
Temple University, B.A.
Madison, Wisconsin
Dunce like no one is watching. Love likeyou've never been hurt.
Sing like no one is listening. Live like heaven on earth. unkncjwn
My Faniiiy
I love you all so much. I can never thank you enough for your unending
support and eternal patience. Your continuous love, guidance and
encouragement gave me the strength and courage to trudge forward when 1
thought I couldn't take another step. Your wisdom, strength of character,
morals, generosity, and of coarse sarcasm helped shape me into the person I
am. For all that I am and hope to become I owe to you all.
My Friends
To my friends old and new I thank god for you all everyday. I would never
have made it without you! I feel compelled to steal from Matt here who
did my homework for me. "Each friend represents a world in us, A world
possibly not born until they arrive. And it is only by this meeting that a
New World is born."-Anais. "A friend is a wo/man who knows all about
you, and still likes you"-Elbert Hubart. "A real friend is one who walks in
when the rest of the world walks out."
Larry
My best friend and family through these years all the above applies to you.
You have been my rock to cling to when
I was sinking, my light to run to in the
darkness. I am eternally grateful!
Robert L. Wellner, D.O.
University of South Carolina, B.S.
Temple University, M.B.A.
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania
"Let us begin aneiv. . . remembering that civility is not a sign ofweakness and sincerity is
always subject to proof." John Fitzgerald Kennedy
First and foremost, to my parents Robert F. and Mary E. Wellner... Thank you am
will love you always. To my entire family...Thank you and I love you all.
I would like to thank my friends and family, Maureen Wellner. Tom Lennon, Jeff
and Jane Herman, Karen and Tim Wills. Dr. Kenneth R Oppenheim, DDS, Bridgel
Oppenheim, Johanna Schneller, Ian Brown, Benjamin Bell, Judith Fraivillig,
Patricia Serafin
,
David Orr, Jim Whitworth, Dr. Domenic M Falco, DO, Delores
M Falco, Douglas Watson, Dan and Johnny from Scranton, and Gerry Servais. Yc
have all contributed to my evolution as a physician. Thank You.
Special thanks to the gang at Cetronia Ambulance, for putting up with another
medical student, especially Edith Gray, RN PHRN, Jack Whittenberg, Scott
Freeman, Frank Bartholomew, Tim Blackston, Norm, Scott, and all the rest....
To the members of the class of 2000. To Mike, Brad, Kevin, Tim, Bill, Dave, Scoi
Pat, George, Al, Todd, Brad, TJ, and Mark... Thanks for allowing me the
opportunity to act like a "college kid" just one last time!
,. The key is the Set-Up....
($jUdii%/jM^,DL
Suzanne Leigh Widmer, D.O.
Kutztovvn University, B.S.
Whitehall, Pennsylvania
'k deeply, speak gently, love luiicb, laugh often, work hard, give freeh, and be kind."
om and Dad: Thank you for all of your encouragement and support, not just
rough medical school, but through my entire life. You have not only been
cud of what I have done, but also of who I am. You have always pushed me
push myself, but I have never felt pressured. I think of you both as intelli-
:nt, successful, strong, and kindhearted individuals. You are great role
odels, and I am just as proud of you. You always put me first and I have
ways known how much I am loved. I love you too.
my entire family: Thank you for always believing in me. I love you all.
3 my friends: Thank you for helping me through and sharing in all of the
ird times ... as well as the fun ones ! Thanks for making me laugh through it
1!
)r my brother Michael: Thank you for teaching me how to have fun. You
ught me things that I will never learn in school, and I will forever be a better
:rson for having had you in my life. I will always miss you and love you. 1
;dicate the past four years to you.
9Ui|^lAU"idmij0^1^.
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Melanie Ann Williams, D.O.
Ursinus College, B.S.
Somerdale, New Jersey
"Ufe mas meant to be lired, and curiosity must be kept alive.
One must never, for whatever reason, turn his back on life. " .p ipariQj- Roosevelt
This page is dedicated to my grandfather, Franli Fanelle and my 2"'' father, Mr. Kenneth Baker.
Mom and Dad: Thank you so much for supporting me throughout these challenging years of medical
school. It was your words of encouragement and smiling faces that have brought me where I am today
I love you both very much.
Mom: Thank you for being a wonderful mother and a great friend. You always taught me to keep my
chin up when I was feeling down. I know 1 will be a better physician because of you.
.lohn and Levna: Aren't you excited you can finally say your big sis is a doctor? You can all show ol
front of your friends. I know we are not together that often but I want you to know I'm always here wh
you need me. You guys are the bestest!!
Nana Fanelle, Nana Williams, Pop-pop Williams: Thank you for looking after me and taking care ol
me. 1 know that you will be proud when I get my diploma. You have always told me to shoot for the s
and I've finally reached them.
"Leash": You're the bestest friend a girl could have. You have always believed in me. Thanks for
always being there to talk to. The memories we have will last a lifetime. I still remember the note in 2'
grade... 'It's almost 3:00!!!!'
Martin .Tames: Where do 1 start'? I know it's only been a short time we've known each other however
still feel 'our paths have crossed before'. I'm so glad you are in my life and I have you to "take care of
me'. You're the best.
Friends from: Paul "Vl, Ursinus College and PCOM: I
wish 1 could list everyone who helped me out through the
years but you know who you are. You have made my tears
''^y?o^a^ t ^ '^'\/i^A.ULtiLA-^
turn to laughter and my fears turn to happiness. ' ^_^ '^^ ' / (P^
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Michael Darwin Wingheld, D.O.
Gastonia, North Caroliona
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H. Jeffrey Wright, D.O.
Assy Yacoub, D.Q
Pennsylvania State University, B.S.
Allentown, Pennsylvania
Jonathan Yujung Yun, D.O.
'*^5ffi#-
Philadelphia College of Pharmacy and Science, B.S.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
The fear of the Lord is the beginning of knowledge, hutfools despise wisdom and discipline.
- Proverbs 1: 7
God: Thanks to God, first of all, for giving me a great ambition to
help others and an unrelenting eagerness to be a good doctor.
Parents: Thanks to my parents for the unceasing and sacrificial love
which brings me to this point where I am finally able to stand firm to
be a person who can serve the society.
Wife: You are my great partner and supporter, who continuously
encourage me in difficult situations, and share the great joy in happy
moments. I love you so much more than anyone else in this world.
You are truly my bone of bones, and flesh of flesh.
Shalom and Jonathan: You are my great joy, which can never be
compared to anything else. I love you so much, my lovely kids!
;W^^^"
Christopher Yusko, D.O.
Indiana University of Pennsylvania, B.S.
Greensburg, Pennsylvania
nil 're ii()t brains in your head, you 've gotfeet in your shoes, you can steer yourselfanyway you
uusv. Dr. Seuss
To my mom and dad, my best friends, I cannot thank you
fnough for all of the sacrifices you have made over the years for me.
fou taught me how to believe in myself, you taught me how to be
aring, and with every new path I took you were behind me, support-
ag me all the way. Without you two I would not be where I am
oday.
Mom, your courage and strength have been an inspiration to
ne, and I hope to become as compassionate towards others as you.
)ad, my golf partner, you have endured so much over the last five
ears... this is for you!
Michelle, my big sister, although we do not always agree with
ach other, I know that whenever I need a shoulder to lean on you
re always there for me, thank you.
And finally to Joe, D's, and Godin, you three made this four
ear journey unforgetable. I wish you three the best the world has to
iffer. I cannot believe that I have to address the three of you as
loctor now Thanks guys it was fun!!
Ol^j..
MicpiaelJ. Zappitelu Jr., D.O.
Gwynedd-Mercy College, B.S.
Norristown, Pennsylvania
As this final year of medical school concludes, I look back at the
many difficult and stressful times and thank GOD for giving me th
patience and strength to continue on. I thank GOD for giving me a
beautiful and supportive wife, Maria, two wonderful children,
Jessica and Michael, and two playful pups. Autumn and Jasmine. I
thank all of our family members for their help and moral support
over the years. Thank you all so very much for without you none o
this would have been possible. GOD BLESS YOU ALL !
!
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Elleda Claire Zeimer, D.O.
Ftanklin and Marshall College, B.A.
Quakertown, Pennsylvania
ou may give without loving^ but you cannot lore withoutgiving.
Ralph Waldo Emerson
Aom and Dad: Thank you for unconditionally loving, supporting, and
inancing me for the last 25 years. I'm incapable of expressing how much I
,m indebted to you two for my successes thus far. I love you both.
irammy: Although you won't be sitting in the audience at graduation, I
:now your spirit is with me now and will be with me then. I love and miss
'OU dearly.
Ulen: You are a wonderful man and I have been blessed by having you in
ny life. Thank you for being the ideal physician I can pattern myself after
ind only hope to eventually emulate.
vly non-medical friends: I really appreciate the understanding I have been
;hown over the last 4 years. Thanks for helping me maintain my sanity (I
;now there wasn't much to work with!).
Vly PCOM friends: Wow, it's been a whirlwind 4 years. I can hardly
relieve we have finally earned the privilege of the title "Dr." Best of luck
,:o all of you in your chosen paths.
K. "^ "^
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D.O. / M.P.H.
The D.O./M.P.H. program specializes in community health education and prepares physicians to serve as
public health officials and to fill positions in community, government and health care agencies. Students
complete five years of study in a special joint degree program at PCOM in affiliation with Temple Univer-
sity leading to the Doctor of Osteopathic Medicine and the Master of Public Health.
M.P.H. Class of 1998
Howard Goldstein
M.P.H. Class of 2000
Maureen Gavin
Christopher James
Alison Lorry
D.O. / M.B.A.
The D.O./M.B.A. program offers future physicians the opportunity to gain the business management
expertise needed to complement their medical training to successfully run a private practice or manage in a
health care setting. Students complete five years of study in a special joint degree program at PCOM in
affiliation with Saint Joseph's University leading to the Doctor of Osteopathic Medicine and the Master of
Business Administration.
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M.B.A. Class of 1998
John DiMuro
Stefan Franciosa
Michael Orris
Eileen Simak
Italo Subbarao
M.B.A. Class of 2001
Stephanie Claypool
Brian Jacobs
Keith Leaphart
Ann Marie Stephenson
Yolanda Tun-Chiong
Betty Wang
M.B.A. Class of 1999
Mark Burne
Jehrib Cabarlo
Timothy Gray
Michael Krafchick
T. Casey McCuUough
Neil Mushlin
Melissa Sheehan
Jason Vieder
M.B.A. Class of 2000
David Charles
Shane Chittenden
Joshua Coren
Jeffrey Dare
Ryan Fields
Damean Freas
Nicole Heath
Ami Joshi
Rachel Lowney
Kristin Shankweiler
Jonathan Shingles
Dheeraj Taranath
Paul Ufberg
1
Physician Assistants
Class of 2000
Sonia Alford, Donnel Appuzzio, Rebecca Castagna, Emily Farrell, Christiane Fischer,
Nicole Fortunato, Matthew Hay, Paul Krajewski, Ellen Kozlowski, Jeffrey Kummery,
Kristen Lehmann, Thomas Luce, Amy McDermott, Minal Patel, John Ranonis,
Deborah Ryan, Colleen Tempest, Kimberly Ziegler
Biomedical Sciences
Class of 2000
Michele Bafile, Jarrid
Bernhardt, Christopher
Cavallaro, Timothy
Harrison, Kimberly
Johnson, Jennifer Malsbury
Helen McCarthy, Demetri
Menegos, Michael Monte
Carlo, Christopher Morse,
Nishith Patel, Melissa Platz,
Michael White
Class of 2001
Ronnen Abramov, Rebecca Arnold, Kimberly
Baldwin, Lopa Basu, Aaron Best, William
Clementson, Jeffrey Corbett, Abdel
Darensburg, Seema Dhorajia, Heidi Dorfman,
Justin Dosch, Rachel Eisenbrock, Karen
Flotildes, Kevin Franey, William Frazier,
Charles Gallager, Keith Gembusia, Denise
Gilman, Clare Gimpel, Sean Gravely, Jeffrey
Guadagno, Jennifer Haley, Gowri
Harinarayanan, Stuart Hershman, Jeromy
Hodges, Stephanie lem, Joseph Ignacio,
Kosunique Jenkins, Shaneek Johnson, Patricia
Jones, Anita Ketty, Brian Klimas, Suzanne
Kuttler, Emily Lawrence, Ronald Lincow,
Jason Litsky, Edgar Moore, Scott Olex,
BethAnn Ostrawski, Stacey Parker, Bryan
Perry, Thomas Pirosko, Parveen Singh, Albert
Song, Vicki Uremovich, Michelle Victain,
Donna Winter, Thomas Zickgraf


Acapella ACOFP AHMA AMA-MSS AMHA AMOPS AMWA Business & Medicine Club CIAO CMD9
ACAPELIA
1999-2000
Jeffrey Mumie President
Stephanie Sargent Vice President
Dhira Khosla Treasurer
Matt Massaro Recording Secretary
Suzanne Templer Music Secretary
Mark Diehl Follies Coordinator
ACOFP
Am e r
j:ja ij . C |l|gijfJ s t e 0^^
Christie O'Neill President
Danielle Snyder Vice President
Tricia Petrucelli Treasurer
Kathy Walsh Secretary
AHMA
Jeremy Dubin Executive Council
Jennifer Miller Executive Council
Christine Mitchell Executive Council
Stephanie Kaliner First Year Representative
Phi Sigma Gamma PSR Physician Assistant Club Public Health Club Psychology Club Robert Berger D.O. Pediatrics Socij
Daniel L. Wisely, D.O. Surgery Club Emergency Medicine Club Emanual Eiegelman, D.O. OB/GYN Club Ethics Committee
AMA-MSS
I Medical Student Society
Jennifer Ward President
Amy Trinh Vice President
Michelle Gorbos Treasurer
Carolyn Bleau Secretary
AMHA
Yolanda Tun-Chiong Co-President
Betty Wang Co-President
AMOPS
Physicians and Surgeons
Shannon McCarthy President
Mike Barry Vice President/Treasurer
Patrick McHugh National Representative
Roller Hockey Club Runners' Club Science in Medicine Sigma Sigma Phi Sports Medicine Club
Acapella ACOFP AHMA AMA-MSS AMHA AMOPS AMWA Business & Medicine Club CIAO CMDc
AMWA
American Medical Women's Association
Nisha Thannikkary Co-President
Laurie Garawski Co-President
CIAO
Community of Italian American Osteopaths
Lawrence Ciccarelli President
Felice Esposito Vice President
Steven Blasi Treasurer
Marie Spevak Secretary
Stephanie Sargent Co-Patch Coordinator
Jared Fialkow Co-Patch Coordinator
Dorothea Direso Community Service
CMDS
Nate Derstine Co-President
Mike Fitzpatrick Co-President
Heather Kerlin Vice President
Amy Trinh Treasurer
Jennifer Ward Secretary
Phi Sigma Gamma PSR Physician Assistant Club Public Health Club Psychology Club Robert Berger D.O. Pediatrics Soci
Daniel L. Wisely, D.O. Surgery Club Emergeiicy Medicine Club Emanual Fliegelman, D.O. OB/CYN Club Ethics Committee
Daniel Wisely, D.O,
Surgery Club
Bret Smith President
Bill Leach Vice President
Lou Costa Treasurer
Mike Zapadka Secretary
Emergency
Medicine
Marc Lebart President
Brett Groff Vice President
Miranda Atkins Treasurer
Brian Obst Secretary
Ethics Committee
1999-2000
Stephanie Sargent Clmirp'crsoii
Shannon McCarthy Secretary
Roller Hockey Club Runners' Club Science in Medicine Sigma Sigma Phi SNMA Sports Medicine Club SOMA
AcapeUa ACOFP AHMA AMA-MSS AMHA AMOPS AMWA Business & Medicine Club CIAO CMDSi
Emanual Fliegelman, D.O,
OB/GYN Club
1999-2000
Martiann Bohl-Witchey President
Paul Ufberg Co-Vice President
Jessica Gorr Co-Vice President
Jennifer Ward Treasurer
Robert Belluso Secretary
Just a little late
Geriatrics
Club
Melissa Taylor President
Heather Sholtis Vice President
Tricia Petrucelli Treasurer
Nicole Orzechowski Secretary
Phi Sigma Gamma PSR Physician Assistant Club Public Health Club Psychology Club Robert Berger D.O. Pediatrics Socil
Daniel L. Wisely, D.O. Surgery Club Emergency Medicine Club Emanual Fliegelman, D.O. OB/GYN Club Ethics Committee
Internal Medicine
Club
Steve DeLuca Co-President
Dan Terpstra Co-President
Dipan Desai Treasurer
Lawrence Ciccarelli Secretary
Jared Fialkow Clinical Coordinator
Jewish Physicians
Network
1999-2000
Lisa Brownstein Co-President
Paul Ufberg Co-President
Payee Handler Vice President
Nutrition Club
Theron Bryant President
David Allen Vice President
Jeremy Dubin Treasurer
Esther Fields Special Events Chair
Andrew Miller Neifsletter Chair
Roller Hockey Club Runners' Club Science in Medicine Sigma Sigma Phi Sports Medicine Club
Acapella ACOFP AHMA AMA-MSS AMHA AMOPS AMWA Business & Medicine Club CIAO CI
Pathology Club
1999-2000
Geraldine Jean Co-President
Pauline Watson Co-President
Monica Brown Treasurer
Phi Sigma gamma
Tom Haley President
George Young Vice President
Sean Kennedy Treasurer
Mark Doran Secretary
Physician Assistants
Club
1999-2000
Brian Green President
Betsy Phillip Treasurer
Marie Chen Secretary
Tiffany Griffith Historian
Phi Sigma Gamma PSR Physician Assistant Club Public Health Club Psychology Club Robert Berger D.O. Pediatrics Socie
Daniel L. Wisely, D.O. Surgery Club Emergency Medicine Club Emanual Fliegelman, D.O. OB/GYN Club Ethics Committee
Public Health
Club
Mike Srulevich President
Yolanda Tun-Chiong VP of Community Affairs
Suzanne Templer Secretary
Robert Berger, D.O,
Pediatrics Club
Jennifer Miller President
Nicole Heath Vice President
Jamian Ryan Treasurer
Jennifer Delucia Secretary
Terri McCullough National Representative
Roller Hockey
Club
1999-2000
Alex Page President
Andrew O'Halloran Vice President
Jared Fialkow Secretary
Roller Hockey Club Runners' Club Science in Medicine Sigma Sigma Phi SNMA Sports Medicine Club SOMA
Acapella ACOFP AHMA AMA-MSS AMHA AMOPS AMWA Business & Medicine Club CIAO CI
Runner's Club
Steven Blasi President
Bret Smith Vice President
Brian Green Treasurer
Theron Bryant Recording Secretary
Franklin Berkey National Representative
Rural Physicians
Network
Brian Jameson President
Duane Deivert Vice President
Sean Kennedy Treasurer
Mark Diehl Secretary
Nicholas DeAntonio Tech Support
James Holencik Rural Liason
Science in Medicine
1999-2000
Diran Desai Co-President
Chris Cessna Co-President
Mark Diehl National Liason
Phi Sigma Gamma PSR Physician Assistant Club Public Health Club Psychology Club Robert Berger D.O. Pediatrics Socid
Daniel L. Wisely, D.O. Stirgery Club Emergency Medicine Cliib Emanual Fliegelman, D.O. OB/GYN Club Ethics Committee
Sigma Sigma Phi
Joe Logan President
Stephanie Sargent Vice President
Ami Joshi Treasurer
Jennifer Delucia Secretary
Jennifer Miller Editor
SNMA
Rashad Wilkerson President
Betty Wang Communications Officer
Carla Watts Treasurer
SOMA
Joel Baker President
Oliver Wisco Vice President
Kerim Oncu Treasurer
David Wojciechowski Secretary
Ed Armbruster Nat'l Liason Officer
William O'Brien 1st Year Representative
Stephanie lem Master's Class Representative
Roller Hockey Club Runners' Club Science in Medicine Sigma Sigma PW SNlVlA Sports Medicine Club SOMA
Acapella ACOFP AHMA AMA-MSS AMHA AMOPS AMWA Business & Medicine Club CIAO Os/i
I
Sports Medicine
Club
Dan Terpstra Co-President
Russ Bear Co-President
Steven Blasi Co-Vice President
Dan Wilkin Co Vice-President
Dan Eckert Treasurer
Student Council
Student Council
fiMtive Board
Heather Markovitz President
Patrick McHugh First Vice President
Rima Putta Second Vice President
Brian Obst Recording Secretary
Laurie Garawski Corresponding Secretary
Tricia Petrucelli Treasurer
Kerim Oncu Parliamentarian
Phi Sigma Gamma PSR Physician Assistant Club Public Health Club Psychology Club Robert Berger D.O. Pediatrics Soci"
Daniel L. Wisely, D.O. Surgery Emergency Medicine Club Emanual Fliegelman, D.O. OB/GYN Club Ethics Committee
Synapsis 2000
Clockwise from top left: Bill Dahms, Jeannie
Price (co-editor), Meg McComb (co-editor),
Becky Armbruster, Joe McComb, Melissa
DeAngelis, Christie Quietmyer, Christine
Duffner (underclass editor), Tricia Petrucelli,
Brinda Kantha (missing: Matt Seely (ad
editor), Chris Davis, Jesse Roberts
UAAO
Tom Haley Pie'^idciit
Linda Godfrey Vice President
Betty Wang Treasurer
Rich Levrault Secretary
Payee Handler National Representative
Women's Rugby
Keri Jo Vinson President
Heather Sholtis Match Secretanj
Colleen Tempest Treasurer
Roller Hockey Club Runners' Club Science in Medicine Sigma Sigma Pin Sports Medicine Club




Class of 2001
Oh, they are so cute!
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Rose and Scott in the Holiday spirit The Gang's All Here!
Class of 2001
Gellis & Hodgie want to know - "Where's Monica?" My noodle is better than your noodle!
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Field trip to Killington, VT
Dressed to Kill Is Russ drunk again?
367
Class of 2001
Smile Vasilios! Weddings are happy occasions ACOFP enjoying the sun of San Diego
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Look at Jocelyn cracking herself up!
Good Friends We use Crest! Image what their kids are going to look like.
Class of 2001
It doesn't get better than this! You are such a stud D'Angelo
Class of 2002
"Gib's our man, got no girl, great with his hand" Las senoritas in Acapuico, MX 1999 Not just the boys club anymore
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Primary Care Dinner 1999
F17
The members of Group 10 smile after acing the Anatomy final. You can dress 'em up.
Class of 2002
Which one of these DOESN'T have a parachute? No Mark! It's shrinking beer.
Class of 2002
Simelaro taught us well! Ladies of the Class of 2002 partying at the Spring Dance 1999
Doctors from Day One! "The sh
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' ore always beats a Pharm lecture."
Two for the price of one.
Nice hair! You mean I'm not gonna be an MD. Drew Carey or David Masneri?
Class of 2002
"So that is why Mike wanted to do BTG!
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Bridging the Gaps Dx: Smileus Alotacus Tx: End of Year One Grades
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Becky's Baby Shower: Crystal Rose was born on 11/22/99
Milk in your radiator
... Whaaaatever. jhe day Laurie came to school. Bubble and FJE vow to conquer the big burger.
Class of 2002
Friends and family at the Spring Dinner Dance 1999
Tine moment Rogaine was discovered. Our LFT's are fine! Tlnanl<s for askin'.
Class of 2002
"How you doin'?" Table for "One too many.'
Class of 2003
Hold still, this won't hurt a bit
Class of 2003
One of these is not like the others
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Partying with friends
"I'm gonna be a doctor, I'm gonna be a doctor! The Three Amigos
Class of 2003
The Plaid Gang When do we stop practicing on each other?
Class of 2003
Physician
Assistant
PA Class of 2001
Physician
Assistant
"Class bonding at Camp Ockanickan: Medford, NJ" "Our Fearless Leader"
Congratulations on your achievement
DR. PIERRE
KHATCHADOUR PALANDJIAN
As a child you always pretended to be Super-
man, now we are proud you have become a
SuperDoctor.
Your compassion and empathy towards those
who suffer, with your warm personality, love
of life, and optimistic attitude will contribute
to your success and happiness as a physician.
Also, be first loyal to the best interest of you
patients and be a role model to your own
children and your community by teaching
them right from wrong with God's blessing.
With love.
Mom, Dad, Catherine, Robert, Diana,
Kenneth, Grandparents Bedros, Kena,
Anna, Misak
Congratulations
Suzanne L. Widmer
(Doc "San")
"Think deeply, speok gently, love much,
laugh often, work hard, give freely, and be
kind.
"
We are so very proud of you!
Love Mom, Dad, Michael, and Tesia
CONGRATULATIONS
DR. MELANIE A.WILLIAMS
Our hearts are filled with pride
Nana & Pop-pop Williams
You sure have come a long way,
Since you were just a tot.
We know you've waited for this da^
And Doc you're loved a lot
To: DR. BALLESTAS
The world has too many astronauts
and not enough DOCTORS anyways
!
We love you and we are
very proud.
The BALLESTAS
Family
And you thought
Dr. Ziemer
was Total Seriousness!
INGRia WE ARE SO PROUD
OF YOU!
YOU HAVE PERSISTED AND
ACHIEVED YOUR DREAM--
To persist is to:
"Persevere, work unflaggingly,
maintain one's efforts, pursue relent-
lessly, be tenacious, not give up, stop
at nothing, be obstinate, hold stead-
fast, stand fast, be determined, be
resolute, keep at it, not yield, work
day and night"
Congratulations, Doctor!!
With so much love and with Best
wishes from your
Mother and D.O.D.(DEAR OLD DAD)
Congratulations seems like a small way to say thank you for all the work
that goes into the making of a Doctor. But, we wish to congratulate our
daughter, Dr, Marcy Jackovic and all her classmates on this great
achievement.
We wish them all the best!
We also wish to thank everyone at PCOM for their dedication in
training our caring physicians. Thanks to all.
The Jackovic Family
Dr. ToddMichaelHrabak
You are a son and a brother to he
proud ofII!
Ijove (& Blessings Always
Mom, Dady Nana (& Family
GAYE GUSTITUS. D,0,
WE LOVE YOU VERY
MUCH AND WE ARE
VERY PROUD
OF YOU AND YOUR
ACCOMPLISHMENTS
.
YOUR FAMILY
CROZERlBk
KEYSTOKlfe
Health System »
The hospitals of the Crozer-Keystone Health System:
Crozer-Chester Medical Center
Delaware County Memorial Hospital
Taylor Hospital
Springfield Hospital at the Healthplex
Community Hospital
Committed to Osteopathic Medical Education
James E. McHugh, DO, FACOI, MBA
Director
Osteopathic Medical Education
www-crozer-org
Dr. Robin Jean Simpson
Me are so very
proud of you
and happy for
/our tremen-
dous achieve-
ment. You are
truly an inspira-
tion to all of us.
you are a very
special doctor.
You'
i
^
- I
Love,
Mom
Dad
Lindsay
Eric
Kim
& Nana
ve come a long way baby.
Congratulations
DR. MICHAEL A. MACRO. TR.
We are so ])roud of you.
You have fulfilled your dream.
You are going to be a "Great Doctor."
ALL OF OUR LOVE & GOD BLESS YOU!
Mom, Dad, & Phillip
Congratulations
Dr. Alessandro Bianchi
There were no doubts in
Dur minds that you were
going to make it all
happen! You have worked
very hard and it has
paid off! You did it
against all odds!
yiay happiness and suc-
:ess be yours in every-
thing you do. We are very
proud of you!
Love, Mom, Dad, Marco
JOHN MARK MATSINGER, D.O.
'We are aCCso veryproudof you. 'Witfi all tile
responsiBiCities you had these pastfour years;
you somehow managed to stdChe the Best
husBand, Coving father anddedicatedstu-
dent each andeveryday,
yvhen others were ending their day, your
day wasjust Beginning at home.
JACCyour hardwork andsacrifices havepaid
off
Much happiness andsuccess in the future.
Love, "Tanya, JacCyn, ytctoria, Qram andaCfyour
famiCy
Congratulations to
Mary Elizabeth McCombj
and the Class of 2000
[Delaware Valley Dermatopathology|
Waine Johnson, MD
;
Thomas Griffin, MD '
Gary Kantor, MD
;
Richard Spielvogel, MD
;
•*
l^awc mind fiaa Cead ^mi ta i^mvc gjoai,
ifowc fiewd haa Cead i^mc ta i^mvc dfieani.,,.
Cong^uUidationa
Cliifetimeaf dedication and foux^ewca a/
pe^caevetance haue granted ^mi
uteii-deAefiued aucceaa.
y^ui have tud^ Been an inapifuUian and a
Meaaing..
We owe pmud a/ i^xutt
aUoutetwe,
iDad, Atom., Jeaaica, <£ JVathan
Congratulations and God's Richest Blessings
DR. MARY ELIZABETH McCOMB
AND DR. JOSEPH McCOMB
It's the morning of your lives!
May the Lord let His face shine upon you and be gracious unto you,
IVlay the Lord bless you in your labor and in your leisure,
May the Lord hold you in the palm of His hand.
May He turn the routines of work into celebrations of love.
Proudly, Lovingly, Mom, Dad, and Family
Lawrence E. Donate, Jr., D.O.
CONGRATULATIONS LAR!
WE'RE SO PROUD OF YOU
May god bless you with wisdom
and compassion to use His gifts to
serve your fellow man. We hove no
doubt you will be a kind and caring
physician. We wish you much hap-
piness and success.
Love,
Mom, Dad,
Mike, Matt,
Gina, Brenna,
and Spunky
Dr. Dominick D eFrances Jr.
From "Little Dom" to "Dr.
Dom", our hearts swell with
Love and Pride for the warm
and caring Son, Brother,
Grandson, Husband, Dad,
and now Doctor you are.
Congratulations
Love Always
Grandma + Pap-Pap
CONGRATULATIONS to our son,
brother, and uncle DR. ED O'DELL,
on your wonderful accomplishment.
We're so proud of you and wish you
continued success in your future.
Love,
Dad, Mom, George, Maria, Bob, Ann, Eileen
and Erica.
! ! ! ICongratulations! ! !
!
Dr. Elizabeth Till Feldinger
We are filled with JOY, PRIDE, and ADMIRA'
TION by your achievement. Your hard work
determination, and perseverance have earned
you this success.
With all our love.
Mom, Dad, and Kim
CONGRATULATIONS
DR. JILL GRAMMES
Through your determination and
committment you have achieved your
dream.
Your mother would be so proud. Her
love and spirit is with you each day.
Love, Dad, Pop-Pop, Aunt Elaine, Uncle John,
Ryan and Dear Friends- Birdie + Frank
Dr. Pamela J.A. Heath
Dear Pam,
At times I miss the wonderful
little girl you used to be. But, I would
not bring back those times, even if
I could, for then I would miss even
more, the warm and caring woman
that you are today. I am so proud.
Mom
Congratulations Dr. Michael L Bradley
The future belongs to those who believe in the
beauty of their dreams.
Through the years you have been telhng everyone you
want to become a doctor. You beheved in your dream
and worked hard to make it come true. We are all so
very proud of you. We love you and wish you success
always.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Nana, Renee, Britanny, Josh, Collen, Andy, Amanda Nana and Pap Bresinger,
Gram Lukach, Andy, Mary, Andy III,
Angela, Alexis, Randy, Gloria,
Aunt Rose,
Uncle Joe,
Aunt Theresa,
js*^ Uncle Bob,
Jeffery, Heather,
Jen and Mocha
Dr. Eimberly Anne (Becker) DiGuglielmo
Dear Kim,
Your hopes, dreams and aspirations
will always be your driving force.
We love you so very much and are
very proud of your dedication, com-
passion and accomplishments.
With all our love.
Mom, Dad, Ken, Sis, and Scotty
To my granHson-MATTHEW PINTO
"Each of us grows in our own way." You
are a Head Start -love, Grams
Matt- 'When what we are is what we
want to be, that's happiness"
-Love and Happiness always,
Aunt Bet, IJncle Chuck, Eric, Dannon and
Jeanine
Hey Sis,
Dr. Lisa Kaplan
You have always inspired me by the way you set such
high standards for everything you did. It's wonderful
to share yet another outstanding accomplishment with
you. Congratulations!
Your brother
—Jay
Dr. Donald Lewis
Yeah!!!
Two score and seven years ago we were very i
proud of you. '
Today we are still proud of you.
We will always be very proud of you.
Now we can travel and you can take care of us
in our future years.
Mom & Dad
Dr. Lisa Kaplan
Though the years it has been an honor to
intimately observe your life's journey; one
filled with determination, diligence and ac-
complishments.
Continue to share your amazing, authentic
self with patients, colleagues and friends
and your future will be filled with content-
ment
You are an incredibly talented and caring
human being and I am proud to be a close
friend and your mother
The Voice of Osteopathic Medicine in Pennsylvania!
The Pennsylvania Osteopathic
MedicalAssociation
Congratulates PCO^'s rirst Class
ofthe New Millennium!
Member Bi^nefits & Services:
IINJTV
• Legislative representation
• Insurance programs
• Peer review and advocacy
Information clearinghouse
• CME opportunities
Impaired physician program
POMA is here for YOU! Ifyou need us, contact us.
1330 Eisenhower Boulevard • Harrisburg, PA 1711 1-2395
(717) 939-9318 • Toll-free in Pa.: (800) 544-POMA • e-mail: poma@poma.org
DR. NICOLE M. GAROFOLA
Who would have ever thought?
Who would have dared to dream?
You Did.
And with hard work and perseverance.
You made the dream come true!
Congratulations
!
Love you lots - Mom, Dad + Mike May, 1974
To .AJ.e>c :^i£t.]a.clx±
keep VES lxe£tlt;]:i.y sls -we GxrtGxr
St Ti.ew YnJXlexuxiixxn.!
^WelcoxYxe to Ovix» 'FsticnAlry^
DEAREST MELISSA,
We are Very proud of
What You haYe achieved.
OUR loYe and admiration
Will alWaYs be With You.
LOVE ALWAYS
mom, dad, BRETT,
BILLY & AMANDA
xxxxoooooo
MELISSA F. MURRAY D.O.
Congratulations
DR. MATTHEW GENNARO PINTO
" You The Man"
Love, Mom, Dad, Steph,
and Baci
Dear Aunt Liz,
We are very proud of your achieve-
ments and we would be proud to follow in
your footsteps. It goes to show, you can
be pretty and smart too.
We Love you. Soon to be your
Neice + Nephew
Suzanne + Jason
Congratulations
DR. DAN LEWIS
Your hard work and
determination have
made all your dreams
come true
.
We are Truely Proud of
you
.
All our Love
Mom, Pop, Aunt Cassie,
Uncle Sam, & Gram.
To the Love ofMy Life!
Liz J. Feldinger
We made it! This day repre-
sents the strengh of our love and
on June 10, 2000 we start our
FOREVER TOGETHER! lam
so Proud of you, the most Beau-
tiful Doctor In The World.
Congratulations
!
I love you Forever.
Best Wishes From The Office Of
The Dean To the Class of 2000
Kenneth J.Veit, D.O.
Dean
Robert G. Cuzzolino, Ed.D
Associate Dean for
Academic Administration
Melissa Carr
Secretary
Ruth D. Wian
Supervisor Dean's Office
Linda Miller
CME Coordinator
Donna Feeney-Figaniak
Administrative Assistant
Katherine O'Gorman
Secretary
Denise andHank
(and Dr. Mark on To the Class of 2000
T T/'/^ 7 1
Congratulations and Best Wishes
Wednesdays) for a Successful Future
Congratulate Allan M. McLeod, D.O., MBA
TheNewRO/s
Director for Undergraduate Cinical Education
Danielle Cavanaugh
Class of2000 Clerkship Supervisor
Jean Dowd
Office of StudentAffairs
Administrative Assistant
RCOM. Sabrina Trapp
Secretary
The Office of Admissions and From the ROOM
Registrar Graduate Medical Education Dept.
Carol Fox Best Wishes To The
Deb Erdner
Chris Lennon-Naulty Class of 2000
Nancy McCullen
Rue Ann Michael Richard A. Pascucci, DO, FACOI
Jennifer Szymanski Associate Dean, Graduate Medical Education
Janice Tonkin
Marian Watkins Paul M. DeJoseph, DO
\ Terri Wright Director of Medical Education
extend best wishes to Joanne Jones, Business Manager/OPTI Administrator
The Class of 2000 Bernice Garrison, Internship Program Coordinator
Gladys Walker, Residency Program Coordinator
for all of your future successes Ivette Johnson, Administrative Assistant
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•
•
J CONGRATULATIONS AND BEST WISHES
t TO THE CLASS OF 2000
•
J THE AMBULATORY CARE NETWORK
k ADMINISTRATION
* Mary M. Marker-Kraus
-k Pamela Woodland
•
J LANCASTER HEALTHCARE CENTER
* Ronald Reinhard, DO
ic William Gilhool, DO
* Izola David, DO
•
J CAMBRIA HEALTHCARE CENTER
* Oliver Bullock, DO
* Barabara Williams-Page, DO
if Jenniffer Prescott-Corragio, DO
•
I ROXBOROUGH HEALTHCARE CENTER
* Michael A. Becker, DO
J David Kuo, DO
* Anne Egan, DO
•
J FAMILY PRACTICE
if Larry Finkelstein, DO
J Todd Vladyka, DO
if Harry Morris, DO
* Tana Fishman, DO
* Kenneth J. Veit, DO
•
{ SULLIVAN COUNTY MEDICAL CENTER
* Calvin Vermeire, DO
•
* GERIATRICS
if Katherine Galluzzi, DO
J Diane Fox, CRNP
•
* GYNECOLOGY
J Saul Jeck, DO
•
J OSTEOPATHIC MANIPULATIVE MEDICINE
* Alexandar Nicholas, DO
^
Anthony Leone, DO
* Thomas Crow, DO
^
Peter Adler-Michaelson, DO
•
INTERNAL MEDICINE
* John Simelaro, DO
* Michael Venditto, DO
* Pat Lannutti, DO
* Daniel Parenti, DO
•
•
•
•
•
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Congratulations
Class of 2000
Deltah Appelt, PLD.
Chris Donovan
Frederick J. Goldstein, Ph.D.
Richard M. Knebel, Ph.D.
Charlotte H. Greene, Ph.D.
Hank W/. Hitner, Ph.D.
Marcia Pastella
Dan Minc^ak, Ph.D., M.D.
Pegsy E. Steivart, Ph.D.
Department of Biomedical Sciences
Divisions of Neuroscience
Phaannocology and Physiology
Congratulations
The Department of Pathology,
Microbiology and Immunology
Robert M. Fogel, D.O.
Brian Balin, Ph.D.
Rani Bright, M.B.B.S.
Bruno J. Bromke, Ph.D.
Roseann D. Clark
Kerin L. Fresa, Ph.D.
Christine Hammond, B.S.
Susan T. Hingley, Ph.D.
James E. Prior, D.V.M., Ph.D
Supria Samanta, B.S.
Elaine Venuti, M.S.
Class of 2000
£ic<yiac\. tlxe Ajt\SL±<yiaa^ I>ep£urti:Yxexxi;
From
The Departments of Biochemistry/
Molecular Biology and Primary Care
Joseph Bee
Joseph Bernardo
Ruth Borghaei. Ph.D
Farzaneh Daghigh. Ph.D.
Grzegrorz Gorski, M.D., Ph.D.
Linda Johnson
Wilhe-Mae Johnson
Veronica Jones
Kimberly Kaiser, D.O.
Edith McCall RN. BSN
Eugene Mochan. Ph.D.. D.O.
Lyle RawUngs
Helen Snowden
Laurie Strow
Lois Thompson
Ruth Thornton. Ph.D.
Congratulations! !
!
D.O. YOURSELF A FAVOR.
A MAJOR MEDICAL CENTER. A GREAT LOCATION. A SOLID FOUNDATION.
St. \ s has it all. Located in Toledo. Ohio, the 588-bed St. Miicenl Mercy Medical (x'liler provides comprehensive
senices to residents throiiglioiit Northwest Ohio and Southeiist Micliig:ui. Our Computer Center offers access to The
Ohio I iiiversity College of Osteopathic .Metlicine. And St. Vs is accredited by the .Americiui Osteopathic .Vssociation and
The Joint Committee of .Vccreditalion of Healthcare Organizations.
for more information about joining our team with all
the benefits of a larger hospital, as well :ls an emphiLsis on
hands-on care, call 1-800-247-5154. You can also check
out our website and even complete an electronic
apiilication at inru-.iiii'txvuvh.ori^.
St. Vincent
Mercy Medical Center
,\ Ml-.MBI'.K Ol- MMRCV (1!:M.TII I'.\RT.\1-;K.S
C016RATULAT10MS
TO THE CLASS OF'
FEOM
DR. THOMAS J. PRESENZA
We are so very proud of
you- the fine person that
you are and all that you
have accomplished. May
you touch others as you
have touched us, with
Care, Compassion and
Hximble Service.
v:7od Diess and be witn l)ou alwaLjsI
With Love and Pride,
v^randmom, Aunt Marie,
Lx I he v_yaramenicos
Dr. Adrian C. Derrddont
To the most compassionate
person we have ever known-
our beloved son, Adrian
Charles Demidont. Your
Achievement is a tribute to
\ our extraordinary effort and
to the American dream. Who
ivould have believed that in
just two short generations of
recent immigrants we would
have the opportunity to
preface the Demidont name
with the title of Doctor.
Your loving parents
and sisters
Congratulations
Dr. Jeannie Price
for following and
realizing your dream.
This is the greatest
thing you've
done so far. We
are very proud of you.
Love, Mom, Dad, &
Jeff i
Congratulations Carrie, You're our Pride and
Inspiration!
Love,
Mom and Dad
Suzzanne, Mike, Kyle, Lauren, Nancy, James, An-
drew, Haley, Ethan, Lionel Jr., Betta, Madeline,
Isabella
CONGRATULATIONS DR. KAREN SZCZEPANSKI
As you embark on this next
path in your life, remember that
you are an important part of even'
life you have and will touch. You
are a ven' special person with
strong convictions and beliefs.
Let these be vour guide.
From the day you were born
\-ou have touched our lives with
love and advenmre. Take pride in
vour accomplishments, follow
\'our heart, and love life to the
fullest.
\\g love ijcu,
\lcm, Dad, anJ Mil*
Three generations of D.O.'s...the Barnes family
tradition of dedication to osteopathic medicine
is continued.
Robert D. Barnes, DO
PCOM 1937
Robert A. Barnes, DO
PCOM 1969
Congratulations Brian!
Robert Brian Barnes, DO
PCOM 2000
Love,
Mom and Dad
Dr. Victoria Meskaitis Devan
Dimitri and Emily Zubko are
very proud of you!!
Your determnation has brought you to this
point of your life. We congratulate you on
your accomplishments.
You are our Pride and Joy!
Love,
Mom and Dad, Phil, David & Sean
/
William J. Dahms, Jr.-1973
Congratulations on your remarkable
achievement! May your life continue to
shine with love, health, and happiness.
With all our love- Mom, Dad, Peter & Tricia
Dr. Michael B. Silber:
With PRIDE-jot all you've been,
WithJOY
-for all you are,
With hope -for all you'll he,
And LOVE -for always
Be careful and 1 love
you very much.
Love, Mom
DR. NICOLE CHIAPPETTA
As we reflect on your graduation from
PCOM, we are grateful and proud of all
your endeavors and accomplishments.
You have developed into a remarkable
young woman with character, integrity,
beauty, and compassion for your fellow
man.
God continue to bless you with a future filled
with health, happiness and success.
We love you and are so proud of you!
Mom, Dad, and Russ
I
The world is all
yours now-
way to go!
Congratulations
ana Love to:
Doctor Jill
Marie Eckert
Wherever life's path takes you, I'm sure patients will
find you as the truly good, dedicated and caring
physician that you have become.
We are so very proud of you Dr. JiU
May God Bless You Always. We wish you a great and
rewarding future.
All Our Love- Mom and Dad
Thaddeus, Mark, Nicky, Chad, Kim, Justin, Jeff,
Gram & Grandpa Wehler and Grandma Eckert
Congratulations
Dr.WiliisE. Godin
HOLD FAST YOUR DREAMS!
WITHIN YOUR HEART
KEEP ONE STILL, SECRET SPOT
WHERE DREAMS MAY GO,
AND SHELTERED SO,
MAY THRIVE AND GROW-
WHERE DOUBT AND FEAR ARE NOT.
OH, KEEP A PLAGE APART
WITHIN YOUR HEART,
FOR LITTLE DREAMS TO GO.
You have made us so proud with your love, compassion and
accomplishments. May all your dreams come true.
We love you so much!
Mom, Dad, Corrie & Kristie
Congratulations
DR. CHmSTOPHER L.SPIZZIERI
At times we miss the little boy run-
ning through the house, but ARE so
PROUD of the man you turned out
to be. Your Grandmother is smiling
down on you.
With all our love
Grandfather, Dad & Linda
And in Memory of
Your Grandmother.
God Bless You
Dr. Allison Katie Mesaris
Poised and professional
Radiating beauty from within
Outstanding accomplishments
Unconditionally loved
Darling daughter, sister, and granddaughter
Special love always,
Mom, Dad, Megan, Darcey, Judd and
Grandma
With love and pride to our son and brother
Dr, John B, Flaks
Remember nothing in life that is worthy is never
hard to achieve if you have the courage to try
Your IVIom, Dad, Brothers and all the
Gang of Flaks's
Congratulations
Dn Jamison Jaffe!
l/l/e are so proud of all your ac-
complishments!
Love,
Roni, Mom, Dad, Carrie,
and Eric
DR. HOWARD B. GOLDSTEIN
CONGRATULATIONS ON THIS WON-
DERFUL ACCOMPLISHMENT. WE ARE
VERY PROUD OF YOU. MAY YOUR
FUTURE BE FULL OF LOVE AND
GOOD LUCK.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Stuart, Anessa &
I David
Thomas Jonathan Presenza, D.O.
You bring us such happiness!
Congratulations and Much Love,
xxxooo
Lizzie
Mom, Dad, Louis, and Rita
Mom and Dad Peoples,
Jonatinan and Sarah
Congratulations
Dr. Dominick A. DeFrances Jr.
Your Dad & I were blessed with a miracle baby 26 years ago.
ou have overcome many obstacles in your life since birth & your
we for life and determination has made you the man you are
3day. No one could be PROUDER then we are of you.
Now God's blessed you with twin
liracles of your own. May your sons bring
ou Twice as much love, enjoyment and
iride as you have given us. We wish you
yen more success and happiness in the
uture as you are enjoying now.
jod bless you and your beautiful family!
We send all our Love- Mom & Dad
Congratulations Michelle!
You Finally Made it!
We are very proud to call you
Dr. Vasko
Lots of Love,
Mom, Dad, Carl and Julia
Sh. Victima Si. 9xiicom
We'ae ^een JWaud JMOtn JAe Vm^ Jiegmnin^I
You have lived your life knowing that
through hard work, perseverance and
dedication you can achieve anything.
For you, there has never been a challenge
too great or task too large. With this in
mind, we know that you will make a
fantastic ER doc and will continue to meet
with success in all that you do.
-<e^1
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Congratulations !
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You followed your Dream, Never let go. With God's help you became
Dr. Ronald A. Rimer D.O.
May aU your achievements continue throughout your career. Congratulations. We're so
proud of you.
-j-
Ron, Char Rimer
(Mom) (Dad)
Tim, Andrea + Morgan Green
(Uncle) (Sister) (Niece)
Dr. Kevin R. Weaver
Your dedication and your unwaver-
ing desire to become a doctor is
now a reality. You are the best!
Congratulations!
With great Pride and Love,
mom, dad, vicki, michelle
and sean
gram, pap, granny, aunts,
uncles, and cousins
Courage and determination have made
your dream of becoming a doctor reality.
Knowledge combined with compassion
will make you a wonderful addition
to the medical profession.
I am so proud to be a part of
this milestone in your life!
Congratulations, Dr. Alessandro Bianchi!
All my love,
Thomasine
Dr. Shannon Lee Vitelli
"I can see clearly now, the rain is gone,
Gone are the dark clouds that hide the sun.
Here is that rainbow I've been praying for.
It's gonna be a bright, bright sunshiny day."
To our Sunshine;
You have taught us the meaning
of some very important words.
Determination: Should have been your middle name; enough said
Challenge: Something we never saw you back down from.
Congratulations
Benjamin Stenzler, D.O.
To the Best of Best
Good luck and Best of wishes toyou
and your friends at PCOM Love,
Mom, Dad,
and Jake
Courage: Even when you had doubts, you still had the
courage to persue your dreams.
Compassion: You're always concerned about somebody's
feelings; that will make you a wonderful
doctor.
Love & Loyalty: You have friends from 1*' grade through medical
school, and you cherish then all. Your love for your
family is boundless, and the very special bond you
share with your sisters is priceless and beautiful!
Joy: Another word created just for you. You have brought
so much joy and happiness into our lives, and we wish
you a hundred fold in return..
We are very proud of you, Skippy. We congratulate you and
pray that God will watch over you and guide your career as a
pediatrician. With all our love.
Mom & Dad
DR. MICHAEL SILBER
Dear Mike,
We're very proud of all you've accomplished.
We knew you could do it. Congratulations!
Love,
Uncle Norm, Aunt Susie, Richie and
Janey
My Dearest Vicki
We have come along way. You are a beautiful
person, a loving wife, and a gifted healer. I love
you with all my heart and I hope the rest of our
lives together are as wonderful as the first 8
y^^^^- Congratulations
With Love from your
adoring Husband, Seth
I
Congratulations
to my son and daughter-in-law
Drs. Joe and Meg McComb
Love,
Mom *^
CONGRATULATIONS
PAUL D. ALLEGRETTI D.O.
Its been a long journey, but our faith in
you never waivered.
With all our love,
Mom, Dad, Richard,
David + Jennifer
Congratulations!
Dr. Laurie Brigandi
We are so Proud of all you have accomplished
and wish for you a lifetime of Love and Happiness.
Our love always,
Mom and Dad
Dr. Christopher L. Spi^zieri
Dear Chris (B),
Baby- I love you. You have worked
so Hard for this ~ I just cannot put
into words how incredibly Proud I
am of you.
Maria (Z), Meow, Kitty, and,
"The gang"
I love you for the person you were when we first
met, and for the man your have now become.
Eddie this is yet another beginning for us-l think
we're off to a great start.
Your wife, Peggy
It feels like only yesterday, I was changing your
diapers, combing your hair and sending you to
school. Now your a grown man, a doctor, and yet
still always my son.
-POP
Dr. Ed?
I still don't trust you cracking my neck though...
From a caring friend to a loving brother and yes
now a great doctor, peace and love from two
admiring brothers
-Steven & Johnny
MICHAEL BRIAN SILBER
An older brother, a best
friend a role model, a
hero and now a Doctor.
I love you,
David
iiiiiiiiiiiii
uIianA uou io allwnoplaced
aos !
We appreciate uour supporl
or our (jearoooA !
Congratulations and
Welcome to the
Alumni Association
^^^ Association
CLASS OF
2000
MEMBER
2000 Officers
PRESIDENT:
PAST PRESIDENT:
PRESIDENT-ELECT:
VICE PRESIDENT:
SECRETARY:
TREASURER:
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR:
Carol Henwood-Dahdah, D.O. '83
Pat C. DiTommaso, D.O. '80
Vincent G.J. Lobo, D.O. '65
Robert C. Greer, IV, D.O. '77
Robert S. Maurer, D.O. '62
Galen S. Young, Sr., D.O. '35
HaieT Peffall, Jr.
2000 District Representativtes
New Engl^wd District
Richard M. Bianco, D.O. '81
George K. Kamajian, D.O. '76
New York District
Joseph J. Kuchinski, D.O. "86
Joseph M. Pellettiere, D.O. '48
Suzanne M. Picinich, D.O. '86
Pennsylvania District
John D. Angeloni, D.O. '75
Michael E Avallone, D.O. '59
John W. Becher, D.O. '70
Hal S. Bendit, D.O. '84
John R. Gimpel, D.O. '88
Nicholas C. Pedano, D.O. '61
William A. Wewer, D.O. '79
Middle Atl.\ntic
& SoLiTHERN District
George L. Bradley, D.O. '68
John A. Cifala, D.O. '45
Murray Zedeck, D.O. '62
Middle \Vest District
Louis F. Amalfitano, D.O. '54
Luke Nelligan, D.O. '91
Dana C. Shaffer, D.O. '85
New Jersey District
John G. Costino, D.O. '71
William J. King, D.O. '63
Harry E. Manser, Jr., D.O. '69
Far West District
Michael J. Feinstein, D.O. '74
H. Sprague Taveau, IV, D.O. '77
MiLiTXRY District
LTG. Ronald R. Blanck, D.O. "67
To THE Class of 2000
ff Jur congratulations
^^ and best wishes
for successful careers in the
Osteopathic Profession
PCOM
Leonard H. Finkelstein, D.O.
President and Chief Executive Officer
Samuel H. Steinberg
Executive Vice President
Lavinia Lafferty
Assistant to the President
Joan McGettigan
Assistant to the Executive Vice President
! ! !Congratulations ! !
!
Dr. AlexanderKiri£des
Your success is well deserved for you are a very caring and sensi-
tive person...and it shows in your dedication helping otiiers.
May tills be tiie beginning of a life tiiat holds great happiness, new
opportunities and deep personal fulfillment.
Alex, we're so proud of you.
Your loving parents,
Dr. Lazarus and Helen Kirifides
and our family
Michael, Karry, Larry and Elena Kirifides
Vasil, Rita, Eleni, Maria and Lazaus Kirifides
PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF OSTEOPATHIC MEDICINE
FRIENDS PAGE
- Congratulations DR. JILL GRAMMES! We are so proud! The Fritch Family
Congratulations I'm very proud of you, JOHN. Love, Caroline
- DR. BENJAMIN STENZLER, you have chosen well. We are happy for
you. Uncle Jeff, and Grandparents Joyce and Harold
DR. BENJAMIN STENZLER, we love you and are proud of you
-Grandma Rose and Grandpa Sid
- DR. MICHAEL SILBER-We love you and are very proud of the goals that
you have achieved. Love, Grandma and Grandpa
- DR. BILL DAHMS, We love you and are so proud of your accomplishment.
Good luck! Love, Pa, Grammy & PopPop
- ED, I am so proud to have been a part of this wonderful journey. You are
an amazing father and wonderful husband. We're very proud of you.
Love, Lisa + Chelsea, Patrick, Michael and Ryan.
- Congratulations, DR. JOHN W. PETERS II ! Love Mom and Dad
-We're so proud of you, DR. CAROLINE CLEAR, your dream came true!
Love you. Mom, Dad, Mike, and Donna
PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF OSTEOPATHIC MEDICINE
FRIENDS PAGE
DR. CHRIS SPIZZIERI !! Congratulations to a SPECIAL Son-In-Law. Love Mom
and Dad Traino
Congratulations, DR CHRIS SPIZZIERI, for believing in yourself enough to chase
your dream. Love Jeff + Rosetta Lilly
DOM DeFRANCES-Congratulations on a JOB WELL DONE! Judy and Denny
Howell
DR. DeFRANCES, Congratulations on Reaching you long-time goal! We're
so proud of You and TAN for your commitment and dedication. Now
we have another excuse to Party! -Denny and Helen
Congratulations! DR. DOM DeFRANCES. Your dream came true and you
made it happen. Good Luck! Love, Mom and Dad
Congratulations to our big brother DR. DOMINICK DeFRANCES JR.
Gary, Angela & Sam
DR. TODD MICHAEL HRABAK, we are so very proud of you. Love Nana
Congratulations, DR. TODD MICHAEL HRABAK, on your wonderful
accomplishment. Love Uncle Gary and Family
DR NICOLE HEISMAN, We're so proud of you. Love Mom & Dad
Congrats DR. NICOLE HEISMAN, It hurts right here Love Scott + Elisa
Congratulations DR. MELISSA DeANGELIS, we are proud of you.
Gram and Grandpap DeAngelis
Congratulations, GREG LELAND POTTER. We are so proud of you. Your family
DR. MONIQUE SCALLY Congratulations, Love Mom, Dad & Family
With Love and best wishes to the other DR. MALONE! We are so proud
of you. Love, Dad, Mom, Chris and Kate
Congratulations, DR. ERIC S. BOHN, may God show you his ways and
guide you in his truth. Love your family
Congratulations DR. MICHAEL ROMEO! With Love, Pride, and Joy Mom, Dad
and Tony
DR. DREW RUPPERSBERGER- You are a Daddy to be proud of... I love you-Eva
Congratulations DR. JENNIFER KOST on fulfilling your life-long
dream.We are so proud of you. Love, Mom, Dad and all the Family.
Congratulaions to DR. ROBIN JEAN SIMPSON. We love you soooooo
much!! Hershey, Rebel & Murphy.
v^y yCoiefrom ine Ijoiiors
Dear Classmates,
Congratulations to the Class of 2000! We did it!
Who ever thought this day would come so quickly when
we began medical school four years ago?! Before we
knew it, we became doctors. We should all feel very
fortunate to have such a phenomenal group of people
to call "colleagues". The patients of the new millenium
are going to be in very good hands.
We sincerely hope that you are happy with your yearbook. We put in an unbelieveable amount
of time and effort to make this book something special for you. While it was an enjoyable project
overall, it was one hundred times more work than we ever thought possible. To those of you who
aspire to be an author of a book someday, we strongly advise something much smaller than 409
pages! In any case, please know that we did our very best and we apologize in advance to
anyone who is dissatisfied with the final product.
It is important to let you all know that this book would still not be complete without the help of
some very generous people:
-Thank you to Melissa DeAngelis, Jessica Roberts, Rebecca Armbruster, Cecila Alvarado, and
Joanie Deatrich for cropping so many of the senior pages.
-Thank you to IVIatt Seely for doing a phenomenal job on the advertisements.
-Thank you to Joe IVIcComb, Chris Davis, and Billy Dahms for putting together the entire Timeline.
-Thank you to Melissa DeAngelis and to Dan Harrison for being such vigilant proofreaders. Without you,
errors would abound!
-Thank you to Brinda Kantha and Rebecca Armbruster for helping us with the faculty pages.
-Thank you to our underclass editor, Christine Duffner, and to second years Tricia Petrucelli and Christy
Quietmyer for handling all of the underclass sections, the organizations, the MBA, the PA, the graduate
students and the administration section. You were an Incredible help to us and you did a wonderful job!
-Thank you to our faculty advisor. Hank, and his advisor, Denise, for their help with anything and everything
we needed. You guys are great and are a huge help!!
-Thank you to everyone who turned in pictures for us to use! We will get them back to you!!
-Thank you to Bruce Fairfield in our Educational Media department for taking and finding pictures for us.
-Thank you to Carl Wolf Studio for their endless cooperation and professionalism.
-Last, but not least, we must thank our Josten's representative, Phil Klein, for taking pride in his work. We
appreciate all his patience, time, and effort on our behalf. God only knows what our yearbooks would look
like without his assistance, but we assure you it would not be pretty!!!
Please accept our deepest gratitude and good luck to the doctors of the new millenium!!!
Sincerely,
Meg McComb and Jeannie Price
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